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voyage he made was from Belfast to Jacksonville and return. I thiiik it must have been
nearly forty years ago. I remember that we
all thought the Capt. was “taking his life in his
hands'’: that he was going to a land of wilt!
beasts and wilder men, and like the friends of
tin* Apostle, we “sorrowed that we should see
his face no more;” but he did come back, sate
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of the realtors of the Rural NewBY JOHN GOBFRKY SAXK.
orker may bo in the same tj\ the
coming
A
glance, a smile,—I see it vet!—
spring that I was last, as regards knowing
A moment, ere tlie train was starting:
how they are to grow a few early tomato
How strange to tell! we scarcely met.
plants, and have them stocky and first-class
And yet I felt a pang at parting!
plants in every respect, I will give the details of how I managed to
And
you—alas! that all the while
grow a few hun"Tis 1 alone who am confessing,—
dred to my entire satisfaction.
1 took a
What thought was lurking in your smile
small box, 111x20 inches, li inches deep, and
Is quite beyond my simple guessing.
filled it with good garden soil and set it on
the kitchen stove-drum, and let
1
know those beaming rays
only
it.stay there
Awoke in me a strange emotion,
till the dirt was thoroughly warmed; then
Which, basking in their warmer blaze.
took a stick and made marks an inch apart.
Perhaps might kindle to devotion.
4 1-4 inches deep in the dirt, crossways of
the box: then scattered tomato seeds quite
Ah! nianv a heart as staunch as this.
Hv smiling lips allured from duty,
thick along the rows, and covered them
Hus sunk in Passion’s dark abyss—
about one-quarter of an inch deep; then
“Wrecked
on the coral reel's of Beauly!’’
took a newspaper and wet it, and covered
the box to prevent the dirt from getting
And so. 'tis well the train’s swift flight.
That bore away my charming stranger,
dry on top. 'Die box was set on a bench
Took he—God bless her! out of sight.
nearly the stove after the seeds were sown,
And me as quickly out of danger!
and the following day set on the stove-drum
again for the purpose of keeping up the heat
in the soil, being careful not to let it get
One of my “By-Gones.”
too hot.
From the Galaxy.
in forty-eight hours from the time the
After striving till day with the total deseed was sown, they had sprouted and
many hail broken the ground; a lew were pravity of chairs and tables and bedsteads,
nearly one-half inch high. When the plants which refused on any terms to look homehad attained to the height ol two inches 1
like in a new home, it was comfort, untold
transplanted them into oilier boxes about to rush out into the avenue, in the dusk,
one and one half inches
apart each way. and take sweet counsel with myself, or,
The plants were left in these boxes until as
quaint old Herbert expresses it,
hail
attained
a
they
height of four inches
-to tumble up and down my chest
and then transplanted into a sort of hot-bed
And see what my soul doth wear.
made as follows;
A pit was dug in the
Tt was the avenue which made tne take
side of a hill lacing the southeast, six feel
wide by twelve feet long, and posts driven the house; nobody’s avenue iti particnh r,
in the ground at tile corners and one at yd it seemed to belong to each one of the
each side, six feet from either end.
On small group of cottages to which it led
It had existed as
these posts boards were nailed two feet from the high road.
high in front and two and one-halt Jeef high a sort of lane before the cottages were
at the back, giving
six inches fall from thought of, and great trees had had time
back to front.
In this frame I put fresh
to grow tip in a leisurely way and meet
horse manure mixed with litter—such as is
overhead.
found at farmers’ horse-stables—to the
A long gate closed it in at night from
depth of twelve inches, pressing it down the snares of the outer world, and gave
llrnilv as J put It in :]then put on six inches of
greater sense ot security to the lonely
good soil and covered the bed with covers
spinsters and timid widows who lived in
made by stretching and nailing with JO-oz.
the cottages.
common
tacks,
heavy brown muslin on
Oil tins ni<rlit a thick mist enfolded the
light frames ,1x0 feet. These frames were
made of white pine lath, sawed 1x3 inches, trees and me as with a sombre garment,
halved at the corners and nailed with clinch and the remark of one of our old neighbors
when she heard our destination came back
nails.
Common cut nails heated to near a
white heat and allowed to cool very slow, to me like a bird id ill-omen :
“Going to
are just as good as the clinch nails soid a?
Dovecotes ! Then you will live and die an
ihe hardware stores and are much cheaper. idd maid.
No one ever goes there but
After the covers were put on a hoard the doctor to make them sick, and the
was laid across the
upper ends of them, lawyer to write their wills.
It is too far
reaching from one end of the hot-bed frame from tie- village to walk, and too near to
to the other; and also across the lower i
make it worth while to ride.”
ends, to prevent heavy winds from moving
She evidently spake not without knowlthem.
As soon as the soil In the bed was
edge, and 1 keenly telt the little tine point
sullieieutly warmed J raked it down smooth that
It had a fearwas wrapped up in it.
and marked it. in rows four and a quarter
ful sound to be an old maid all my days,
inches apart, and set the same distance
entirely suspended.
for old maids do live immensely long
Another, and most interesting duty of the apart in the rows.
tree i* now performed.
Tt has furnished
Before removing the plants from the lives, having neither great joys nor great
sorrows to wear out their bodies.
It alMu' sap. or nutriment, which will secure the boxes tiie soil was thoroughly wet in or-lei
appearance at a proper ’ime, of both blos- to cause as much soil as possible to st.iek to most seems that, with a little more effort,
.m and fruit 'and now a new ami important
tiie roots; then a case-knife was drawn they might live forever.
I was twenty1'itv 1011*1 be 'Pscfiarged. that, of securing
through the soil midway between flic plant- l wo years old, and no love passage had
the growth of the tree itself, in its diameter each way. about four inches deep; ami in ever been mine.
If one must be an old
•iml extension of branches.
removing the plants no difficulty was ex- maid, it would be some consolation to
the
Having supplied
perienced in keeping the dirt about their have a few old love letters and a bunch
proper pabulum for
*""••111
and fruit, the sap now finds its roots.
After being transplanted and Hie ol dried flowers to turn over in
Winter
in
a
thickened
to
covers
state,
increase
the
way
put on. no care whatever was given
evenings. It was an old familiar trackameter of both branches and trunk, by
them except an occasional watering.
in my mind; my thoughts traveled it
About the 20th of May the plants were
descending along the heart wood and dcolten.
: ‘siting upon it a soft, white substance,
removed to the open ground, t he same care
The hour was not very late, but. the fog
'•ailed alburnum.
lining exercised as regarded watering and
SudBv the time this is established in its place. cutting between the rows that, had been made a darkness that might lie telt.
den]'' 1 heard voices near me, but whether
Hi** tree has had its nap, the sap becomes
when transplanted to the hot-bed.
These
a: live
again, moves upward, and soon plants were as tine as any 1 ever saw in front or following it was impossible to
tell, is I distinguished no footsteps.
pushes out a new growth .of twigs and grown anywhere, except those grown in a
:;%«•>.
These may be recognized by their : green-house in pots. Tomato plants must
“I fear we have made a mistake,” said
bright ami healthy appearance. They con- have age in order to produce early toma- a woman's voice, trembling in spite of a
tinue to grow until they have ripened, or toes.
hard tone in it. “If you cannot bear with
[Rural New-Yorker.
until frosts arrest their growth and they
me while we are lovers, what will become
•ill I*) the ground.
ol me by and by ?”
of Fresh Fggs.
Getting
Plenty
If these statements are correct, it wdl be
“It is only when we are alone that I
readily seen why we recommend the last of
hi a long communication to the Orniian- should ever
-aspect that we are lovers,”
June a* the best time for pruning trees. t iwn
Telegraph upon the subject of poultry rej lined a masculine voice.
Because the tree i* then in a comparative Mr. K. Dwight, of Hudson,
conMichigan,
“Veil were willing that our engagement
"tale of rest, and because the sap vessels
siders the question, “How to “e‘ plenty of
dionhl be kept a secret.”
are comparatively
empty and. therefore, not. good flavored fresli eggs with little trouble."
“Yes, because you besought me so
liable to bleed.
and thinks if there is any secret m it, in* has
About, the last work which Hie tree per- discovered it, and makes the same
anxiously, but your manner to other men
public
is so utterly—utterly—”
forms in the autumn i* the preparation of for the benefit of all interested.
He says:
“Don’t hesitate for a word.
leaf ami fruit hud* for ‘he next season.
I assure
“(bice, thirty years ago. 1 was troubled
This will prove an interesting examination
as my neighbor now is :
My manner is so—”
I fed my hens you I can endure it.
just,
*■1 r the curious, now.
The delicate germ is plenty of corn and
“Dnengaged. I would say. to put it very
got lint, few eggs. !
‘•'fined ami around it small, tender" leaves
reasoned upon the matter, and happened to
mildly.”
'M'*’ hndd-d in successive
“Perhaps it is better that my condition
layers, and over think that the constituent parts of milk and
1 a* oat <*f varnish is laid, making it waterthe white of eggs were much alike.
Now, should fit my manner.”
proof, and then this work is done!
it has long been known to milkmen that
“Perhaps—unless you can change, that
The beech sheds its leaves in November, wheat middlings and bran are about the
manner.”
ai d does not send out new ones till
April— best, of any food to make a cow give milk:
“1 could no more do that than the
a rest of about one hundred and
forty-nine why not then the best to make the liens lay
could change his spots. I have
day*. Several of the oaks rest one hundred eggs? T tried it, and since then have had leopard
loved you well, but that is no reason
why
md ten days.
Trees transplanted from no trouble. My mode of
the
feed
preparing
we should marry, I
old to warm region.*, will continue to drop is to mix about five
suppose.”
parts of bran with one
“Is it not ?”
t heir leaves as early as they did in their naof middlings.
“Oh! none whatever.
T hear some one
tive locality.
Nature is exacting in her
In the morning I wet up with water about
wav* ami man
ii only change them
by al- four quarts of the mixture in a large pan. coming, lb re is the rigg you meant for
'•
-1 imperceptible degrees.
a fetter.
This whole taking pains to have it rather
Good-night and good bye.”
dry, though
man* >• ha* a deep interest for the farmer
A woman ran bv me so closely that litlr
all damp. This I set in a warm, sunny
who lov
to study the wonderful operaspot, south of their shed, and they walk up. skirts brushed mine, and the fog lifting a
nt* which are in constant motion around
take a few dips, don’t seem to fancy it, like
little at the same moment, r saw the outN L Farmer.
him.
corn, and start oil'on a short hunt for someline ot a man take his elbows from the
thing better, lmt. always coming round in a long gate on which ho had been
leaning,
short, time for a few more dips from the and
stooping down seemed to be looking
Ploughing by Steam.
dish of brail. There is little time during for
on
the
Then
lie
something
ground.
Below is an interesting account of experi- the whole day but what one or more are hurried
toward the village,
as
away
ments in ploughing by steam, on the exten- standing by the pan and helping themselves.
of his pilgrim, “I saw him
I sin careful to mix for them just as much Demyan says
sive farm and market garden of Messrs,
no more.”
as
they wit! consume during the day. At
i.androt.h, at li oomingdale, near I'hiladeiI felt like a person blindfolded, who
night, just before they repair to the roost, has been
j >Li i :l .tormented with other people’s
1 >ur
I
usually throw them about a pint of shelled
experiments were commenced in Allsecrets against his will.
I leaned my own
ans! of the present year. The gang of five corn, well scattered, so that each one can
arms on the gate until the
or six
fog cleared
ploughs are affixed to an oblique get a few kernels. If your liens don’t inrigid beam, so inclined as to cause each cline to eat tliis feed at first, sprinkle a away, and a soft, wavering moonlight
little Indian meal onto it. I would like fell on the trees, which seemed to whisper
furrow s'i-e to fall into its proper place,
and with levers so adjusted as to run tlie all who complain of not getting eggs to try together about the very secrets that 1
plunglm to the desired depth, say eight my plan, and I think they will never lie shared with them.
In a crack between
inches, as in our trials, though a shallower sorrv.”
post and bar someor deeper depth may he adopted at
pleasthing gleamed in the moonlight. I picked
Kacb plough turns a slice of fourteen
out .a ring, the ring which one had thrown
How to Use a Grindstone.
Inches, and win n five only are used the
uwa\ in her angry haste, and which the
breadth simultaneously turned is nearly
First—Don't waste the stone bv running other had looked for in vain. It was a
six feet.
Tlie speed usually exceeds that it in water, bnt if you do, don’t allow it to
violet formed of small sapphires, with a
of mules or horses when engaged in plough- stand in water when not in
use, as tills will diamond in the centre.
ng, and we hav ■, without difficulty, accomcause a soft place.
I earned it home and tucked it into the
With greater
plished an acre an hour.
Second—Wet the stone by dropping
furthest corner of my upper drawer, and
xperience and proper facilities for supply- water on it from a pot suspended above
ing fuel and water, there is little room to the stone, and stop off the water when not lor a month T pondered it in my heart. I
looked eagerly for all notices'under the
doubt eight acres a day. with full allowance in use.
>r detentions and stoppages, may be set
Third—Don’t allow the stone to get out head of “Lost and Found.” Vast hordes
down as an average result.
Indeed, we of order, but keep it perfectly round by the ol does seemed to have gone upon their
travels about that time; mud's anil bonds
nope,with increased practice, and flic more use of gas pipe or a hacker.
thorough removal of obstructions, to exFourth—Clean off all greasy tools before and other small matters were entered to
ceed that area.
sharpening, as grease or oil destroys the return, and no questions asked ; but no
It is not, however, from the ploughs grit.
one had lost a
ring. I composed witli
we
that
look for the most important results,
Fifth—Observe: When you get a stone infinite pains at least a dozen advertisehut from an implement, termed by the that suits
your purpose, send a sample of ments, which should
convey to
English a “breaker,” which is simply a the grit to the dealer to select by; a half that outline ot a man delicately
that his ring might
series of iron coulters or sub-soilers, so ounce
sample is enough, and can lie sent bv be recovered if he desired it. I said no
arranged on a frame as to cover a breadth mail.
word to my aunt (with whom I shared
of nine feet, which, as it offers less resistthe cottage and all other worldly
ance than ploughs, moves with greater
goods)
Farmin'!; Does Pay. The New Hamp- of
my adventure in the avenue. If she
facility, and prepares many acres a day. shire Mirror and Farmer,
a
of
gives report
had .ever had any nonsense about her, it
This breaker is designed at one operation,
a
recent discussion by the Kensington
had entirely worn oil' before my time. She
to disentegrate and pulverize the surface
Farmers’ Club, in which a Mr. S. Drown
would have sought for the owner of the
soil, and also disturb the hard pan below said :
in the same straightforward and exit. may be months after if has been
lie believed that a man wholly alive to ring
haustive way as if it had been a stray hoe
ploughed—and with a harrow attachment his business could make
invested in
money
used simultaneously, leave the surface
Those two lovers
farms pay better than government bonds, found in our garden.
smooth and ready for seeding. Practical and went on
in detail to show how that would have been forced to stand and demen can at once perceive the
advantage of fields, pastures and woodlands paid ; did not liver their names and their secret within
this process.
allow for taxes, for all should be taxed alike, a week.
In our own culture with five hundred or
whether for bonds or lands. Keeping stock
Aunt Ilejjter had brought me up in the
more acres to
prepare for seeding, if possi- had paid for the last ten
years, and he same way that she did everything else;
ble betwixt the opening of Spring and first
could see no reason why it would not pay she never
forgot to wind her clock on
of May ensuing, it may be dillieult to estias well in the future.
Thought he could every seventh day, and she never tailed
mate its value, especially as we propose to
tel' Mr. Weare where the value of his hay lo
give me good measure of home comexecute the ploughing in Autumn and early
went to, as he believed at one time his farm
fort. but it was not pressed down nor runWinter—only using the breaker and harrow could have been
bought for about $1000,
over.
I gave her honest liking and
in Spring to lighten up and further disinbut since the gentleman had fed out all that ning
respect without any love, and she never
tegrate the soil. Stielt, it is certain, may hay, $5000 would not buy his place.
missed it. Nevertheless it gave me a terlie a profitable practice in the preparation
of oat and corn lands, and enlarged prorible shock when hervigorous life was sudA writer relates the following : “Not far
ducts will attend the more thorough tillage
denly arrested by a stroke of paralysis.
Irom
Hartford is the farm of Truman Harwhich steam power may enable ns to pracOur only servant in her fright was helpris, where is a meadow of four acres, which
tice.
less as her
but Miss Purdy, who
has yielded a
heavy crop of hay for over lived next mistress,
We do not purpose, on this occasion, to
door, came in to stay with my
enter into details as to the relative cost of sixty successive years, never having been
while I ran through the midnight
It lias occasionally been
animal and steam ploughing, but we may ploughed.
lightly patient
manured, but owes its success almost en- darkness down the avenue and the long
say, that, if with steam eight acres a day
tirely to an annual Irrigation. The soil was village street for a doctor. Dr. Gilmore
can be counted on as an average day's
a sort, of gravel lied
deposited by was the name on the first door that had a
ploughing, and twice that number witli the originally
two streams (lowing through the enclosure, light behind it.
At the first pull of the
breaker, there need lie no question as to but
by means of a dam across one of them, bell the handle came off in my hand, and
its economy on large plantations; nobody,
built before 1812, it has been irrigated, and I
it is
opened the door and found myself in
|presumed, imagines steam is adapted never fails of
a
crop of hay. Harris the office.
to the tillage ofsmall farms, except
The doctor lay on a lounge,
through was born on thegood
and is personally
fatm,
a system of
co-operation among farmers.
sleeping heavily, as if he had just thrown
It is hardly necessary to say that, in addi- knowing to what has happened there during himself down after a hard
day’s work. I
tion to ploughing, the Williamson steamer fifty years.”
called to him in vain, and finally laid
will be of great service in hauling farm
violent hands on him. He must have
produce and manure, threshing grain, sawA lady called upon Mrs. Maria Richard- been
dreaming some fearful thing, for he
grinding
wood,
and
in
ing
fertilizers,
many son, of Summerton, Michigan, recently,
seized my wrists in a vise and roared,
similar employments, which the progressive and after
chatting for a while, the latter “Now I have you !” before he opened his
farmer must adopt in self-defence.
asked to be excused for a moment and eyes.
went up stairs.
Soon the caller observed
“You arc mistaken, doctor; it is 1 who
The marriage ceremony among the blood trickling through the ceiling, and have you,” T said
laughing. He released
hushmen of Australia is very simple, and lollowing its direction found Mrs. Rich- my wrists and sat
up with eyes very wide
don’t cost a cent. The man selects ids ardson with her throat
cut.
That
open.
fatally
with
a
knoeks
down
her
love,
club,
a
“And
curious
to
lady
enterwhat are you
seems, however,
way
going to do with
ami drags her to his camp.
tain company.
me?” he asked.
's some
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the South.

You may remember, if you do not some of
the “oldest inhabitants” may, one Capt. l)avi 1
Whittier who once lived in Belfast. The last

Trees.

The id* :i qui*e
onnnonly prevails, that
trees .all varieties have an absolute rest
in the winter season.
That all their functions are siispei! 1
tin* sap ceasing to circulate. and that :: extremely cold weather.
Ti e whom iui.iy Oi the tree is frozen up.
Such, however, we b Ikwc. i- not the
as.
<*n the contrary. Ihc tr*-«
perpetI,
ua d \
;\ v ; m Dt ca mb*
ami F< u nary,
w
is m June and August.
!”iis activity,
> •••
"We!
w’.’ty.- ili tin* -ala: degree.
Vs w
>1 era
t
ms
V tu
a'- uius.wt shall probably
ndWr'ti 1
wu-.ui the habits of plants
w e. 2i is.;.* a> yet led US to lit*
,,r investigation.
t .* Unme'
'u of the tree in the winter
T
mi,,
r•‘Mg resemblance to that of the
bear.
In their state of
.,i
w;i• 11? light nr food, they
...
still
b
d circulates, and all their
:
*
i.
in*
|m
mib]y in action, though in a
civ*' than when roaming in
•sts or fields
The tree, not having the
i- 'w.-r
of in, mention to such a place for
Mernation. has other powers, which enable it to re*i*i. as a general thing, the infuenc
of both heat and cold. There are
ex
ions to this general
rule.
frees do not all come to their season of
•st at tie. same time.
That depends conh r:d*lv noon varying circumstances. The
w
ite mapV that stands in alow and wet
ace. sp.- rids it* roots near the surface in
u
'del
get away from the cold water
‘Midi stand* underneath.
But “having no
w)u
a dry time comes, it lacks
slipport. sh vis its leaves in August or early
S'lM'temher, and go.-* into it" season of rest.
1 ”i
Mi -* di .however, the rock or sugar
*;•!*■ ;a" pu*!,ed its roots deep
into the
:
-mi'. spread its brawny branches over
iiamecr o; nearly a hundred feet, and
Mill" i s leave with sueh tenacity that
\ iv.unher’s bla*t* can scarcely separate
Mein from their native twigs.
Nome tives hold their leaves unchanged
several wee it* after frost, as the willow for
Instance. and drop them only in the very
*•
Hi of winti'r.
Nome young white oaks
1
I them even after they have become dry,
’hat the\ eom*' rustling down from the
h
upon the head of him who loves
••amble through forests in the winter.
Kvergrt en trees have th»»irseason of rest,
well a* those of a deciduous character,
1hev do
ist all their leaves at one
me
They tall so gradually that an unobowing person would scarcely notice hut
that the *a:ne needle-like leaves were periMul’y green. Like other trees they have
'.h.u'i rest in summer, and a long one in
winter.
i" the aiiimi 1. man, take* his noonday ;
an i re'll, in the long summer days, so
tie tree, from about the middle of
mu*
and a little into July—a period of
v 'Mt
twenty day*. Since the passage of
woiter and up to the time of the frost
■*m
o.l. it has been incessantly pumping up
<•
sap through all its internal pores, and
-•mi ling it to the extremities of the twigs.
“re to form buds, flowers and fruit, until
j
ha* got tired and wants to rest.
Its
uergie.* are greatly diminished, but like
*•
woodchuck and the bear, they are not

at

Correspondence of the Journal.

“Oh, you must come to my Aunt at
Dovecotes this very moment,” anil 1 began to cry more heartily than I had

laughed.

He took me up as easily as if 1 had been
baby and laid me on the lounge. “Now
lie there perfectly still until my carriage
is ready,” he said,as one having authority.
In a few minutes he brought me some innocent-looking stuff in a glass, which 1
a

drank without a word, and my nerves
grew steady again. I climbed into the
little old-fashioned sulky, in which there
was but spare room for its owner, a carriage that must have been invented by
some misanthropic doctor who did not
mean to drive his own patients.
I contracted myself into about the substance ot
a paper of pins, and held my breath, but
that sulky was a very tight fit indeed !
1 wore a thin Summer dress, with only
a straw hat on my head, and as my excitement lessened, the cool, sharp air of
the September night pierced me like a
knife.
“You are shivering,” said the doctor,
wrapping one side ol his cloak about me,
and holding me close to his breast with
one arm, while lie drove his horse a! a
furious speed with the other.
“1 give you a great deal ot trouble.” 1
answered into his beard.
“Not at all. It is all in my day’s work.”
lie said gruffly. This was not very gallant, but it made me more comfortable
in mind, as it possibly was meant to do.
He did all that a doctor could for my
aunt, which was little enough. Time and
patience were all the prescription that he
gave to her or me, but he came every day,
sometimes twice, as he perceived that
time was growing short, and patience
would soon have its perfect work.
The old story—old as when Cane went
courting into the land of Nod—is coming,
as my reader can see with an eye.
I did not, tall in love with Dr. (iilmore,
nor lie with me, all at once; but there
grew to be an inexpressible comfort in
the rough sincerity and the warm clasp
with which at every visit he met and
stilled mv shrinking nerves.
In the lirst week "t our acquaintance. I
confided to him my unwilling listening in
the avenue to t lie love-quarrel ot strangers.
With his advice and assistance I sent a
carefully worded advertisement to the
village ]iaper. To judge try the pile of
answers which I received describing every
kind ot a ring that ever was worn, one
would think the earth should have sown
as thick with them as was the field ol
Canute after the great slaughter of Carthagenian knights. But not one of the
answers so nitteli as hinted at a violet ol
sapphires with a diamond centre.
In these lonely days I saw a great deal

of my neighbor. Miss Purdy: she was one
of those rare and blessed souls who interpret liberally the eommand to love
one’s neighbor as one’s self.
She and her
niece Kate Purdy lived together, as I
lived with aunt Esther, and a sort ol lel-

low-feeiing, from our similar conditions,
made us wondrous kind from the lirst.
Kate was a sparkling brunette, who
made love to everybody : “male or female,
Jew or Gentile, bond or free,” it was all
1 am a meek looking person
one to her.
myself, light haired, blue eyed, laded out
—you almost need a dark background to
see me at all.
Kate and I looked well together, and
stayed together ehietlv for that reason at
first, afterward for a strong and earnest
liking that, lasted our life time.
I told her all about the ring, and showed
her the answers to my advertisements:
and when our talk reached low Tvater on
other matters, wo always fell hack on
speculation about those two lovers and the
sapphire ring. Kate was disposed to treat
it more lightly than 1 could find it in my
She thought it l.ir too pretty
heart to do.
to hide its light in a bureau drawer, and
after a time I wore it. thinking that in
that way it might be possibly seen and

claimed by its owner.
We had become very intimate in girls’
fashion before 1 introduced Kate to “my
doctor” as T called him in my heart. They
“took kindly” to each other, but she did
not at once begin to wile the heart out of
him, as 1 had seen her do with all other

men.

“Why don’t you make love to Dr. Gilmore?” I asked her at last. “You are
naturally a fisher of men, and the prey is
very scarce at Dovecotes.”
“Firstly,” said Ka'e, “because von already have him in your net. and unless
all signs fail you will soon land him.
Secondly,he is too fearfully old and grave.
I don’t mean that he lias lived any great
number ot years, but he is one of those
who are horn forty years old. and that
would make him at this present about
threescore and ten.”
My world was well nigh empty of kith
and kin when Aunt Esther died, hut I was
not nearly so doleful as I ought to have
been. I had very little money, but I had
youth and hope, and there was—the docKate Purdv had been helping me to
tor.
sel the house in order after the dreadful
hustle that follows the vanishing of a
familiar face.
At nightfall she. left me a I me tor tin
hour or two; it was then as Kate and 1
had tacitly supposed, reading it in one
another’s eyes, that “mv doctor” ante to
see me.

‘•I’m afraid you’re going to lie very
lonely here.” he said, after the first meet-

ings

were over.

“But I shall not he here; 1 am going
to live with the Purdys.”
“Are you quite sure the}' want you ?”
“They say so.”
“Doubtless they feel in that way now,
but their hearts are warmed by the sight

of your atlliction. You had far better
come home to me.”
He held out his arms, with a gesture
that belied the calmness of his words, but
I would not see it.
“How can T be sure you want me ?”
“Do I not say it ?”
“Yes. and so do the I’urdys. ft may
be that your heart in warmed by my loneliness.”
“What is the use ot fencing, when I
love you and you love me ?”
“How do you know that ?”
“Because you have been so careful not
to show even a decent regard for me.
If
you had not loved me, you would have
been more cordial.”
“O, wiser again than Solomon !” I said ;
but I saw his arms put out to me at that
moment, and I forgot what o’clock it was
until Kate’s opening the hall door made
me draw away from “my doctor.”
Kate made a lively talk fora few minutes, but had little response from her audience.
“My dear turtle doves,” she said at last,
laying one hand on mine and looking at
my friend, “I see how it is with you.
You have reached the point where ‘two
are company and three are a crowd.’
“No, we have passed it,” said the doctor.

“And Esther is going to marry you ?”
“Yon have said it.”
“Then I wish you joy with all my heart.
By the way, did you bring the engagement

ring

with you ?”

“Of course not.”
“You need not look so irate. Some
men are so certain ot their
happiness that
they buy the ring beforehand. Why don’t
you use this one that came to Esther
out of the gatepost?” said Kate drawing from her finger the sapphire ring which
she often wore.
“It would he a bad omen,” I said shrinking away from it; “and suppose some
one should claim it after all ?”
I did not think of that, but you could
have another made like it. Nothing could
be prettier for an engagement ring.”
“If Dr. Gilmore likes it, I am sure I
have no objection,” I said at last, for
there was a tinge of romance in giving
the ring a happy ending after being spurned
by the first owner.
Dr. Gilmore did like it, and put it on

before Kate went oft'with some
not sitting up late,
which met the fate of most good advice.
I crept into her lied in the ‘wee sma’ hours
ayont the twal,' and she woke instantly.
“This is a good example to set before a
young and innocent maiden,” she remarked.
“Oh, Kate,” I said in the usual gushing
fashion. “I am so happy 1 can’t believe
it.”
“Oh, well lean. Nobody comes to bed
at this time of night unless something
awful has happened.”
“I wonder he did not tall in love with
my

A

finger

good advice about

tenarian when you are in your prime.”
Kate retnsed to talk all night as I would

MF.N AND CATTLE

two of

Dovecotes was wonderfully healthy at
this time, but the Doctor’s carriage—he
had discarded the old narrow sulky and
replaced it with a buggy—might be seen
going at full speed along the avenue often
enough for a patient at the point of death.
We were married and went into the
village to live in the very house in which
1 had first taken possession of its owner.
That former neighbor who had seen me
an old maid, in her prophetic soul said,
“So you took the doctor after all.”
If this were an ordinary and well conducted story it ought to end here; but
being a true history, my life did not come
to an end. like that of most heroines, with

marriage.
I had been Mrs. Gilmore nearly ten
years, ami had led a very downy life of it.

My love, which had run so smooth from
Ihe heirinning kep up the same habit.
I mentally carried an umbrella all those
years, but it never rained anything but

fortune.
Three little Gilmores made my life a
happy burden, and my old friend Kate
Purdv came constantly to the house to
help me bring them lip Kate was nearly 40
years old, when her fate was carried into
her aunt’s house with a sprained ankle,
and came out her accepted lover.
Many men had fallen in love with Kate
in these years, but they had been without
form or comeliness in her eyes. The mild,
colorless man whom she loved at last with
all her tender heart, carried her away
from Dovecotes, and I did not see her
again till she brought the transcendent
first baby which was to east in the shade
all Gilmore babies, past, present and to

good

SF.VENTV I'KRSONS I'liOZKX TO DEATH.
A despatch from Alexandria,

Douglas

county, says that thus tar authentic reports have been received of seventy per-

One foggy twilight when our tyrants
laid for the night, we walked toward
Dovecotes. The long gate opening on
the avenue was shut and we all leaned on
it to rest a moment, before turning homeward.
“P.v the way,” said I, “it. is just like
1 ho night when T found this
ring. I wonder if the lovers ever made up their quarrel, and married after all?”
wore

am

ipiite

sure

they

never

married,”

“Little

wife,

have we not

togel her ?”

been

happy

“! have supposed so."
“And I have known it.”
“Put the long deceit —”
“Dm my word, there lias been none.
After you introduced me to Kale, I never
spoke a word to her that you did not hear;
nor looked that you did not see.
She
fascinated me once, hut 1 really never

loved her.”
I believe men often make I his sort of
remark to their wives touching their
youthful follies, hut it comforted me
nevertheless, as it had comforted many
another wife.
I had always wore the
sapphire ring, the sign of our betrothal,
and as we talked I had been slipping it
up and down my finger.
As we turned to leave the gate, I saw a
deep crack in the ground where the frost
had loosened the post; in an instant r had
dropped ihe ring into the crack and went
on, with one bruise less on my spirit.
On the way home we talked of the universal preference tor moonlight over fog,
and found Kate waiting alone on the doorstep. “I will not darken your door again,”
she said, “until you sav that you forgive
me.”
"les.
sau! uii' doctor, “she vvdl let
by-goncs lie I y-gones,1' and Kate took
that for her answer.
“You will lind your ring where you left
it,'1 I whispered to Ka'e as I left her lor
the night.
“When I was taking out hair pins under
the gas l'ght, T saw the doetor look

curiously it my forefinger.
“Yes,11 I said, “it is gone; I found the

y< u know.11
lie made me no reply, but lie drew
from nil ler the dressing table, the little
leather covered box that held all his
private papers, the only thing in the house
of which I did not possess the key.
He
look out a little ease, and uncovered a
pearl ring, an exquisite solitaire.
“1 bought this ring for you,” he said,
“on the day after you accepted me, feeling sure that you would some day throw
away the other.”
1 put on the ring and christened it with
kisses and tears. I could not long be
angry with my doctor. I loved him too
well.
As to Kate, I can lorgive, but 1 can
owner

never

quite forget.

How

A corresHorse Reasons.
of Our Dumb Animals writes:
“l'or tlie last two years I have driven my
a

pondent

nearly every day over the same
load. About one mile Irom mv house are
two roads—one leading to the church, the
other leading to the depot. Now six days
in tlie week I drive to the ears, and on
Sunday to church. At the point where
these roads separate, 1 give ray mare her
head, leaving her free to make her
choice; and on week days she will go
straight to the depot, and Sundays [she
goes of her own free will, to the church;
I never knew her to fail me
yet.
It puzzled me for a
long time to learn
bow she should know any difference in
days; and I have come to the conclusion
that she reasons from facts—facts connected with every day life. On week
days f start from my stable in a two-wheel
carriage, on Sundays 1 start from my
bouse in a carryall; thus making an entire
change both in time, place and carriage;
and from these laets she must be guided
in tier choice ot roads..”
mare

IIicsh Like

in tiif.

Countrv. Doctor. “I

to say, Mrs. Fitzbrowne,
that 1 shall bo able to vaccinate your baby
ironi a very healthy child ol your neigh-

am

pleased

1

of section men were at work
and a half miles from St. James
when the storm struck them. With one
exception they managed to reach the vilA
tour

party

lage alive. They supposed their comrade
had perished, and on Thursday afternoon
they started out to find his body. After a
lengthy search they found him asleep in a

snow-bank, where he laid forty-four hours.
On being aroused the first question he
asked was whether break last was ready.
The second request was a “chew of tobacco.” He had his shovel with him, and
had dug out in the hank of snow a perfect set of rooms, which exercise undoubtedly saved his life.
FAITHFUL linos.

A

section men mentioned
who lived several miles
above was
from St. James, lie was unable to roach
home, and his wife became alarmed for
his safety, and he was uneasy about his
family. On Thursday a shepherd dog belonging to him came bounding ir'.o St.
James with a little leather bag a.tached
to his collar, in which was a le*'.er from
his wife containing the joyful intelligence
that they were “all well at home,” and
asking for news of her husband. Another
letter was written informing the wife that
the husband was sale and would return
home as soon as he could reach there.
This letter was placed in the leather bag.
and the faithful animal told to “go home.”
Away started the almost human animal
through the fearful storm and snow drifts,
at rived safely at home with the precious
news so anxiously looked tot by the waiting wife and mother. The next day the
husband reached home. This same dog
was also sent with a letter to a sick neighbor, and brought l>a"*k an answer. That
dog is not tor sale.
the

Among

A

MAN'

AXU

WIFE FEKISII.

and his wife (it is sii] posed)
found within three miles of Madelia.
It appeared that the man had unhitched
his team and started out to find ids house,
which was only a short distance away,
leaving his wife in the sleigh, Ife got
lost in the storm and perished,
llis wife,
becoming alarmed after waiting a while,
also started from the sleigh and met file
same
fate.
The horses wore frozen.
The bodies were found on Friday. We
could not learn their names. The body
of a man named Fred Warlike, of Sibley
county, was found on Friday about three
miles from Henderson. He had perished
about a hundred steps from a neighbor’s
house. A despatch from Fargo says that
a
Siwedenamed<’hrislnphersnn u as caught
in Ihe storm and perished.
A young man
named Kerry, of (Ilytnlcn, left a neighbor’s house jiisf as the storm commenced,
and nothing lias been seen of him since.
It is certain that he has perished.
A

man

were

and sound, and died at last, ripe in years.
I now find myself in that same Jacksonville,
occupying a room in a very finely equipped
hotel, the St. James, and have not seen since
my arrival a wilder beast than a wild turkey,
nor a wilder man than the one who brings to
my room, uncalled for, semi-daily, a pitcher ot
ice water. “May bis shadow" never be less!” It
is of the Jacksonville of to-day that J propose
to write to you.
You know, for you have read “Letters from
Florida” enough to stereotype the fact in you*,
memory, that it is situated on the N. W. bank
of the St. John’s river, about 250 miles ea-d
from Tallahassee, the capital of the State. I
has railroad communication with T. on the
west, and by another route witli Cedar Keys on
the Gulf, where connection is made with line ot
steamers plying between New Orleans, K**y
West and Cuba, and with the North and WcJ

by various routes. It Mas communication with
Savannah and Charleston by line of st carnet
plying regularly tri-weekly, and by

some mod

with the interior of the State on the waters •»,
the magnificent river St. John's. It is located
near the point where the river, having pursued
its

course

in

a

northerly direction from its

in

the marshy tracts of the inferior,
changes its course and runs in an easterly direction until it reaches the Atlantic.
The population of the dtv proper is not fai
from nine thousand; twelve thousand includin’
source

its suburbs; those suburbs being so closely connected with it that to the eye of the stranger
to be part and parcel of it.
It i
laid out with great regularity in blocks, th
streets running parallel with the river, intersected by other streets running at right angles:

they appear

the principal material of those streets being
sand and saw dust. The natural soil appears to
be entirely sand; vet in that sand garden vege-

tables, orange trees, the live and water oak, tie*
magnolia grandifloru, the oleander and various
flowing shrubs grow luxuriantly. Within a few
rods of the St. James Hotel I see, t- I pa-1
a tree bearing oranges and lemon-..
name this simply as a curiosity: tree?* laden
wit h oranges in every direction. The city migi

daily,

1

with propriety claim the appellation of the
Forest City, so numerous are the ornaments
scattered throughout its borders.
The principal business street is Bay street,
running near to and parallel with the rivet
There are numerous handsome brick blocks
stores on it; one of the finest built and ownn
trees

••

1

■

jerks

bors, Mrs Jones—

Mrs. Fitzbrowne. “Oh dear, Doctor!
I could not permit that. We do not care
to be mixed up with the Joneses in any

frozen dead.
SNOW-HANK.

who !»:ive ?*0011 frozen t/'
in
Stevens, Grant, Douglas and Otter Tail
by (’apt. A, J. Ross and our fellow citizen «
counties. Others are still missing and beB. Hazeltine, Hsq. It the rents paid by No.
lieved to be dead; many more crippled
eupants are any indication ot the present and
tor life by freezing hands and feet.
A
prospective of the property, our friends Iru
man named Thos. Johnson started tor a
not made a had investment. There are a _rr«- e
flouring mill on Tuesday, and on Thursmany verv tine dwelling houses; as a genet
day both Johnson and the team were fonnd
tiling, however, they are inferior in style ot
frozen to death.
A man and team wore
architecture and finish to buildings of the -.iin
found in the woods ID miles north of
class in Belfast: they are not kept so well paint
Pomntc de Terre, all dead. A sail ease is
that of a young man returning from Can•d; th hot weather of summer h»*iftg a grei*
THE FATE. OK TWO I AKMERS.
ada with his bride.
At Pontine de Terre
devourer of paint; neithe? are the fences uroun I
One instance ii related of a firmer who
the lather of the young man met the
the inclosures, gardens, A. ., so tasteful a- out*
was at the town ol New rim on the day
couple, and they started for their home ol the storm. Not
Hotels, hoarding houses rating and drinking
apprehending
danger,
near Fergus Falls.
The storm came on. he started to
go to the town of Nieolett, a saloons abound. The principal hotels are the
and losing their way. the two men left the
few miles distant.
This was on Tuesday >t. James and the Metropolitan; a new one
bride in the sleigh and started to find the
about i 1*. M
was heard of the
capable of accommodating two hundred gm--N
Nothing
road.
Noting has since been heard of man until the next
when some of the is nearly completed. There are three newspathem,and they undoubtedly perished The citizens of Nieolettday,
who came out to see pers: the Union and the Republican, publish** I
men not returning, the
bride left the. what
damage had been done by the storm, weekly and tri-weekly, and fin* Com ier.weok v
and
after
about
for
sleigh,
wandering
discovered the top of the head of a horse
Hie souls and bodies of the good people
I.
some time came to some
logs, where she
out of the snow.
An excavation
arc well cared for, so far at least as the mmd
look shelter, where she was found two sticking
was made, and the missing man
was
days after so badly frozen that she can't found silting in his wagon, with the reins of ministers and doctor* is indicative of th t
live. A man and a boy living northeast
fact.
There are twelve religious societies.
in liis hands, frozen to death.
The horse
of Morris went out on Tuesday to get
was also dead.
The man was found only Methodist, Presbyterian, Fpi-copalian, Bai-ii-t
some wood.
The team was found on 'about
twenty rods from Nieolett. where Roman Catholic, Jewish, and in Brooklyn, one
Friday, but no traces ot the men. A Nor- liis
would have ierminated
It of the suburbs, the Second Adventists, with
journey
wegian named Fladerlund. left Morris for was supposed that he became bewildered their Elder, await the coming of tin* tlnv when,
home Tuesday, since when neither man
in tile blinding snow, and had fruitlessly as the poet sings, “the awful pomp shall break
nor team has been seen or heard from.
travelled around in a circle, as is often the Of doctors, there are twelve of tin* allopathic
ease under such circumstances.
A farmer school, three of the honnvpathie, ami i-< hn
moke Jtonitoits.
A man was toned standing by his barn who had been absent from home did not of “eclectics,” Ac., Ac.
rf Solomon was correct when he ntton-d th*
door, in the vicinity ot \ w Fim. frozen return. At ter the storm had been raging
I ir some hours liis t am eaine to the door
to death.
’I wo men were found dead in
proverb, “In the multitude ofv unis- ilors thci
ol
his
home.
Search for the mail was ianother place in the same vicinitv
At
safety,” J k-ouvillc with its tweiPy-tiv
Fergus Falls eight peoph are kmovn to made on the next day. and tie was found <’ounsellors at Law i- -uivlv safe
dead, lie had evidently abandoned hi- :
In1 frozen; at Morris, font, and scattered
pie who arc vain enough to think ti; tt thev
horses and attempted to l.-.u-ii home >r
through tin' intermediate country seven <
now more than '--olomon did mav entri
cn a
tool.
Hi had been overcome bv the inothers.
Two
men
were touml tics1
eight
different opinion.
of the cold and had perished,
tensity
St. Peter sitting upright in a
sleigh frozen while the
secret Societies, as they arc styled, tl nirish
beasts, guided v instinct, had
stitf, covered with Imlfalo robes.
At
acre as well as at tin* North.
reached a place ot shelter and safety.
There a.etw..
Worthington two teamsters have been
Masonic Lodges, a < 'hapter, and a < nmm a in I v,
found dead. Two farmers, named 1 ’.it
:wo lodges
>1 Old Feil'ws, a division «»t tin
Condon and Flynn, the latter known ns Bill to Promote
Efficiency of Common
Sons of Temperance, and a Lodge of <;
Wihl Mick, lett Fitehliehl for their homes
School System.
on 1 tiesday.
Not reaching home, a genTemplars.
eral search was instituted on Friday, and
The city government consist* of Mayor and
both were found lying in a snow drift
ArcirsT.v. Jan. is.
•‘ight Aldermen; four of tin* present Board aTlie committee on nine ttion have agreed "f the “colored
three miles from their starting place.
as also are the
persuasion
Condon was rpiite dead, hut Flynn was u]ioii ami report*'! 1 this iiturninjjr :i hill to ( Itv Marshal, Clerk, and
A-sessor. For aught
still alive, hut so badlv frozen that he will promote the eltieieney of the common
I can learn to the
contrary, the-e “black spirit-,
lose both arms, even if he lives. The wife school system of tlie State, in the matter
and white, mingle, mingle, mingle” as harmoniof
school supervision.
of O. E. Solaud, of Kirkhaven,
The hill provides
Kandiyohi
oiislv a- the wit-hes .lid when tin v cooked th
county, with her sister-in-law, two farm- that the State he divided into seven
broth for Macbeth; the mess they e jok 1- oft*a
ers, and a hoy, were caught out in the educational districts witi 1 a school comlimes full as incongruous and unpalatable; so !
storm.
Mrs. So]and and the hoy were missioner in each, who is to have the
frozen to death. Her sister-in-law was general supervision of the schools and am told.
I here is but one bank here, th* Freedman
alive, hut will probably die, and the wo- overlook the expenditure of the school
man is so
badly frozen "that her limbs will money. These commissioners to he ap- Savings ami Trust Company, a branch of fh
pointed annually by the Governor and National Savings Batik. Deposits or air.
probably have to be amputated.
Council on tlie recommendations ot the amount are receive*! and interests t n re*'n pa
FORTY-EIGHT HOURS IN THE SNOW.
school committee
id’ each
district in m January and July, at the rate <<f-ix per. nt.
A special despatch from Wilmar
says; convention assembled, and to have a per annum. Deposits are revived ;lu,, Mild.
“A party consisting of Charles, John and
salary of Sloiii) a year with traveling to cheek at sight, and inteio-t finnan,-i allowed.
Stein O’Neil,Thomas and Michael llohlen,
These commissioners are There are two
expenses.
private Banking House*. T
each with two-horse teams, were on the also to constitute a board of
education, Lire Department is
altogethei in advance of o
road to Wilmar with wheat. When with- to meet
the
session
ot
(luring
annually
two steam fire engines, two hose <• unpaid*
in about ten miles of their destination tlie
The
bill
was
inlegislature.
ably
they were overtaken by the terrible storm troduced by Mr. Dingier of Lewiston, and one hook and ladder company.
\ ankee-land is liberally represented her*'
of Tuesday, and were found by John chairman of the committee.
the various trades and professions; Maino
Maher to-day in the following condition :
John and Stein O'Neil and Thomas Holdfully and ably. M. W. Drew, on.- of the lead
A Colorado pig rooted into a ran of
en
were found in their sleighs frozen to
ing business men of the place, and I*-** King of
death. Their teams were also frozen, and uitro-glycerine and devoured
twenty all the region hereabouts, is from Ho niton,
Charles was in a dying state. Mr. Maher pounds of the frozen mixture. ILs owner dolin H. Crowell, the largest boot and shoe
attached
a
to
him
and
tool:
long string
brought him to Wilmar. lie had lain
Jeal'T, whose store exhibits a stock twin apartly covered up by the snow for forty- him out in the woods; there he tied him large at least as any in your place, i- iron
and
then
he
a
ol
got
keg
gunpowder, W
eight hours. His arms and legs were fast,
interport. Your old associate in the cdiloi
frozen, and if he lives at all they will all scattered it around the pig, fixed a fuse a
N. K. Sawyer, formerly of the Ellsmile
in
have to I>e amputated. A farmer reports
length, and set lire to it. In about fraternity,
worth American, sits now in the sanctum m
that he passed live ox teams frozen dead. half an hour a terrific explosion ocihe Florida Republican. J. C. (in elcy. one ...
Hourly news is brought in of frozen teams curred, and pork went higher than ever flu*
Assessors of Internal Revenue, and bolding
owner
lias enough ot
before.
The
pig’s
and
the
is
found,
being
that
supposition
their owners shared the same fate. The wood already cut. to supply his entire several offices of trust here, is a native of
Hereafter, when farmers Ibtlermo,and has resided here since lsVJ, with
storm commenced without a shadow of neighborhood.
warning, and continued for sixty hours. in Colorado want to cut their winter wood the exception of a few years of involuntary abMr. Casserty, father of A. C. Casserty, they’ll till a pig with nitro-glyeerine and sence during the war on account of his Union
blow him up. There is another wonderstation agent at Hermann, left the
proclivities. Belfast is represented in tin* perdepot
for the tank-house, a short distance, and till discovery by accident.
son of our old friend, Capf. A. J. Ross, who re
was found frozen to death by his son.
-ides in a handsome house on Forsythe street,
Undoubtedly hundreds have met with the
Some time since a young minister, retired from active business, and enjoying fa:
same fate.
wished to impress his Sabbath-school with better health, as his numerous friends in B*
EIGHT HEAD EDDIES IN ONE SLEIGH.
tlie dignity ot life by reference to the fact fast and vicinity will be gratified to learn, than
A gentleman from Blue Barth
county that men had’souls while ordinary animals when he left them, llis home is one of m\
tells of an instance where, in driving have none. Striking an attitude, he asked, favorite and almost daily haunts. 1 am indebtalong after the storm, a team of horses “Now, children, what is the great dilt'er- ed to him, and you will he of course, for a
was noticed
a
little way oil' the beaten ence between a monkey and a boy?” large portion of the most valuable local inf* rtrack, and on examination the horses “The tail, the tail, the tail,” name from mation 1 have obtained since 1 came here. Alall parts of the house, and the minister bert A.
were found frozen still', standing on their
Roix, brother of the highly esteemed
feet, and looking perfectly lifelike. Sit- was satisfied.
Captain of the Katuhdin, also resides here an I
ting on the seat in an erect position, with
keeps an establishment for tin* sale of Florida
the reins in his hands, was the driver,
A lady who had made pretentions to specialties, from a ten dollar alligator’s tooth to
dead, and in the bottom of the sleigh,
a fifty cent
orange stick, shells and bird’s vvingcovered up with blankets and straw, were the most, refined feelings, went to her
butcher to remonstrate with him on his of infinite varieties, as well as the “golden
the bodies of seven persons, all dead. On
Saturday last seventeen eolllns were taken cruel practices. “How can you he so orange” and other fruits indigenous to the counout of New Ulm to bury the dead bodies barbarous as to put little innocent lambs
try.
Duval County, which is substantially Jackfound in the immediate vicinity ol that to death ?”
“\Vhy, madam,” said the
place. At Lake Hensky, six miles from butcher, “you surely wouldn’t eat them sonville and suburbs, is represented in Ih,. state
Lake Crystal, the bodies ot thirteen per- alive, would you ?”
Legislature—the Assembly—by John I!. Seott,
sons had been found trozen to death.
Six
and Dan. Mclnnis; the last, named is “colored"
children who had been attending school
A man out West mants a patent on an Seott is a negro. Ky the term negro, I mean a
between Fort Ridgley and Beaver Falls,
invention calculated to prevent the bung- Simon pure, unadulterated black; not a drop ol
were found frozen to death, the teacher
ling method.ot executing criminals that white blood in his veins. 1 have lelt a strong
having unwisely allowed them to leave lias now
grown so common. In case the desire to see and know him, but be is absent,
the school-room. Another school-teacher,
vertebral of the condemned are not scien- attending the session of the Assembly at Tails
near New Ulm, kept his forty scholars
dislocated at the first frill, the hasseo. lie is represented to me,
by intelligent
from Tuesday evening until Friday morn- tifically
lowers the victim safely to and
instantly
rojje
unprejudiced citizens, to la* a man of strong
ing, walking himself a mile or more the
his
and
Sheriff
lassoes
the
ground,
intellect; not educated, of course, as we use tin
through the storm to get food for them.
feet into the
them
assistants,
p.ori?

come.

were

ALIVE IN A

one

were

ments.

“I

FROZEN.

Near Washington. Minn., two teams
found frozen, witli one of the drivers
so badly frozen that he cannot live.
The
other cannot be found. The body ot an
unknown man was also found frozen to
death at Nieolctt. A. It. Jenkins, toreman of the Ohio Bridge Company' vard,
was frozen to death while riding in a hack
from Sibley to Rock Rapids.
The other
inmate's escaped with slight injuries.
A
near
New Him undertook to
school-boy
go home, but lost his way, and his body
was found eight miles distant.
A man
was found near St. Peter, frozen stiff.
Whole herds ot cattle, caught in the
storm, were frozen to death. A man
named Christopher left (ilyndon, Minn.,
for home on Tuesday night, and was found
tying under the snow frozen to death. A
young man ‘named Berry, in the same
neighborhood, shared the same fate. A
man and two yoke of oxen were found
southwest of St. James, frozen stiff. A
man and two boys and one yoke of oxen
were found seven miles north of St. James.
A man and yoke of oxen were found within three miles of St. James.
The man
had driven his team through the dooryard of a house, passing within ten teet
ot a shelter without discovering it in the
storm.
He was found only a few rods
from the house, lying partly across his
cattle.

have had her, and I did catch an
sleep, full of happy dreams.
1 was nearly alone in the world, and
thtre was no earthly reason for delaying
the marriage except for wedding gar-

gladly

said Kate’s husband, gravely.
“What do you mean ?” I gasped.
“Tell her all about it.” said Kate to
Dr. Gilmore. “We are all happy now.”
She kissed me twice, with a long look into
t'ny frightened face, and walked away
with her husband,
“What is it?” I said with great effort,
so
dry was my throat.
“It was Kale Purdy and 1 who quarreled
at the gate and lost the ring.
That is all,”
-aid the Doctor.
“All 1” I repeated.

child, and both

Storm.

fSt. Paul, Minn,, Correspondence
Sun.]
The icy cyclone which began to sweep
over the Northwest, on Tuesday, the 7th
inst., was one oi unprecedented severity,
and there is every reason to fear that the
list of victims will not lie completed lor
many weeks to come. The storm came
on s uddenly after a warm and pleasant
day, and raged with great fury for over
two days.
Buildings were shaken like
reeds and the air wras so densely filled
with snow that an object ten feet distant
could not be seen. Many farmers with
their teams, and some with their wives,
were caught out in the
prairies and a
large number have perished. The following account of suffering and loss of ljj'e
will indicate the deadly power ol the
blast:—

“So do I. but some men have no taste,
you know. They are to be pitied, not
blamed. Besides as [ have said before,
he is too aged for me. He’ll be a cen-

or

Western

of the N. Y.

you,'Kate.”

hour

Terrible

A SAI)

CASE.

On Tuesday afternoon a man living
three miles from New Ulm came into that place after a doctor for his wife,
way.”
leaving her alone at home. The storm
was so terrible that no doctor would venWedding cards in Denver eonsistof the “Jack ture out, hut one
of Diamonds” and “Queen of Hearts,” with the
promised to go the next
names of the contracting parties on each. If the
morning. Efforts were made to induce
bride’s mother-in-law is living, the “ten of the man to remain in town, but he said
clubs” is also inclosed.
Ins wife was alone and he must go back.
Poor man ! He never saw his home again,
“Can you tell me where I can get a horse,
his frozen body being found about half
sure?” asked an individual, disappointed at half
The next day the doctor mana dozen livery stables.
“Get a horse-shoer? way there.
Why, at the blacksmith shop, to he sure,” was aged to reach tin! house, where he found
I he answer, given with a horse chuckle.
that the poor woman had given birth to a
some

fifty

air and drops them on the nearest picket
fence. This device is known as the ••Automatic Avenger.”
The most

self-sacrificingTheman

in the

other day,
a severe storm with nothing
to shelter him from the pelting rain, he
met, in going a single block, live ot his
neighbors, each carrying an umbrella
The satisfaction he
borrowed of him.
felt at seeing them so well sheltered more
than compensated him for the thorough

country lives
while facing

drenching
are rare.

in

he

Danbury.

experienced.

Such

men

term—but not far behind some who have occupied seats in our own halls of legislation with
their hats on. He was a candidate for Speaker
ol the House at its recent organization, receiv-

ing twenty votes; his successful competitor received but twenty-eight; and there were two
scattering. His competitor is set down in the
newspapers

as

liberal Republican; Seott is Re

publican.
There is a good story told of Scott which
shows somewhat the metal of the man. In IStio
he was a drayman in this city; before that he
had lieen a slave; he is now a preacher. While
he was engaged in bis former vocation one ot
ids drays was stolen. Suspecting who was th

ihi 'f. !)■'* started in pumih of him.
alone, over/ok him
uvi ’it.” miles from thecirv. with
,p dr >’
hi- possession. and demanded it.
> he
thief 'vh > was of his own oolor by the

Mi Coltax
the ease sir.
<

>ii

(to Judge Poland)—I

Saturday

some

revelations

rest
were

made. -hat hopelesslv involve Senator
•vhv.
tn-e t to arjve it up: whereupon Scott
Oakes
'1 r.
ielibi ,’e1 »r took po-*sp-sion, ejecting him Patterson of New Hampshire.
tr in it l>v niiun strength.
In return the thief Ames produced and read the following
erni
me b.i< rH of his revolver on
him, and receipts from him—
hint foil oved suit with his.
tal.uig 11
Washington. June 22, 18(58. Received
S‘»v*rsd -hots were exchanged, until the thief of (takes Ames §1,800 on account of divic--.’ up the
dray and—the ghost. The duel dends received by him as Trustee on stock
w;is
held tor my account.
i.essfd by several whites. Scott picked
J. W. Patterson.
dv on which he had tints pronounced
tip tne
>
r de.atli without the intervention of a
Poston. May 8, 1871. Received ot (lakes
'J-v. pu it in the driy, drove back to the
rity, Ann’s 2<Y> shares ol Union Pacific Railroad
stock, and §77)7.21 ia rash, on account of
wi.!5 P immediately to the mi!;::;ry officer
ti'- ;i
••'•mnund, and assed for instructions as Credit Mohilier stock, and there is still
due 'Hi tin1 transaction :50 shares o! stock
t» the i-po-".! of tlu; drav-load. A coroner's
jury
in the Credit Mohilier of America, and
w.-i' impanelled, and after a full
decidhearing,
in the income bonds of the Union
ed. very properly, that tlie homicide was com* §2000
Pacific Railroad.
J. W. Patterson.
mitted in self-defence. <<*ott was. o( course,
These were clinched by a letter which
discharged, and that was the end of it. How
Ames handed to the chairman, who read
many are there who, under the -ame eircum
lance-, would have exhibited as much
pluck as follows—

lilac leaf; and the mycelium and
other fungoid forms tound on the liber of
a
peach tree having the “yellows.”
[Laughter.] Now, it is very evident
when we send these out we ought to send

blighted

out at the same time an interpretation of
them for the benelit of the common people. [Laughter.] What have the people
done that they should be crucified by such
a

public report!

meditating about the
new microscopic bureau, I would like to
j take one more
glance at the book. Where,
oh ! where can [ find the proportions of
the “Chester White sow,” called Mary?
[Great laughter.] Only one year old! j
Bring on your microscopic bureau. Observe the length of that inquisitive snout
and the compound curl of that tail !
[Laughter.] See the lengthening lusciousness of those lacteal glands !
[Laughter.]
But her name is Mary ! Is there a man
who ever loved a Mary?
[Laughter.]
Let him construe our beloved Constitution.
there
is
some
one
here attached
Perhaps
to the Constitution and to education who
tnd nerve a- John Scott, the ‘’Jacksonville
Washington. J). C., Jan. 1. 187:3.
will reproach me for not mentioning the
nigger*’ did?
Ho\ Oakes Ames—My Dear Sir: The
elaphidien villosum, or the stenocorus
rhi< is the Hth day of January. I am writing tacts in respect to the Credit Mohilier, so
putator of Beck. [Laughter.] Will the
with mv coat <*fl\ the windows and doors of im
far as I had any connection with it, were Scotch member from
Kentucky please exas
follows; You came to me one day plain this melodious
room wide open. When the weather moderates
I
terminology which
that
so
a
want of means was a bears his name?
up to
degree-, nr thereabout-, you shall hear knowing
(Laughter.]
chronic evil with me, and said : “Patters
But, Mr. Chairman, 1 have only risen
unething more about Jacksonville, w. <.. C.
son, if you would like. 1 can let you have 4’or the
purpose of having the House unCredit Mob.lier.
thirty shares of stock in the Credit Mobil- derstand the astonishing effect of these
ier. which 1 think will be a profitable agricultural reports, not only
upon the
t he invest ignMon het’oic the Congrosinvestment, and will he a good thing for people in the country, but upon the peo1
sn.mil Committee
ill goes on. Almost you.” My reply in substance was, that if
ple in the city. I acknowledge that the
nil the accused who were member- ol
you had anything which I could properly effect is different according to locality.
I
invest in. and out of which I could make now
represent a city, though by some
Congress at. the time of the. stock distribu- = some
1
should
be
to
take
money.
it; misapprehension in the last campaign the
glad
Mon are hopelessly lame, in the business.
luit that I had not the money at that time,
people of New York State, outside ol our
\ iee Presiiienf Colfax
and
must
defer
it
betill
I
it.
could
Your
get
appeared again
grand metropolis voted for me to reprethat
1
was.
could
l ee the Committee on
you presumed
get sent them. 1 fell short in the country.
Friday, when the reply
it later when it might be convenient, and
[Laughter] To be sure I carried that
fallowing scene oectmed between hit:’
you regarded it a perfectly legitimate city by some twenty-five
thousand
and Oakes .-Vines—
transaction. At that time you did not and Though 1 may not,owing to
misapprehenMr. Colfax enquired ol Ames whv he could not anticipate you should ever ask
sions, be with you next Congress, [laugh•1: i not cross-examine him about that tor further legislation from Congress in
ter,] 1 must refer to the effect of these reele’ek when In* gave hi- testimony.
respect to the road, and von never did, ports on tin; city of Philadelphia, which
Mr. Vines—I did not wan
to bring i'
except when it was forced upon you by acted so badly in the late election, [laughout as 1 wanted to let you off as
easy a- I the Secretary.
ter,] is especially notable. I refer to it
1 w.-ts in hopes it would not eome j
Alter Hus conversation with me you for the
purpose ot calling the attention of
out.
may have had the impression that I should my friend from Philadelphia [Mr. KelAir. Ames to Mr. Col fix—Did you relake the stock some time; hut for some ley] to the dreadful
consequences he imnr
t In > 1 ,’J00.
reason
or other—perhaps for want
ot pose:,
upon his constitufents in sending
Ah. C ’lax—1 did not.
funds—1
never took any of the stock.
Mr. Colfax!
If these reports into the heart of PhiladelM 0
pm-ied Mr. Ames to produce his ! 1 never had any stock in the Company, 1 phia. Read very slowly, Mr. Clerk, the
1
u!en»'Tandum book.
Mr Ames could not (as 1 did not) have its divi- extr ct 1 send
pri\
up from the Sunday DisvpiM ) 11j it J,e di 1 not have it with him. dends.
patch ol Philadelphia, showing the dire1
o
hi- had
!l pressed to know, it 1 purchased at
treshed his memory during
ful ot these terrible reports.
*
he '• •<■<
.and brought with him such ex- any time any bonds or stock of the Road,
The Clerk read as follows :
tract- o uu it as ho thought necessary.
you can say, I did at the time they at“We owe our thanks to Judge Kelley for the
Mr. Amo- then read therefrom the entries, | tempted to embarrass vou, when the value latent Patent Office
report. We already have
-howing tin* amounts paid to various of tiie stock was depressed, and 1 paid sixteen hundred of these interesting volumes in
our little library, but they have been read and
memb< vs who put in evidence on Wednesthe
full
market
value
I
for
it.
yon
paid reread <o
many times that we know every page
day.
vou *7,000 in money tor stork and bonds.
of them by heart. This new volume came op< ’oifax—-ln
M
The
stork
was
cotim-satimi -it Wormput into the hands ot Mr. portunely and gratefully on Christmas morning,
ev’- did I not *"ii vou I had never reMorton, the same week, to sell as soon as and tie.it night we gathered our little family
it shouM go up in the market, which he around the tire and read it through to them.
ceive. my dividend* :
The affecting tale entitled ‘Improvement in
A.
I ({tn’t recollect.
I saw Air. Morton on mv
did.
way
Mi C 11\
Mi. Ami s. hi vonr private through, and he said he had never hold .Monkey Wrenches’ seemed to touch every
hyart, [laughter,] and when we came to the
meir.oraiidiiin book, vv 11i■ •!i I hope the any stock in the Credit Meihijer for any climax
of the little story about ‘Reversible PieC mmittc-- will have brought
here, have one; but did not wish to have his name Boards’ there was not a dry eye between the
'.nil
hr irimis of the members oi Con- brought into the transaction if it could he front door and the stable. [Laughter.] During th
reading of the piteous narrative entitled
-ress whom you let have stock ?
avoided.
‘Gum Washers for Carriage Axles* the whole
\.
Y< s. sir.
! am going to Ohio.
1 will see you on
family gave expression to boisterous emotion,
(1 -Will vou tel! me why vow made my return. Don’t fail to correct your and the hired girl was so much excited that she
that check which vou s.av yon paid me. original statement before the Committee. lo-t her presence of mind and went around to
inadvertently with six pounds of
payable to S. C.” when yon made the I must not be reported as e now stands. her mother’s
sugar and a butter-kettle full of flour, and cam*one
miii yrave to Mr. .Allison
pavahle to
Very truly.
home at midnight intoxicated.
[Laughter.1
Win. li. Alii--on :j
J. \V. Patterson.
<Signed)
We can never sufficiently thank Judge Kelley
A.--I can't say; for
mm of the ilivifor the innocent enjoyment thus furnished us.
Tlie memorv of that happy evening will linger
Icn.ls 1 did not pm m any name.
Remarks of Hon. S. S. Cox ot New York. in our minds very much
I’id I give you any ri eeipt for this
longer than that hired
Q
ever lingers when -lie lights on a lot or subgirl
el,I ek :■
In Tin: llorsK m Rr.ntivSKNtatin its Jan. stance which she thinks will suit the
constituA.—N' sir. !l never belonged to me.
loth, rns run Decahtm .stt or Autti- tion of her aged parent.” [Great laughter. J
<>
-Have you ever told me during the
cui.Ttur:.
pa-t lour years that 1 was the owner of
Distressed American Seaman Abroad.
!he stock
Mr. Chairman, I think there is a
good
\
I don't know whether I did or not. deal of undeserved reproach cast on the
There seems to be a serious defect in
I don't know it anybody has told me in noble Department ot Agriculture.
The the laws of this
country, in respect to the
the last lour years that 1 own my own gentleman Irom Illinois [Mr. Farnsworth1
aid which they provide for the oftieers and
hat.
(!. aughler.) 1 do not understand | undertook to say that the present Com
vour mu a. n ot tin- aII.air ai all.
missioner ot Agriculture kept a cuisine to crews o! -mps that aie lost <>u foreign
1 gave
vou the chock and here is the
proof ,,t it cook the seeds sunt to him irom all parts coasts. I- iiher that, or consuls arc someli.V the iio ik.-. What is the use of trying ■ ■I'the world. 1 Laughter.] Other mem- times
lamot'Otb!y short »>! their duty in
bers say lie boards an! lives in out Patent
i.t get around it or over it ?
Mr. Col.ax—-Where was I wh -n you * MI ice tree of expense, i recollect when such eases. \Y«* have often heard indignant com i. •nt by men who have failed to
ire
t ie Commissioner of Agriculture used to
me rhi- cheek; in the Chair or on
make butter for the presidential Mansion.
the Hoof ,J
receive such iv't d as then* case-,
plainly
I hose were unctuous and
Mr. Ames—-Oh. I don’t know
1 can’t
happy days. ‘■ailed lor. I’le* latest instance of this
I l.aughtei. J
remember that.
The gentlest cows of PeunMr. t’otlax to the Committee—1 repeat s> Ivaniu furnished the milk, and there was short coming w»* find in a letter ot ('apt.
no constitutional
exactly is 1 stated before, that 1 never requestion raised on the L. I*. Gilkev. late of the bark Argentine,
eow.
ceived a d-diar on any account liv-m the
D.aughter.] 1 remember well that o! Bangor, which was recently lost in the
a
I never saw this cheek
lormer Commissioner raised strawberCfi-dii Mobiii"!'.
North Sea
After having a very narrow
mid 1 'totfi know whether it was signed ries tor the presidential Mansion.
It is a
O. Ales or Oakes Ames.
Why In- part of die Imsines- ot that bureau. '■scape they were taken off the wreck by
in eie tin- check payable to S. C. J
cannot
l.:tughler."J There is no question of its an. English smack, and landed at RamsI eouid not have added to my
The following is the .important
imagine
constitutionality. [1 mgiiter ]
gate.
I: -corns we a re now to have in the
it
m-si.-jon
without
remembering
agri i portion of the letter from Capt. Gilkev, a
-ime-ihini ihotit it. During the whole of cultural bureau a mieroscopist ! [n fact j
in the Nautical Gazette-—
;!ii- him m .r- he has never proposed to it i- a part td our now bureaucratic sy
I published
Wr all remained on the ••mack from Saturme anytieng and never told me 1 was
tern.
Brin ; in the microscope, that we i
pa
at J p. m.. li!l Sunday tit 10
without
p. m
tin- owner td the spick,
i told Mr. Ames may -oe tln> insectivorous animats which j day,
a change of raiment or place to lav down, and
! would not buy into a law suit anil that
are preying
upon and annoying this use- i our clothes dried on us. Tin* 1 S. Consular
lit! bureau.
ended the matter between us.
agent at Ramsgate,Mr Kdwar-1 IbcLcs, kindly
i am ama/cd that the House does not! cai«-d tor us and sent all bur myself and Mr.
Mr. Ante—The cheek for sk'i.i b.7! Cornto |. union next <Iav—we''followed the
Chandler
ell b-d your payment for the slock.
ippreeiate these reports or, agriculture. I
following >1;:.. Mr. Hodges paid u'l our <*s>
.) ii-liM- Poland to Mr. Coll ix- -Do volt The < iotumissionc; on the yerv first
page
penscs in Ramsgate and passed us on to London
admit that yon gave him a cheek for of his report tells us that the
••segregated to tin1 Aiii' t-wan consul th i". I went to the
character of the rural population has T. S. CoiiMil’s oilirr in London, on mv arrival
s7 I
been such as to forbid that concent ration there, and inquired what they could do (or us,
Air. 1 oltax— 1 suppose, so.
I thought at the time 1 was paying him. i ot idea- and consultation of views which and was fold that lie could scud us to the sailor's
home for board, and when th(*re was a sailing
the st.'ino \v:t-' in purchase and interest I are common to ail other piofessions and packet going from there to the United
States, lie
1’*
but -tid no: understand that this comply
This
is
n. -pceics of “un] oeeupalions
j would put u> on board to work our passage. J
d the transact io i.
I understood divi- j abridged dietioi ary” language which tills a-k* d him what he was going to do with my
j
•lends ha t l.tertt earned and were unud- th" pbilogieal and anaiv.ieal mind with 1 men. lie said he should give them a suit of
clothes after
But look tod.ml! The last Cubed States Christmas, and send them to the
i-isted and would go to make up the wonder
the first chance, it they did not
tiilnm-e lue tr im me, but did not ttuder- pagi ot the report advises its, that we
a ship.
g*
They would not. give me anything,
j
-nid tint they eoinpleted the jtntx-hase.
-ave *1,(100,01 )0,00(i Iiy
; a-> thev saw I was not naked.
uni
I went and got
dispensing
U did not remember of Mr. Ames saying with .dicing! Bet it he advised ami even ‘mine money and took my chief officer to Liverj pool,and from there took
on the steamdo better.
ting bonds. When th
invlliinp about
Dispense vvi’h barns, stables, j er Baltic, for New York. passage
I le t mv second ofs .-in
wa- paid by witness he had the itnand nouses; ami then we will be careful I ficer. cook ami
steward at the sailors’ home, on
-si.m that Hit- proceeds from tile bonds and happy.
1 admits economy—based on I tlx- ‘23*1, at * p. m., and
they stood in the same
cloth1 s they lelt the ship in, ami weic to wait
wh'-n sold would g-i to complete, tin pur- a concentration ot rural ideas!
till after < hristmas before getting a chan<>f
lb- supposed he did not pay Mr.
chase.
•V.futi, i iiirn I ) the ( onimissioner’s reraiment, for no other reason than that fin- man
Am
s.'i.iJ In a cheek on the Sergoanl-at- port ot November, 1871.
f read from that
supplied theU. S. Consul with those things
Ii i- the report of tlie entomo- could not
Arnt-:, but wa- confident that lie never re- page o'.t.
get them ready, ami I presume there
at-,
i
cheek
ceive
for .®I,20o front Mr. logist mol curator! God help uto a. faith- was no one. else \v London that so.d clothing. I
>
ii
think
a
Am
it'ii-r pay able t S. (or Schuyler ful 'ex con. We liayc just made a bureau
period outrage on American seamen
lax, or for any ini mot whatever, lie o» the miiToseope. My triend from In- the way ami manner that we were treated. The
in number, were
sailors,
eight
in
supposed tin- cheek marked “S. C.” was diana Mr. Holman] opposes it; and 1 Shie'ds. Dee. 14th. at £3 10s. per shipped
mouth and
some memorandum of Mr. Ames by which
never
What is this bureau ? £4a£t 5s. each advance. They had been on
oppose him.
in- --liled the niad-v
After lie (*0olfa\) It is. in tact, the bureau of lings! 1 denv board eight days. Five of them were Dutch,
and three North of Ungland men; none of them
told him It
would have nothing to do I hat entomology as a science does not inwith the -lock, and would not buy into a clude all bugs, humbug- no! excluded. were ever in the States, and only five out of
eight could talk Fnglish, and still they received
law suit, in- had never received a certifi- [Laughter.] The Commissioner savs that the s ame treatment that I
and ray officers did,
cate ot the slock and no proceeds from it.
bugs are not insignificant insects, as lliey ami still they lost nothing of any amount, and
Hi- had endeavored since he had been are generally and
even
had
lost
ail
they
they brought on board,
erroneously called.
they owed the ship money enough for all the
Speaker o' the House and Viee-l’resident Hut. sir. they are bugs.
clothes they brought oil hoard—but I presume
ot tile United States, ta make his salary
Now. I always supposed entomology
the consul gave them all a suit of clothes and
and private income pay his bill-, and had did refer to bugs.
The sent them to Shields, as that was where they
[Laughter.]
h
in
the
t'-il
of making (.-very month Commissioner gi\e< the various modes of wanted to go. Let me add, that one of the
been
or two a statement of his financial condifinding these bugs out. He tells you ol sailors only did two day’s duty, as he was laid
with the venereal disease. Now, let me ask.
the mdipodaatrox, which 1
tion, lutt had never preserve-! these statehope my friend up
an* there no rights that American ship-masters
ments.
from Ohio, [Mr. Garfield,] who is now
can claim, as American citizens, for
surely i
It the Committee would examine tlie
goi' g away from my seal, after instruct- was not treated as well as one of those Dutch
cheeks outlie 1st National Bank, where ing me in Latin, will be able to explain to sailors, and I claim to he a citizen of the United
lie kepi Ids account, they would see that tie* House. [Laughter.] There are vari- States. I was born in Islesboro, State of Maine,
in 1834, and have followed the sea for twentvJn- always wrote his name on the back of ous other bugs referred to.
We have the seveti
years. My chief officer is William Chandcheeks without being asked whether pa
ealoptenns femur-rubrum. and the ealop- ler, born in Yarmouth, Maine, and now
able to order or bearer. The singulat y tenns spretns, and the mdipoda ptdlticida, in Chelsea, and was volunteer officer inliving
the
and the anabrus simplex', and the
about Ibis matter was that Mr. Ames
udeop- United States Navy three years ol the late civil
stated that this check was payable to --S. sylla robnsta, the eopiophora mueronata, war. I consider it an insult and also degrading
an officer of an American ship to compel him
C.” and others received checks payable ie and the plutolla limbiponcdla.
[Great to mess with common sailors or to do duty as a
their name.
Laughter.] These are tor the common common sailor in a ship’s forecastle—neither
Mr. Ames— Mr. (.olf'ax, did 1 not render mind.
[Laughter.] balneation forms it. one of my oilieers, cook or steward, were
you a statement of the sale of bonds re- Now, these reports have been published in a condition to do duty on board a ship going
ceived as lividends and you gave me that at a great expense, and this information to the westward, in the wintei, with no clothes,
Mr. Chandler did get what the U. S. Governis o! course intended for the common
$.'>32 cheek as the balance due?
ment will pay #10 for—the real value is about
Mr. Colfax—No, sir; there might, have I eople.
I hope gentlemen will he able #0. They would not even do that much for
me,
lieeii a slip of paper; a memorandum of to explain to the House what all these neither would they give him the money,
L. 1*. Gilkey,
the $532 due; I am not certain about things are.
[Laughter.]
that.
Let. there be annotations go out with Late master of hark Argentine, of Bangor, Me.
Mr. Ames—I ask you if I did not give these reports, Mr. Chairman.
I would
not lie so particular in this remarkable Gen. Gordon Elected to the U. S. Senate
you a statement showing the credit derived from the sale of the bonds.
nomenclature had we not been advised
from Georgia.
Mr. Collax—I deny it.
to-day bv the honorable gent email [Mr.
Atlanta, Jan. 22. The fifth ballot in
Mi Atm*—I am sorry to hear you.
Garfield] that it was the duty of the FedMr. Colfax—You told me some divi- eral Government, by its function of edu- the Legislature tor LI. S. Senator resulted
dends had been earned, hut were unad- cator, to inform the common mind. lie as follows: Gordon 112, Stephens 86,
Ackerman
necessary to a choice 106,
thought we should, by Federal authority The election14;
justed.
of Gen. Gordon was received
Mr. Ames—II lie denies it and says he and money, diffuse
knowledge among
It is believed that
did nol, I don’t want to ask any more men. i therefore boldly ask, where does with popular favor.
Stephens’ opposition to the Cincinnati
lie get power to interpret to
and
fjiiestions. That is enough for me.
plain
his defeat.
A moveMr. ('■ I fax—Head from the former tes- honest people the ealoptenns spretns of movement caused
ment is on foot to send him to Congress
timony of Mr. Ames ami ask him what he Uhler? [Laughter.J We .shall determine, from the 8th
district, made vacant by the
meant when he said, “I do not know by Federal tests, the length of wing ot
All other candiwhether lie or I own the stock.”
the coloptenns femur-rebrutn P [Laugh- death of Gen. Wright.
his favor, and lie
Mr. Ames—I understood you owned it ter.]
I may admit, for sake of argument, dates will withdraw in
will be elected without opposition.
and wanted me to own it.
that tlie learned and fresh men from the
Mr. Ames further testified that he called South
may tell us why the anabrus sim*
on Mr. Colfax the night before he
A case has been on trial in Manchester,
(Ames) plex is an orthopterous insect, but why do
made his first statement before the Com- you invoke Federal
powers to aid in this N. H., lor several days, which has excited
and
asked
him
mittee,
a
(Colfax) if they microscopic work P
great deal of interest.
Washington
understood each other. Mr. Colfax said,
These are recondite thoughts and illus- Bladin of Philadelphia sued Reuben P.
“You will leslify to the truth,” and he trations.
We have in this agricultural Had of Nashua, N. H., on a bond given
(Ames) replied “certainly, I am going to book reference made to various other re- by Hall for the benefit ot his daughter as a
He now supposed that Coltax condite
do that.”
things. I hope this bureau will marriage gift. In defence, defendant
had got an idea trom the testimony of not be
in its work. We have claimed that the bond was extorted from
discouraged
Crounse, he (Ames) was going to testify here on one page—as
you see—what him on the morning of the marriage by
the same as Colfax.
seems a hydraulic
ram; and then on an- his daughter, who alleged that Dr. Sharpe
Mr. Colfax again read from the testi- other, in
magnificent wood and type, the would refuse to marry her unless a marmony of Mr. Ames and asked him how he picture and description of the merino ram riage gift ol $20,000 was made to her,
made certain parts ol his testimony then “Dictator.” (See
page 187.) These are and that if the marriage did not take
put in the most extraordinary relation. place she would be ruined, as an improper
agreed with what he had testified since.
Mr. Ames—1 have refreshed my memory [Laughter.]
It is like
mixing politics intimacy had existed between them. A
since from iny hooks and the books of the with tunning.
lawyer ol Philadelphia, drew the bond
[Laughter.]
I
don’t
think
that
Look all through This hook. Look at and holds it in trust for Mrs.
Sergeant-at-Amis.
Sharpe. The
you can swear hard enougli to get out of the pictures of these butts.
Look «t these defendant is the proprietor of the famous
it either.
I remember all now and have pictures of the fungoid series. Here we Sicilian Hair Renower.and is
very wealthy.
the vouchers.
have the fungoid spores, tonnd within a The
jury tound for the plaintiff.
'■
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Rights.

Woman’s

We notice that tlie

suffrage

is to lie

subject

of

woman

agitated in the Legisla-

this session. It will be remembered that in the legislature of last
year a proposition to submit to the people
an amendment of the constitution in that

during

ture

buried a corpse, as Ames himself by his
testimony has put under the sod the Congressmen who dabbled in Credit Mold Her.
Take the case of Colfax, who has been
held up as the guiding star of virtue and
piety, and then read the testimony which
pulls him down from that lofty eminence,

enterprises of trade and speculation, and
to prosper therein.
Does not Solomon
hold up us an example the woman who
“Considereth a field andbuyethit; with
the truit of her hands she planteth a vine-

and places him among the worst of this
bad set. Senator Patterson of New Hampshire, another of the self-complacent

she maketh fine linen and selleth
In short, they are in nearly all the
fields of labor. As mechanics women seem
to be failures.
The constructive and in-

yard ;

saints,—just
He

September election,

commit-

Judiciary

lays before the

sewing machine ; even the Song ol the
Shirt had to be sung by Tom Hood. And
all I he patent inventions of feminine use,

the

tee.

Piie

legislative
significant

this is

action of last year and
ot the

growing import-

of the cause of woman

ance

It

suffrage.

committee a letter from

Senator, written since the inveshe coolly asks

same

that the writer

Can there be
may clear bis skirts.
lower depth of guilt and disgrace?

a

ing injurious restrictions and customs;
that with the power to make and unmake
public officials, those representatives can
no more afford to disregard them than
any other large class of their constituents.
The alleged incompatibility between an
active lite and the office ol maternity,
would be doubtless so arranged as to be

indepen lent and
self reliant, it would develops their minds,
sharpen their perceptions, and tit them
better tor the great duties of litc. Becoming less frivolous, the marriage remore

The rapier ot his peerless

Congress.

ot

lation would lie less often irksome, and
divorce not so frequently sought as a relief from discontent and disgust.

wit is needed to puncture the innumerable
humbugs and shams which are constantly
coming before that body for sanction and

untiring persistence

It is a subject, which is almost inexhaustible as a field ot speculation and argu

deep conviction,

ment, but a low points oi which can bp
touched in an article of the limits of this
one.
Wo are glad that the subject has re-

support. These are many ot them so
plausible, and urged with so much ingenuity, that nothing short of a dissection

lias at least reached such a stage that its

candid and careful consideration is demanded ; "while the strong feeling and
with which its advocates have advanced their claims in Unlace oi hostility and ridicule, evidence
and earn for them popuThe time for ridicule has
gone by. and that for an acknowledgement
that, the question at least has two sides,
has come.

lar respect.

The advocates of

edgement

of the

practice acknowlrights of women point to
a

two classes or kinds ot claims which justice to the sex

requires should ha -e acknowledgement. These are political rights
and industrial or social rights. The lirst
includes th right to vote and hold office;
the second the privilege ot education in
every lespcct, the admission to all employments. occupations and professions.
That women have had much to complain
in the pa t. no well informed and re-

ei

Until
person will deny.
the common law of this country

flecting

a

woman

of her

recently
stripped

property and gave

it to

her husband; ii also forbade her to enter
into contracts.
It stili in most States inflicts an intolerable wrong upon mothers
in depriving them of the custody and
comfort of their children after a certain
age Although considerable improvement
lias taken place, yet stili in almost all the

hearings

of tin- martial relation, the

legal

with tlie husband. Cases
advantages
of great hardship in this respect are withare

in the

knowledge of almost every person.
expected that the cause of tho

It is to lie

enfranchisement of women, and the extension of their privileges
generally will
make more

rapid progress and find

earlier

acknowledgement in the United States
than elsewhere. Our government is democratic in its principles, and is a continual

such

as Cox can give them is effectual.
He is terribly fat lion pretence, wind bags
and humbugs.

ceived the impetus which the recent legislative action gives it. No harm can result from

The Boakp

submission of the question to
popular vote. II the aggregate opinion
of tlie people ot Maine he against the
a

measure, it will

he silenced

simply

by

be heard

new

order of things.

And now the eel comes into the General
Court at Augusta and demands to he
heard.
There have been act' for the

preservation of

damning

wriggles

before tin'

men

are

as

to

follows—

were.

But the report is

ter; that over one third of the members
were absent, and those present declined
to await the
was

(‘inning of the remainder. It
judgment that we allud-

to tiiis snap

ed.

And

Legis-

a

brought against the

similar

privilege

on wo-

species ot triekeia
disgraced a Democratic
“a

caucus.”

The inference

wouldn’t

have

clearly

is

that
ward

that it

disgraced
republican
The frankness is retreshing but
unexpected. Now if we were seeking an

hound

a

caucus.

to respei ’.

petition tor an act to prevent
capture in Bagaduce river ot that
elongated and slippery thing which occupies debatable ground between fish and
reptile. But Mr Webster rises in his
place to put in the remonstrance of disthe

illustralion.it. would very likely be that
thi trickery would disgrace a
republican
Vice President
seeking to bide his deal-

ings

in Credit Mobilier.

l’he Railroad Committee will give
hearings as follows: dan. tilst, an act
—

There be those in Castine who
believe in eels and their uses, ami that the
principal use of eels is to be skinned, and
senters.

?

men

The matter of property enters largely
into this question. Women, who are permitted to hold and manage, property, are
debarred trom a voice in the laws which
regulate the management of that property,
and the levying of taxes upon it.
law now exists, the classes that

As the
are

al-

lowed to hold property, and are denied
the ballot, are minors, idiots, lunatics,
criminals, and women Women as a class
are
much more economical than men
Their habits of life, and olten necessity,
teach them to study- the art of saving, and
Ol making a little go a
long way. Is it
not possible that this
faculty, brought to
hear upon the public expenses, with the

hope

ot

reducing taxation, might haVe

a

beneficial effect ?
The argument that women arc ignorant
of politics, and will therefore vote
blindly,
cannot be applied except to tlm immediate
present. Political knowledge is tin* accompaniment of political rights; and we
shall he loth to believi that the
average
woman

gence

voter will fall below in intellivoters of the present,
The

some

day.

of America could vote upon
any
with more intelligence than the enfranchised negroes of
the South will be abb* to for
years to
women

political question to-day

come, if ever.

Those who tire fond of going to the
foundation ot things, array against the
claims ol the unrecognized rights of women, such an argument as this:
That
there exists a tacit understanding which
gives to the gentler sex the protection and
support of the stronger, upon the condition that woman surrender her political

independence. Hut that is a state of things
which belongs to the feudal ages, and is a
portion ot the law which has come to us
by precedent, like most ol the common
law. In older days might made right—
indeed it must in the last resort now;
but it is no longer individual, but
aggregate might; and no longer physical so
much as intellectual strength.
The latter portion ot the demand of the
as

advocates of women's rights—those which
pertain to the industries of life—stand not
so much iu need ol advocates as those
which pertain to politics. Women have
tilled and will continue to fill to a larger
extent the active occupations of life; and
this by those slow and almost imperceptible degrees which mark most ot the great
It is scarcely right
to say that any calling is closed to her,
that she is barred from any career save
those which involve official position. Wo-

ciianges

men

in customs.

have been poets like Mrs. Hemans,

pulsing

,concerning uniformity

—The

Augusta correspondent

of the
Press says that the fact that the
Maine Central made no effort in the House
to stop the Portland and Bath charter has

waters, and pursue his sinuous

Pot-yand

way among the weedy wharf piles of that
venerable town -or whether the enticing
and treacherous eel-pot shall lie in his
daily path, and he shall he served up for

disappointed those who counted on an exciting contest. It is imagined by the -us-

the morning meal, smothered in onions
and tried potatoes. Meanwhile the great

pioious that the Maine Central h aders
will in some way perform a llank move-

heart of the country is oppressed with

ment on

anxiety.

the scheme.

I he telloiv who sneaks into saloons
and hotels begging a little
liquor lor his

surprised and gratified by the
passage in fhe Senate last week of an act
abolishing the franking privilege. Notwere

withstanding

that the

belly ache,

lias just made a tour of Skovvhegan. Several dealers of that town are
summoned before the United States Court
at Portland.

republican national

convention resolved that this should

be

have not heretofore believed
that the resolution had more than a bundone,

come

we

signification.

And

we

arc

—The

still

troubled by doubts. But this looks like
business. The House had already passed
the bill, but it underwent some changes

Mrs. Ira Smart, of Chin;*, was so frightened
by the late thunder storm that she laid down on

contents.
T he annual Levee and Dance of N. A. Burpee
Engine Co. No. \ came otf at Far well & Ames
Hall Wednesday evening. The company turned

her bed and died. In the same storm a house
at Cooper's Mill was struck and ludlv injured

by lightning.
The Bangor House is to be enlarged the

with full ranks and headed by the Rockland
Band marched to commercial wharf to receive
the E. P. Walkers, Ellsworth and Carvers

out

ing

A wealthy drunkard at Aurora. III., lately
got into the wrong house ami beat another
man's sick wife almost to death.
Minnesota now adds another to her many atfor invalids. A mine of epsom salts
has been discovered there.
traction**

An aged lady in Indiana, who had been blind
for fifteen years, woke ti|> the other morning
with vision fully restored.

Our new Sheriff has made his appearance
with his cockade which he pres is ts in wearing
on the right side of his bran uew til<*.
A trifle
different from the usual style, but whats the
odds ? Notwithstanding his presence the liquid
refreshment is dispensed to the weary wayfarers
with the usual gusto. Our « ity Marshal con-

their satisfaction.

The Kastern Normal School, located at Casreports, at the end of its fourth year, one
hundred and forty pupils.

tine,

Among the recent pardons by the President
is one for Francis M. Johnson, convicted in
Maine in December. 1*72. of smuggling, and
sentenced to sixty days* imprisonment.
A paper in Minnesota wants to know who
swindled the Indians out of
such an infernal
cold country u> Minnesota !•>. and who deluded
the white people into i' .*

Olestin Hilton of Fmbden. aged 22 years,
while unloading logs in the wooils u Dead
River, Friday, was vt-riously rimmed, and had
one leg broken by a log falling upon him.
A Portland clergyman startled his flock on
I lei i
Sunday evening by f^Ming them that
•*

!

j

The A ns.m Ad\ oat -av t hat A G I. irued
that town committed sui. i ,, by hanging on
Monday. He had b. en in the village in lie
forenoon, and returned home at noon. \V 11-■..
his children returned
--hoo, it night tie
found him hanging by th* neck .u tli
bam.
dead.
of

On Wednesday Mr. Horatio hedges of \

fixing Ppowder in he 11
rona was

»t last week, a
In .Jefferson, on Tuesdav
young man named < diaries Fossctr, in passing
:i team in the load, slumped in tin- -now, and
striking ids ktie against tie- Io*-k of a shot gun
he held by the muzzle, <*r jarring t otherwise,
the whole charge of shot cut- red his side abou;
four inches below hi- arm
The wound proved
mortal, the young man Ring tie following

Thursday.
the state ol New Hampshire luring th1*72, 72 persons died over ‘do years of tg,Their average was 01 years md'» months. Foui
of them wore o\ er loo.
In

vear

The Shore I itie i; ilr id « ompany have pe
titioned the Legislature foi uitlio tv to loo u.
and construet tiedi !i:e- fr-nu Riieksp, ,rt through

A pupil in Rang-r cut the scalp of the school
mlister with hi- s|;lic tor correcting him.
An
other teacher had lii> thumb bitten badlv !•
punishing one of hi- scholar-.

\boiit one o’, lock *sniida\ morning tin dwof ( has. |J. Haynes of Kllsworth
Falls, took lire and w i>
i\
nt.
uisumed
with nearlv all it- contents.
Tin |o>s i- c-ti
mated at about si,f>oo. partiv insur- 1

ing house

News of the

I he «l:tvs 11:iv.* lemrfhem-' i
Three three-mast*-d s.-hoon.
Woodwork litehroinos.
We

to

j

:ivt-r:yv

itln

oidm-

-.now

vv*

r

i'

>ee;i

-tuprisinudv

ek-.

wttim; tiw-ome, and

two n

m m

irk-

it.

*1

noon

;.»

<'

nu

-.mpio>.
atir

to

••

A--*h

r

ion

h

incorpoiaicd.
.-i oranee-.

nt-

pci

The Supreme Court adjourned tin dlv on Fi
Judge Diekm-ou held tin* I t-i
tew davs of the i.-rni.

a
wide field for labor.
Doctor Watts, however, rather
takes the ground that it can't, from the

Flic lecture !»v (Jov. Chamberlain will be m.
Wednesday evening. !*’•• •. Mb, in-'-ad «»| tli
F»th, as hera 'ofore announced.

He

Jerry’s ( alien Kail Friday evening was a su,
in everything but that part relating i »
calico.
Fhose -nits were in the minority.
Isaac II
Darby who was last week tilled for
being drunk, should not !>•* confounded with
Capt. 1shh< D. Darbv .v!
i- na a drinking
eess

Legislature.

man.

nam

—

port

day morning.

Good

—The jury acquitted lion. W. L. Putof the charge of conspiracy in the
—Besides the Black Crook, Portland
case, and that gentleman goes out
liquor
lias got a baby weighing fifteen and half
of court with a clean record. The verdict
is no sufficient reasons for
burdening the pounds at birth—and isn’t entirely happy administers a rebuke to the hot-headed
mails with oceans of useless matter, or yet.
zealots who are pushing their miscalled
tor printing it at all.
It is time for reform
U is reported from Augusta that Hon.
temperance cause to such foolish extremes.
in both particulars.
Josiali Crosby’s chances for the
Reporter’s
A strong petition has gone to the
We are glad to see a movement to in- position are brightening; also that Eaton
Legislature from Waterville for the divisis
crease the
beggarly pay of members of Shaw likely to lose his snug position of ion • »! that town.
the Maine Legislature. One hundred and Commander in Chief of the State rum
fifty dollars does not pay the ordinary shop.
terrible Disaster at Sea.
board bills ot a member during the sesLord Bulwer Lytton, the
distinguishLondon, Jan. i.'L
sion.
Mr. Titcomb, of Augusta, has just ed
Fmglish author, dramatist and politiA terrible disaster, involving a dreadful
intioduced a bill which provides that the cian, is dead.
loss of life, occurred a few miles at sen,
oft' the port of Dover, last night. The
pay of members of the Legislature shall
—The Federal officials at Louisville,
bo $300 for the regular session and $3 a
emigrant ship Northtteet, bound for New
lvv disinleet the money passing through Zealand, was run into
by an unknown
lor
day
special sessions. The session pay their hands
the use of bromine. Don’t steamer and shortly afterwards sunk.
by
of the clerks of the two branches is fixed
Patterson, Kelley and that Washington The Northtteet had a full passenger list,
at $300 and the assistants at $350. The
with officers and crew, a
crowd generally wish it would disinfect making together
total of tour hundred and fifteen souls.
ot
member
ot
the
pay
executive council them 1
Out of the whole number only eighty-five
is fixed by the bill at $3 a
(lay for the ses—The Tribune learns that the Liberal persons are known to have been saved.
sion. The members of the
Immediately alter the collision with the
Legislature Republicans ot New
Hampshire will keep steamer, the captain of the
and council are allowed $3 for
Northtteet,
every ten
their
organization and engage actively tearing the worst, ordered boats to be
miles travel one way for each session. up
in the coming election.
but it is believed the vessel
lowered,
Members are to have deducted from their
settled so quickly that there was not
—Portland has three nutmeg smuggling
pay $3 for every days absence. Let this
sufficient time to launch all the boats.
cases.
The trials are expected to lie very I he rescued who have arrived here
bill pass, provide for biennial
sessions,
say
the
consternation and terror of the
and the whole matter will be much im- spicy.
—Some persons from this city who at- passengers, on learning their danger,
proved.
was
heartrending. Those who have
tended a masquerade ball at Rockport,
death have lost everything, all
escaped
—Portland, ot old so staid and virtuous,
a
scene *uot laid laid down in the
their possessions having gone down with
report
now tolerates and
applauds the winked programme. Some lewd fellows of the the vessel. The news received from
hi nek Crook, with no end of bare
of the loss of the ship,
legs baser sort, from another town, being full Dover this morning
with nearly all on board, created a
and spangled slippers kicked
right into of ill-ink, created a disturbance in the hall, profound sensation in this city. A numthe focus of the levelled opera
which ended in a general light.
glasses.
Kings, ber of the emigrants belonged to the
classes ot London and vicinity.
That prompt motion of Mr. Blaine’s nobles, brigands, priests,
devils, and the working
for a committee of inquire into the Credit whole list of historical characters took a
The omission of Judge Ingraham to fix an
Mobilier business has had a curious result. hand m the entertainment.
At the con- hour lor tie execution of Foster the car hook
lias given rise to the report that his
murderer,
Mr. K. appears to be exculpated himself, clusion, a great
many go id clothes were counsel will apply tor a stay ol the proceedings,
but what an avalanche he has drawn
upon touud to be ruined, and some very cheer- but it appears that the law don't require a judge
to specify the particular time, which is left to
Ids associates of the last Congress.
ful tempers spoiled.
the discretion of the Sherilf.

in

Mr. Wells has a -pleiid d lot «'!’■* v\a
which h»* i>- selling f t\veipv-ti\
dozen.

Neither

accomplished.

w<■

haw

w»* art- to

The North port

tastes

be

r* w

half

haw

petitioned tin; l.cgi-

sutUoiently SpanBut when it
lights.
suppressing tights between ani-

tilings,

in Inn

Wednesday.

there is

of

an
a

tin- pa-t two

The thermom- ti'i

animals

says—
“Let dogs delight to bark and bite.
For God hath made them so;
Let. bears and lions growl and tight.
For ’lis their nature too.'*

for

Tliis winter
yet

law is hardly
remember a

nature

rn>\\

in eaeh day and

Knnuway horsesearee

ish to crave Ihi 11
comes

mimit

lot ot \«rv handsome.

anew

1»:i\ ins?

.in*

storm

—Hon. S.
Hatch has introduced inft> the
hui't* a bill to prevent human prize tights and
among game animals. The bill provides
that any per-on who indulges in a prize tight,
or in any tight between birds, co ks,
dogs, hulls
and rats shall he punished by imprisonment
not less than ten .lays in the
county jail, nor
exceeding one war, or hv a tine not exceeding
$500. [Whig.

people

and City.

Saturday.

I

our

County

uarv.

lights

have

to

The defalcation of "diut*
ashier of Granite
N itiotial Rank of I
ter. N
il
it i- b. iievaniounts t.. sqnb.o*. >. ^lg.N,i»«»«»
.!
which waembezzled from the F.xeicr savings Rank, of
which he was Treasutcr.
The Savings Run.
will piobubly suspend.

Assumpsit for a bill of goods furnished by
plaintitf to Geo. A. Estes, at tlie request of defendant'*. Defendant'* claimed that they forbid
plaintiffs furnishing Estes on their .account on
I he 2!*th orJOth of Sept. 1 >71,and tendered $40,00
the amount dm* to that date. Plaintitf allege I
that defendants did not forbid him furnishing
Estes until December following. Verdict, for
plaintitl. Damages assessed at 8S4,J2.
McLeMan for pi If.
Boyle for defts.

the state.

Surry

na,

Kllsvvorth, and to man.i on u -team tt»rr\ ae.os.
the Peuobseot River at tlie eastern terminus.

An aid ion brought for a bill of goods. After
out pa t of the testimony defendant became default! d.
Boyle for pm. Thompson and Johnson for deft.
Geo. 1C. Bcrrv v>. 1>. L. Hunter and others.

within the limits of

;.

**

getting

or

soim

a- large t> a busln
basket w
n.
ii: front of
train leaving
Mass.. Satu
o id'i.ant
blue light
presents bills, with
Some of the passenger- wm-- gr< aiiv tVighbmcd
slowe.i and .vent a. all light.
but the train

M'Lellan for pi ft's.
William S. Bradley

men

pricked

th-

on

he I ms f.u

*400,00. Defendant claimed that Ten ney. Vldrich A Co., sold the goods to him on the credit
c»l Mudgett, Libby A Griftin, that he had reeeived goods <0 them previously, that fle-v had
taken Mudgett, Libby A Griffin’s note for them,
and that plaintiffs agreed to look to Mudgett
Libby A; Griftin for their pay. \ .*rdirt fori I.aiutiflV;. Damages assessed at $441.4(1.

now

had

see

A ball of tire

seen

Mudgetl. Plaintiffs doing business under the
linn ami style of Tenm y. Aldrich Sc Co., in
Boston, testified that they sold and delivered a
bill of goods to defendant amounting to about

We don’t

II

gun.

md \v> '.lowing in the
if ii was cm a
win
ih
.-har.
exploded while the um/./l. w..-in iiis mouth
his
head,
and
tearing through
killing hint m
stantly. H“ was about '21 years of age.

muzzle to

Abbott and Harriman for pltf.
Boyle for deft.
Nathaniel F. Penney and others vs. John W.

prize light between either

Since the clergy have, held special prayers f,.»the benefit of the press the Chicago 1 lines suggests that e ! tors unite in -upplieation for the
diffusion of int
morality uine.,
the clergy.

on

James W. Patterson vs. Geo. B. Rrgig>. An
action to recover for board and necessaries
furnished by plaintiff to defendants wife. Withdrawn from the jury and settled by the parties.

apparent.

and

>

The report of Ward*-n Ri--e if the state Prisshows that there wer*- PI onviefs in the
prison at the begiuu :.g >; the v-tr. itid bin
.1 t m.
1G4- at its close, a decn-as.
Fifty-two
only have been ‘ommitb i luring the yeai
eleven less than in DTI.

;

leged ihat the note had been paid by offset with
N. G. Fliehborn, that it was dishonored before
it was transferred to plaintitf, and liable to all
l he defences between the original.
Withdrawn
from jury. Plaintiff nonsuited.
Hubbard for pi ft*.
Fogler for defts.

necessity

f ll<

■

men

The wife of Porter, tie man who murdered
Iiis two children in Ohio, a short time -in.
lias “Otumeneed sir
against parth-s Ibr fur
nishing her h"sl»and liquor. 'aiming damages
s.'»ooo
in the sum of

Court.

a

m-n ana women, a-*

Police Oflicer Daniel Gould of Portland has
been arrested for receiving and appropriating
watchman c a porkmeat from the privan
packing establishment.

(.’IIIKF JUSTICE, I’KKSlDINO.

for such

so

The new hell o! ">0» .minis, j>rescnted bv
Dea. S. Adams, h *.' u-t bemi put m position in
the cupola of the < a>tme normal school building, and proves of tine tone.

Daniel II rnmau vs. Win. S. Weseott and
others. Action on promissory note given to
John Smith or order tor two hundred dollars on
demand, signed hv defendant as principal and
I.. M. Partridge as security, md indorsed to
plaintitf two years after date. Defendant al-

The

fu!: of
were <' 'U

not
women
was

Vim.

Supreme Judicial
AFPLKTON

com-

season.

The Dexier county scheme, it is said, will be
abandoned until next session of ttie legislature.

Harbor Band of Vinalhaven.
They made a
grand display and everything passed otf pleasantly.
Friday we were treated to a severe snow
storm accompanied by sharp lightning, quit**
a rarity in these parts.

tirst,

tore ihe

notice of Bishop Soule's Liniment, advertised
to-day. It has fhe reputation of a sate and certain cure for that class of troubles.

incendiary as the building had not been occupied for some time. No insurance on the

He guarantees to finish the work by Dec.

Georges Valley Railroad Co. permitting
an extension of the road to
Bangor, is lie-

Persons afflicted with rheumatism, sciatica,
ralgia. & <are requested to lake particular

an

mals.

—An act to amend the charter of the

the Senate, which will have to be
agreed to in the House. We fear, however, that between the two branches the
measure will be strangled. But one
tiling
is certain—that such a law would be
just
and right, and ought to lie enacted. There
in

killed, and tii< brother

was

n«*u

lumber it burned like a tinder box.
It belonged
to the Thorndike heirs, and was occupied by
the, Messrs. Glovers. The fire was the work of

Bucksport and Bangor Railroad
Company have contracted with John (lowtin, Esq., for the construction of the mail
187J.

Chandler Brann

Georg, seriously hurt by tin* lulling over of
pile of edgings at PitNton, on Monday.

Thorndike Hotel was discovered to be on fire.
The fire department were promptly on hand,
but as the building was filled with seasoned

—

We

Jan. *27.

Israel Johnson vs. Andrew L. Norton. An
action to recover for halam e due plaintiff for
mortgaged personal property, old ;,v consent
■f panics.
Paki-n from the iur> and referre.l to
court.
Verdict for plaintitb Damages assessed
at $11. ■">. Jewett for pin.
know I ton foi deft.
Nathan F. Danforth vs. Samuel Briggs Jr.

as

would have

the

of

Rockland,

Wednesday morning about half past five a
wooden building situated directly in rear of the

election

just

argument can ho

of the Journal.

Nickerson for deft.
vs. A.
Howes. Replevin of fifty barrels Super Phosphoratt of
Lime. Plaintiff nonsuited.
>. S. Brown for pllfs.
Bovle for deft.

of fares; an act
extending the time lor the Maine Central
that it don’t hurt them because they are
to complete its Danville Junction location.
used to it
Before the Committee on
Deb. 5th, Penobscot Bay and River Co.;
Fisheries is to he tried the issue whether
St. Croix and Penobscot Railroad Co.
the eel shall live his harmless life under

conferring

Generalities.

Rockland.

from

like the article in the Portland
Press concerning the defeat of Mr. Goodale, as Agricultural S ,-rotary, hut its
illustrations are curious. It allude; to the
We

lators. Certain inhabitants of the ancient
bailiwick of t'astine. holding that eels
have rights which white

tliis subject,

Probably they

trout in Moseahunaehueka

the insurmountable dams.

on

A cor-

County desires

that the full hoard did not decide the mat-

nutek lake, and acts to prevent the illegal
catching of pickerel in Slapjack pond.
The qjeaginous porgy hath his unlading
triend. The salmon, portly and toothsome, demands fishways, averring that
all his race are doomed by the march of
improvement and the Waterville Mail
has made
the atmosphere blue
with
at last the eel

Aourcui.n i:e.

In your issue of the it I inst.. you say that
the unceremonious removal 01 Mr. Goodale from
the important position of Secret ary of the Board
of Agriculture is exciting much indignant comment, and is not creditable to the State, ,tc.
Mr. Goodale was not removed, hut failed of
Ills eighteenth election for the want ot votes.
The merit of Mr. Goodale is recognized throughout the State, blit most of earthly thing- are
subject to the law of change, and is it not lair
to presume that the members of the Bo nd ot
Agriculture were competent to decide this matter?
It.

an

unmistakable vote. And if on the other
hand, the proposed amendment should be
adopted, those who oppose it now will be
surprised to see how easily, naturally and
advantageously public affairs will adjust
themselves to the

of

in Somerset

respondent

the

against the claims of privilege and
It holds that every individual
despotism
has equal rights, and that the franchise
secures these rights.
When this declaration is broad enough to free the
negro
slaves and put votes in their hands, what
war

Letter

Correspondence

tent* himself with seizing a small
package from
One of. the strongest evidences that the express office occasionally, and all goes
Ames holds in Ids hands the damning “merry as a marriage bell.” “Its funny how
they do it but they do.” We have a free readproof of the guilt of all the men whom
ing room established in the new Masonic Block,
he accuses, is the way in which Kelley, of
in which many of our young men are much inPennsylvania, lowered the pretensions terested, and pass their
evenings in a pleasant
with which he came before the committee. and profitable manner The new Masonic Hall
He blustered and talked bravely o! his will be dedicated next Thursdaj'. The grand
innocence, until Ames asked a few pointed officers will be present, and a nice time is ex\YY have as tine a hail as can be found
questions, and desired Mr. Iv. to say pected.
in the state.
whether he should go further. The cham1 lie Koekland National Bank is to
change
pion of iron and coal didn’t care to hear quarters shortly. They are to move to the lower
more.
floor
of
the
any
Custom House Block, in the store
It is in vain for these men to assert their lately occupied by
Wakefield, having finished
innocence, or for any member of Con- the place in excellent style. The Lime Hock
B mk has also a tine banking room at the old
gress who received the enormous divi>■ t;»11 d.
We can boast of having two of the handdends of any stock while the certificates
somest banking rooms in this section.
were in other hands, to say that it was an
Flora Mvcrs annual benefit took place at Farhonest transaction. Honest men have no well Sz Ames Hall,
Saturday evening, with the
business with such machinery of rogues. cast of East Lynne and The Swiss Cottage.
1 he hall was well filled, and the
beneficiary
Let our readers nut tail to read the must have
hern pleased with tlie result.
nimble witted comments of lion. S. S
There is groat complaint of depression in
Cox upon the follies of the Department business just now. The dull season is upon us.
It is a great pity and a 'Y ft with masquerades, sleighing parties, Ac.
of Agriculture.
the voung people manage to kill time
quite to
loss to the country that Cox is going out

that the possession of the ballot will enable women to render their paths easier
in their callings by removing and prevent-

women

or

tigation began, in which
Ames to commit perjury

from hair pins to cradles, crinoline and
chignons arc of masculine origin.
But it is held, and undoubtedly justly,

making

received either
money from it.

never

And now Arnes produces receipts that
Patterson gave for both. And not only
that, but this ‘errible possessor of secrets

no insurmountable objection.
was passed in the Senate, and tailUpon si careful review of the whole
ed in the House by a negative majority of
we incline to the belief that a
subject,
only seven. Last week Air. Gifford, of
Vassalboro. renewed the proposition. The change of the laws both of statute and
in
to the rights of females,
proposed amendment strikes out the word custom, respect
In
‘'1111110” so that the section will read every would upon the whole be beneficial
citizen can vote, &c. The resolves pro- some respects the change might result in
vide for submitting the proposition to a temporary harm, but the unavoidable
benefits would far outweigh that.
By
vote at the

and have gone to the

on

Credit Mobilier stock

ventive faculties with them are unaccountably dormant. They plodded wearily at
the needle from creation until a lew years
ago, and left to a man the invention of

respect

popular

swore

where he finds himself.
tiie stand most circumstan-

see

tially that he had

the

Subscribers ire requested to take notice ot the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper, it
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 73, means that the subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be immediately changed to correspond, and
thus a receipt in full is sent with every paper. Sub- !
scribers in arrears are requested to li rward the ;
sums due.
In sending money, state THE
FICE to which tiie paper is sent.-jR*

ticians like Madame de Stael. They are
in the pulpit, in the physician’s office, and
the lawyer’s study.
They are editors,
correspondents and reporters. It is no
new thing for women to engage in the

it”?

£ jr S.

at

The Man of the Shovel.
Ingelow, Mrs. Sigourney, the Misses
Davidson, and Miss Priest; sculptors like
Oakes Aines is the owner of the great
Miss Hosrner; brilliant essayists like Miss Massachusetts shovel
factory that supplies
Dodge; historians, like Miss Strickland ; the whole country with those useful imorators an<T platform controversialists li ke
plements ; but we doubt if any that ever
Mrs. Livermore and Miss Dickinson; poli- came from his
forge has so effectually

Jeau

'Flic town ot
that excites

j

soils

were

sickness

Monroe ha-

a ca-c

of -mall po\

good deal of alarm, t- many per
exposed before the nature of the
a

was

known.

The demand for Kei.a-t clams i- mi the m
crease up country.
Mr. Durham forward- »
great many barrels pci week by railroad to the
clamorous people of that region.
James

Higgins,

of

Knox, ini- commenced

hauling the frame of schooner iv.-m that town
to he shipped from this port to Boekland for
Messrs. Williams A; Dean.
One evening last week then assembled at
the house of Austin Carter, titty persons beating the name of Carter, all living in Belfast 01
vicinity, am! all related.
Jacob

Cottrell,

citizen of

Belfast,

ul old and iniu-li respected
died on fur- lay, alter a

lingering

sickness of several months duration
He was about seventy years of age.
Inside of

a

dressed hog that name

as

freight

Katahdin, Mr. Wells found a lorn
butcher knite, such as market men use. Somebody mourns the loss of that instrument.
on

tile

The burning of the Cottrell house shows the
need of looking closely alter stove pipes and
chimneys at this season. It is the second house
burned from one of those causes this winter.
We don’t believe it would add to tiie
reputa_
tion of the author for ns to publish the lines entitled “Story of the lever stricken
ship.” It.
isn’t respectful to the Deity to spell <)od with a
small g.

The stock ot measles in this
vicinity is largely in advance of small pox. They are raging
so extensively in Ward t that the schools are
closed for the want of a sufficient attendance.
Some twenty-five or thirty cases are reported
there.
We learn that the price of Maine potatoes is
likely to be affected by importations from the
British provinces. Ten thousand bushels from
Prince Edward’s Island have been received,
and more arc expected.
The duty has bceu
recently takeu off.

Person® wishing to obtain the photographs of
John Campbell can purchase them from that

Maine

j

Legislature.

A

In the Senate, 22d. a bill was reported
individual on the street for ten cents, and with
amending the insurance laws; also one
his autograph for fifteen cents. Young ladies
amending city charter of Ellsworth. Bill
wishing a trout piece tor their albums should to
incorporate Bath and Portland Railroad
not lose this opportunity.
passed to a second reading. In the House,
bill to promote the efficiency ot public
An immense amount of pressed hay is being
schools was discussed.
Hauled to this eitv for shipment.
Much of it
In tin' Senate, Thursday, orders were
comes from Brooks and other towns
along the
passed that the Committee on State Lands
ne of the railroad, even as far as Thorndike.
and Roads inquire into the expediency of
In one half hour, about noon on Monday,
for a survey of the state lines
providing
w
ntv-thn>»> loads passed our office.
or parts of the same between this State
New Hampshire; that the Judiciary
*fur windows command a view of the front of and
Committee inquire into the expediency of
the Ameriean House, and we are often treated
amending chapter 205 of the laws of 1871,
m tin- sight of
stalwart fellows from other
in regard to the liability of stockholders
■aces lifting their girls lrom sleighs and carryin corporations.
The Bath and Portland
as
though Railroad bill came up by
li don't look
ing th- m to the looi.
assignment.
Maine was
sing her share of the carrying Amendments were offered and, yeas 27,
be
business.
was
to
nays none,
passed
engrossed.
The bill relating to tees of County ComTh. Kobins.m Patent Fire Kindler sold by
missioners was taken from the table and
<,
H Ph. js a \ rv neat and efficient invenpassed to be engrossed. In the House
i.\
i:
icoming the vexations of making a
passed to be enacted bills to promote imn
.-old mornings. A package costing -o
migration and facilitate the settlement of
i.- wi
start on.- imndred and fifty tires, and
public lands; to authorize Justices of the
uuler favor.tig circumstances will kindle one as
Peace to administer oaths and affirmations.
The bill to promote the efficiency id pubfag as the Boston eoutlagration.
lic schools, was. after an extended debate,
Poring AN hitten's exhibition, on Friday evenrecommitted to the Committee on EducaMr.
II.
M.
•ng.
Garland was stricken with
The petitions
tion by a vote of 121 to 21.
ti'aiy"is. and was taken from the hall in a
in regard to Somerset County shiretown
Helpless condition. He remained speechless
were referred, after an extended discusseveral days, but is now better.
Mr. Garsion, to the Committee on Legal Affairs in
and is employed in the sash and blind factory
concurrence with the Senate.
In the Senate Friday, a bill to provide
the Messrs. Mathews.
for the supervision of common schools
Pet it ions \ ery numerously signed, asking tha*
The
was
tabled and ordered printed.
h> Bav and River Railroad Company may have
substance ot this bill relates to the elec;o
authority to bridgv Belfast harbor below the tion ot town supervisors who. with the
r* sent toll bridge, have been presented to the
State Superintendent will constitute a
Legislature. The hearing before the committee
The Supervisors
board of education.
s

o,--s

;ii

Wednesday ot next week.

i-mi

It

should hold town Institutes to instruct
teachers in the best mode of instructing
and governing schools, and the examination of teachers.
It provides also that the
State Superintendent shall hold a Supervisors' and Teachers' Institute in each
county. It also provides for the ’appro-

is

\p< t* d that a large detegation from tin's .ity
will be present.
m

Tun*.

The three masted schooner
Keen, < ’apt. McKeen, which left
Dec. Dth. with hay for Jacksonville,

«• k

I

Amu

Mi

his port
Fla., arrived at that place, discharged cargo.
-aded again for New York, arriving at the
latter port Jan. FHh—making the round trip in
This one of the most remarkable trips
i> s
known for

"T

a

priation of $11000 for these Institutes.
This bill is intended to supersede the present law.
A resolve favoring the repeal of
the bankrupt law passed to be engrossed.
Legislation inexpedient
reported
order concerning the legal settlement of
paupers; also on a order asking the general government to further endow agricultural colleges. In the House an order
passed instructing the Committee on the
.Judiciary to inquire into the expediency
of rendering a compensation to witnesses
unable to give sureties when committed
to prison to ensure their attendance in
was

sailing vessel,

three-masted schooner K. M. Hay*
due at this port for some time, arrived on

l'h

new

ar

iim-

Mt

■

a tirst-el a—
double-decked vesburden, of tine model and rates A

S!;c I-

t\

'i

eleven

;

Slip

vears.

was

built at

Rath b\

Messr-. (io>- A Sawyer: launched on the Oth
c-*
and i- ommaiiiDd by Cap’. S. Doane.
A
xon tre loading her with hay for
M.'diile.
innual meeting of ( orinthian 1 loyal
i. held. January 20th. the following
rti ei'" a • i'" elected for the ensuing year :—A.
d. Mathew*. H. 1*.: Geo. F. Wight, K.: X. F.
Ho 1st"?!. > : H. II. Garter, <’. of Host.: Irvin
hap;-

<

bderwood. F s.; Timothy Gha-e, Treas.: W.
H. Fogler. Si-.-'v.: ('. M. Littlefield, R. A. G. :
>.
Davis, M. nil Vail: F S. Garter. M. 2d
Vat
Or... S. Gha-e, M. 1st Vail: A. V. Saw-

1

■rile. Sentinel.
Another joke comes out of the Getchell panease.
While the selectmen of Montville
were ?n consultation at M- LellanX office one
evening. Getchell being present, some one deel

knew the tune. One after another remarked that li«' had no time keeper, until
Getchell Irew from hi.-pocket a good looking
sired

to

and gave the information.

witch

:hat the pauper was the only
afforded that luxury.

one

It seemed
pre-ent that

The workmen in the Mathews -n-li and blind
factory, consisting of sixteen men. have formed
a-soeiation among themselves known a®
'he Mechanic’s Relief Association, with a relief
ommittec, treasurer and secretary.
They
in

themselves twenty-live cents per week,
and when one of their number i- unable Jo

assess

through sickness. he is paid tin* sum of
•?+ per we k from the Jr- tsurv. Tlii- F a good
example, and where any large number of men
ire together could be practiced with mutual
oenetit to all concerned.
work,

Man* Drowned.

The body of Ruel S. Fllis,
this city.arrived hereon Saturday for burial.
Mr. Klli- was drowned while or, a \ isit to his
brother- at Di\ Island and Spruce Head. He
••ttempted to oro«- from the main land to Spruce
Head in a small lioat alone.
How the accident
occurred i- not particularly known.
The boat
was picked up on the shore and the body found
some live hours after.
Mr. Fllis wa- the son of
Fi a»dm II. Fllis. at Head of the Tide, was a
nan

excellent reputation, and about 25 years

of

of age.

The

verv

remarkable

lightning
witnessed in this city

occurrence

of

hiring a snow storm was
■Fi
Friday evening, between six and seven
The lightning wa- very -harp, the
■’clock.
dashes lighting up the heaven- at infen als for
It wa- observed all over tin region
hour.
between the Penobscot and Kennebec rivers,
and at Rurnham the thunder Wa< verv distinct,
fh" occurrence is not without precedent, as
we i.i’d that the file of this
paper makes mention of
a similar phenomenon twenty years
igo.
It say-. Feb. IS, 1 SoJ—
an

«m

Sunday night occurred the severest

storm

of the

season.
The snow must have fallen
foot and a half an 1 drifted hadlv. What
most rein tkable F. that though it was very
•M. and the wind from the northward, the
"tonn was accompanied by verv sharp light"'-me

ning.

live year old boy in this vicinity, who has
been on a long voyage with his father, and
picked up about all the sea lingo, is in the habit
>! showing off his accomplishments at the invitation ot hjs fond mother.
Recently, in the
presence of ji large company, he was told to
-how* how hi- father tack *d -hit*. So mounting
V

chair. in

began—“Down wheel—ri-c tacks
and sheets—main-topsail haul—head yards—let
g" and haul—>>■/ty don't you pul/, you d-,1
That hoy had learned too much
fr’iiiK.

Uuring the furious storm of Monday
:il:irm ot lire1 was sounded, soon after
night,
i'll o'clock.
It proceeded from the house of
>l'f. Riley S. Cottrell, on the Little River road,
tod the building was entirely destroyed, to-**tlier with the furniture in tho upper rooms
I lie lire took in the attic,
probably from a dean

five

1

chimney, and

first discovered by the
unily, who had not retired. The engines got
to the spot with difficulty, but nothing could be
done to save the building. The house was inwas

sured.
Tin: Wharves. To the eye of a
observer it looks a little curious to see
the large number of able vessels moored at
the bridge, when such demand exists for vessels with freights rit >r* on hay to Boston. We
know persons in Ibis vicinity who have been
obliged to go to Boston in order to get vessels
Along

«*;4.hu:iI

take away the hay they had in store here,
lhere has been the usual activity along the

to

wharves,

and

we

note the

following in the hay

trade—Pitcher A: Gorham have loaded se.hr.
Abbott Devoreux for Baltimore. A. W. Rich
of Brooks, selir. E. A. HI Hot
for Boston.
Woods, Mathews A Baker, schrs. Isis for Boston and Geo. B. Ferguson for
Charleston, S.
<
Pitcher & Son schr. R. M. Ilayward for

Mobile,

A a., and have two others under conSchr. P. M. Bonnie has loaded for CarPotatoes are not lively, but Mr.
ver’s Harbor.
Morrow ontinucs to do something in that line
tract.

and has oaded schr. Cameo for Boston. Schr.
Geo. B. Ferguson has discharged a large freight
of general cargo from Boston, among which we

noticed, ship timber,

stem

and stern pieces, for

Carter A: Co.
UNITY.

While Mr. Geo. A. Rack lilt’ was handling
barrels of flour, on Monday, one rolled

some

against his leg and broke it.
Mrs.

Boulter, widow of the late Simeon
Boulter, of Montville, died of apoplexy on the
her usual health
was found to be
which condition
in the evening.

William G. Sibley, one ot our most successful business men and farmers, has been slithering from paralysis since
last, and his
case

is

regarded by

Thujsday

medical

men

as

almost

hopeless.
O. H. Keene, Esq., of this village, while attempting to manage a vicious horse in his stable
the twenty-third inst., hail his collar bone fractured.
On

Tuesday,

the

twenty-first

kicked by a horse he
and severely cut in the face.

Sibley

was

ago while

from Sibley, Minn.,
lie set out with a
mail-carrier at ten o’clock in the morning,
before the storm began. It was not long,
however, before the blinding snow fell
thick and last, and when thirteen miles
had been traversed the two had lost their
road and their horses were floundering in
drifts. They attempted to urge them torward, but it was of no avail; and finally
despairing of making further progress,
they blanketed the horses, and after making them as comfortable as possible crawled back themselves into the hack. Their
clothes were covered with snow, and their
hands and feet were benumbed with the
biting cold. In this way they passed the
terrible night. When daylight came, the
horses were found to be frozen dead.
The storm, far from abating, was increasing in violence every minute. Leaving
the carriage was certain death, and, suffering all tln> pangs of cold and hunger,
the unfortunate men remained within their
contracted ipiarters. fully conscious of the

journeying
Rapids, la.

Pills,

vide for additional safety of railroads, was,
on motion of Mr. Butler, taken from
the
table and referred to the committee on
railroads. Bill providing in part for the
expenditures of government, resolve relative to ceding a lot of laud to the U. S.
government for cemetery purposes, were
passed to be enacted. In the house orders
were passed that the committee of education be directed to inquire into the expediency oi amending chap. 5 of the laws
of 1872. relating to the powers <4 cities
and towns to take land for the location nt
schoolhouses; that when the house adjourns, it adjourn to Monday at 2 I’. M.
Resolve to provide in part for expemliturus of government was passed to be
enacted, and also bill amending section
HI, chapter 3<\ of the revised statutes relating to birds.
In the Senate Monday, the bill granting
relief to the heirs of the Brigham estate
was taken from the table and passml to be
engrossed. Bills passed to amend section
16, chapter JO, R. S., relating to biids;
to amend chapter IS. section S7, relating
to appeals from the decisions of County
Commissioners. In the House a large
amount of private legislation was asked
for. An order passed that the Judiciary
Committee inquire into the expediency of
so
amending the law respecting the calling of the annual and other meetings ol
parishes or other religious societies, so
that they may be called by the clerks in
tile mode prescribed by law.
Bill to incorporate the Portland, Batli and Sea Short'
Railroad Company was passed to be enacted.

Congress.
In the Senate Wednesday, iftld. t!ie lull
for the construction ot ten war vessels
A liill to regwas amended and passed.
ulate the distribution of the Genova award
It provides for the apwas introduced.
pointment of five commissioners to examine and decide upon all claims, under
liill to abolish the
certain restrictions,
franking privilege was passed, in the
House, bills tor the admission of Colorado
and to abolish the grades of admiral and
vice-admiral in the navy, were passed.
Hill to create Commissioners of Commerce
and to give bounties to American shipbuilders was tallied, this being equivalent
to a defeat.
An amendment to the ship-

ping commissioners act,exempting vessels
engaged in trade between the United
States and North American possessions
and the West Indies, was passed.
In the Senate Thursday, the Legislative,
Executive and Judicial appropriation bill
was taken up.
Mr. llil! offered an amendment. increasing the pay of members ol
Congress to §8000 a year. Mr. Morrill,
of Vermont, offered an amendment to the
amendment providing that tin question be
submitted to the vote of the people of each
State next election, and unless endorse I
by a majority of votes, the increase would
not lie made.
Mr. Hill’s amendment was
tabled, 11 to lb. In the House a resolution was adopted directing the Poland
Select Committee to investigate and report what members have been interested
in the Dubuque and Sioux City railroad,
and the Central Pacific railroad.
The
House then went into Committee on the
diplomatic appropriation bill.
In the Senate Friday, Mr. Morrill of
Maine, reported from the Naval Committee a bill to authorize the President to appoint Capt. G. II. Preble a Commodore in
the navy. The legislative appropriation
bill came up and a long discussion ensued
on proposed amendments to take measures
for the recovery of money due from the
Pacific railroads. In tlie House, the Election Committee report that neither Delarge
nor Bowen were entitled to a seat trom
South Carolina. The frailds and irregularities at the election were so great that
it was impossible to determine who had
the lawful majorty of votes.
Saturday the business was not important in either branch.
In the Senate Monday, bill was passed
to require the national banks to restore
their capital when impaired and to amend
the national currency act. Mr. Edmond's
amendment to the legislative appropriation bill, which is designed to throw Ihe
questions of dispute between tile government and the Pacific railroads relating to
the non-payment of interest due the former into the
Supreme Court, was passed.
In the House bill declaring the meaning
of the amendatory bankrupt act ot June
8th to be exempt from judgement against
bankrupts the amount allowed by the constitution and laws of each state, respectively, existing in 1871, was passed. Mr.
Lynch introduced a bill, which passed,
for the establishment of life stations, on
the coast of Maine, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts and North Carolina. The
Senate amendments to the House bill
abolishing the franking privilege were
agreed to. Yeas 143, nays 48.

In Brooks, Jan. 10th, John D. Frazer of Pictou
County, N. S.f and Ida F. Leathers of Brooks.
In Burnham, Jan. 20th, Mr. F. O. Smiley oi

Pungencies.

Potions and

Thousands die every winter of consumption,
bronchitis, diptheria, and lung fever, whom a
few doses of Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar, given in time, would have saved from a
premature grave. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

Somebody inquiring at the Springfield, 111.,
post office for a letter for Mike Howe, received
the gruff answer that there was no letter there
for anybody’s cow.
Golden Pills

Duponeo’s
always reliable,
Thursday morning
a comfort to the female sex!
found them alive. The mail-carrier turned proving
A Terre Haute girl exclaimed, when she -aw
to his companion and found him a maniac.
The tearful suffering and anxiety of those a Thomas feline elevate his bark: “<>. niv,
wouldn’t he make a lovely bustle?’*
two days had robbed him of his reason.
The day wore on, and Friday morning Hear ye the mighty Centaur's tread—
The storm had partially abated, See the long line of myriad dead
came.
and travelling was practicable.
Two With hoof of horse and human head
men passing along the road in a sleigh
Itise up aud speak !
’Twas proud Olvmpus gave us birth;
perceived the stage, and drove to it. A

peril they

lew

were

from

feet

in.

the hack

lay

tlie stiffened
his feet and

For

A

Drank liquid from the volcano's mouth.
man and beast to play our part.
Then restored to life by tie- Centaur's ail

Trader's

N ivu

York, .Tan. 23.

17th!, had deposited or loaned
money to said bank to the sum of $40,i>00. which sum now remains at interest.
This advertisement joins on to quite a
chain of events.
Several years ago Mr.
Edward Thayer and others, of Easton,
^lass., undertook to recover a large sum
™f money with accrued interest, claimed
to be lodged by Isaac Phillips in some unspecified bank. Phillips was born in Easton. in 1700. and married there.
After
one child had been born, which died in
infancy, he separated from his wife and
embarked in the slave trade, where he acquired a large fortune. About fifty years
ago he deposited or invested in some
New York bank $40,000, and from that
time nothing was heard of him, except
that he died in Virginia about the year
is:;,").
Information was received of an
old lady named Susie Phillips, a niece ot
Isaac, who had lived for a number of
years near North Bridgewater, Mass., and
earned a living by picking huckleberries
in their season. She had been buried with
a Bible under her head, which contained
evidence sufficient to settle the heirship of
the Phillips family, and her body was exhumed to throw light on the question.
The Bible was in such a ruinous condition
that nothing of importance could be gathered from its records, and the search was
given over. Two years ago, however, a
newclaimant appeared in the person ot
lolm Blanchard, of Pawtucket, R. I. lie,
too, had a Bible which settled his relation'll!)) to Isaac Phillips, and if anything was
coming, lie wanted a share. This evidence and the records ot Phillips’ birth, in
the town of Easton, he put into the hands
"I an attorney in this city, telling him to
spare in reasonable expense in making
the most ot it. The principal and accrued
interest would now amount to SgoO.OOll.

Limp in

Maxi

aoti KKS.

A

d. F. Ludewig, of II litoken, N. .1.. -avs:
“The Centaur Liniment lias cured me of rheumatism, after intense Mitf-wing for live year-.**
tried many remedies for my sprain ! ancle
The second bottle of Centaur
j without relief.
Liniment cured it perfectly. Cm as. Hit.i., GIG
Fine St., Fliila."
“I

This testimony could he repeated for a month.
If you want to avoid suffering, just try the Centaur Liniment.
Sold bv all Druggists.
!Uv25
.1. H. It »sr. A Co.. dd Broadway, \. 5
Children dry for IMTenrif's < a •/ rout \
A substitute for Castor oil.
It :t —imilate- tin*
food, cures the Wind Colie, and causes natural
sleep. It does not contain morphene, is pleasant to take, never gripes and never fails.
The
best physic known.
*‘w25
12 Samples i»v mail.50 cts, retail quick for S to
R. L. WOLCOTT. 1SI Chatham Sq.. N. V.
1 y r‘2G.
The following strong certificate a- to the
curative of .Miss Sawyer’s Salve, we clip from
the Fatten Voice:
Reward of Merit. We are happy to lav
before our reader- the following cure, effected
by the use of Mi-- Sawyer's Salve.
Mr. Silas Bryant, of Sherman, has been afflicted for years with what the doctors pronounced a scrofulous cancer, lie eon-lilted the
most skillful ph\-i«-ians in vain, and was finally
induced to try Miss tiaioytir's Snlrr and now
after using the fourth box. le i- «•;»t ir *; \ cured,
and enjoys pcricct health.
tl5u

terprising

..

Inst., John

was

grooming,

aged

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Mon i>AY, .Ian. 27, lb?2.
BUTTER—We quote tine tall New York and \ ermont butter at 34a3bc per lb straight lots of prime
do 30.133c; good N’< w York Vermont and (’ nada
at 2(ia28e; common at isa22c; baker.-' 10aI2e per lb,
CHEESE--We quote tine factor- at 15 1 'a in
line Ohio factory al 15 1-m1 *c : meiluim do at l-lo ;
choice dairy 15:il6c; medium dairy 13 Hr; common
at 12al3c per lb.
EGGS—We quote at 14c per dozen lor Northern
and Eastern, and 35c lor limed.
BEANS—We -quote choice mediums $2 75a2 *5;
good do at $2 50; prime Western pea beans at *3(»2 ;
and $3 75 for Eastern; and common do at $3 25a
3 50; yellow eyes at $3 50 per bush.
«-r lb tor
POULTRY—Sales are made al 14al5c
good lots of Western Turkeys, and at 12-i 13c for fair
to good ones; Western Chickens, select, at 10al2c
per lb, and babe for fair ones.
DRESSED HOGS- 1’he market today is firmer
closing at 0 3-4c for good lots.
IN) 1 A LOES—.Jackson Whites and Early Rose at
POcaPao per bush. Onions at £0 oo tor yellow.
APPLES—The market remain* *teady, with i-nles
at $2 25a2 50 per bbl lor N E Baldwins and S3 00a
3 25 lor Western.
HAY
We quote common Hay at $20a2l per ton;
Straw $29a30 per ton.

interiron,

broke. Maine, iron, cheaper, than they
can he obtained from England without the
duty. He has just sent lourteen tons to
N. L. Thompson, Kennebunk, and fifteen
tons to Hath.
1). Knowlton & Co., are
now manufacturing passenger cars with
the Miller platform, and have just made
a contract
with the Portland & Odgensbtirg roads tor twenty-five of his improved box ears.
Mr. Knowlton leeeived a
letter from Col. Liedley of New York last
night, making arrangements to meet a
committee ol the Knox'A- Lincoln and 1’.
B. it K. Kail rod, tor the purpose of making a contract to build the road from
Kockland to Bangor, at Portland on the
30th ol this month.

it, David G. Wellman, aged

SHIP

Jan. 2-.
Boston: l
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SPEC I ALSO TI fJ E B

Boston

Post’s Washington dispatches predict that the Senate will be
compelled to investigate the complicity of
its members in C redit Mobilieiyand
says—
In view of the developments regarding
Senator Patterson and other members of
the Senate, that body will now proceed lo
order an investigation of its own. There
is a parliamentary rule requiring that if,
during the progress of the investigation,
either House discovers evidence inculpating a member of the other House,the proceedings in investigation shall tie immediately stopped and a transcript of the
evidence made and sent to the House ol
which the inculpated person is member.
This rule will probably be complied with
by the House to-morrow, and the Senate
will thus be officially informed of the implication of Senator Patterson in the
Credit Mobilier.
It is competent for the
latter body, however, to order an investigation upon a common or newspaper report, but the custom has been that the
implicated parties should themselves demand investigation.
Who speaks first,
Harlan or Patterson.
A Si-icv Dkuatk.
A spicy interchange
of words occurred in the House on Saturday between Ben Butler and Crossland ot
Kentucky, which commenced by the former's protest against a judgment in a
Kentucky court on a private claim. Mr.

SCI!KN Civ'S PULMONIC SYRl P,
SCH KN C K’S S K A W K KI> I'D NIC,
SCHKNt K’.s MANUKA Iv K PILLS,
Are the

ouly

medicines that will

cure

BATCHELOHTS_

Ferguson, Ferguson,
do; Abbott. Devereux,
do; Winslow, Kent, Portland, Corn tor
Pitcher & Gorham; Georgia, B: ier, Salem.
R M Hayward, Doane, Bath, New.
24.
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willing to close out
the largest part of it at extraWORSTED GOODS
ordinary LOW PRICES.
Ladies’ Knit Jackets, Gaiters
Wo have a large assortment
Clouds, Hoods, Breakfast
in the different departments of
Shawls, Scarfs, Slip-

Messrs Mitchell & Waters, of Newport, R I,
wreckers, have completed the work of discharging
the cargo of schooner Willie Perry, of Lincolnville,
from New York for Providence, which was driven
ashore and sunk by ice Jan. 2d, on the North end
of Gonanicut, and landed it in Newport and ProviIt is thought the vessel will be sold at aucdence.
tion as she lies,

New Goods

fants’

Fringes.

Embroideries and

Fancy

Shirt Bosoms of every
Style, Price and Quality.
1

receiving

am

Boston, goods

oi

°.h. Y\ WELLS,

at MOST REASONABLE PRICKS,
Garments ot
all kind.*- made to order, Particular attention paid
t » the making ot GKNT’S SHIKTS and LADIES
UNDERGAKM KNTS.

4*“lh* best .juality of COTTON, SILK. OIL,
! ! I READS, and attachments for all kinds ot Sewing

Machines constantly on hand.
A«. it (or OAK 1‘Kit’S PERFECTEDH LMMKKS.
l h« best Dress Goods and Flannel Ilenimer in the

Try It! Price $1.00!
w. it. MORISON
r,u Main SSI root.
over

CARLE 0c MOKISON’S Hardware
Store.
4w30
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BLACK

THE

A

LATEST

DRESS

STYLE

5;

the

Crossland said that judgement was obtained before a judge of the gentleman’s
own
party. Mr. Butler—“Very likely;
all our swans are not white.” [Laughter.]
Mr. Crossland—“He is, however, one
Bou> Robbeky. About two o’clock of the whitest that belongs to the flock.” Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHKL.OR Prop., N. Y.
Iyl9sp
Saturday morning robbers boarded the [Laughter.] Mr. Butler—“It is untortucoal schooner Sandelphan, from Pem- nate that in some places we have to take
broke, Maine, lying at Smith’s wharf, such officers as we can get.” Mr. CrossCambridgeport, Mass., and awakened the land—“It is an anomaly that this judge,
The subscribers have this
formed si co-partnercaptain, Janies K. Aylmond, by quietly although a Republican, has proved to be ship under the style of A. day
F. Gilmore & Co., and
shoving a pistol in his face. Before he an honest man.” [Laughter.] Mr. But- will contiuue the business heretofore carried on by
could collect his senses they wore locked let—“I am glad to hear it. ft is the first A. F. Gilmore on the east side of the river.
A. F. GILMORE,
MELVIN GILMORE.
up by an application of chloroform, and time I have ever heard of any such a judge
it was noon before he awoke again.
He in Kentucky. Does the gentleman know
Belfast, Jan. 1, 1873.—3w30*
then found that several suits of clothing, of another?” [Laughter.] Mr. Crossland—“It is very likely that this is the
a revolver, some nautical instruments,
and $100 in money were taken, embrac- first honest one belonging to that party
ing everything in fact that the robbers that the gentleman ever heard ot.”
The best thing out is ROBINSON’S PATENT
could carry away.
There is as yet no [Laughter.] Mr. Butler—“No doubtthere
clue to the villains, For the perfect au- are few of them in Kentucky.” Mr. OrossFire Kindler!
ONLY 25 CENTS per package; each package will
dacity and coolness with which the work land—“I should regret to have the integHundred and Fifty Fires! without shavwas done, it has few
rity of our people measured by the gen- build One
equals in our later tleman’s
The above can be found at Wells’ Fruit
standard.” The Speaker—“The iugsl
criminal annals.
Store.
Also Nice Valencia Oranges very cheap I
debate is wandering from the merits of Fayal Oranges only 25 ets. per doz. Nice, Fresh
Fresh
Messina Lemons I Ouly 30 cents per doz.
A young man who went West from Danbury the bill”
[Laughter.]
Figs only 17 cts. per pound. Spitzenburg, Rhode
a few months ago has sent only one letter home.
A
fresh
Island Greenings, uud Baldwin Apples.
It came on Friday. It said : “Send me a wig.”
The happy medium—a gentleman be- stock of Fruit will be received at WELLS’ FRUIT
And his fond parents don't know whether he is
be
sold
STORE, by every Boat, which will
Very
tween two ladies.
Im30
-calped or married.
Low.

Fire!

prices

we are

slaughter

a

of these

goods

as

WORSTED DEPARTMENT.

to

Spring Trade

I S made on or before the 1st ot any
be placed upon interest every
mouth, exe. pt May and November) and interest
same in .June and December.
the
compute*! upon
Deposit- received daily at the Hanking Room,
lroin 9 to 1'^ A. M., and
tol P. M Saturdays Irom
9 to 12 A.M.
JOHN’ H.qUIMBY, I reas. ASA FAUNPCK, Prest
Belfast. July 13, 1870.

AGENTS V\ AN rLI).—SAM PLUS
"
W
""
i" seut
• /
F*
free by mail, with terms to
clear from s-'* to $lo per dav.
Two entirely new
sab-able
as
flour. Address N. 11. WHITE,
artieles,
Newark N J.—-Iw30

mL ( W

All Wool

RUNNING”!

Only

Hosiery

25 Cents per Pair.

COMMON SENSE

Business

Wagon!

ITe (’rank-axle Spring Wagon,
Patented Dee. 31, 1872, is better
adapted for general use than any
other wagon made. Patent rights
lor sale by J. N. STEW ART, Patentee, Belfast, or
JAMES MITCHELL, Travelling agent.
2inos30*

BISHOF SOULE'S

LINIMENT

positive cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
Is

a

Hack, sprains, &e.

physicians

as

It has cured

hopeless

cases given up by
and is the only certain

Sciatica.
Try it, it will cure you.
Always procure large bottles for severe cases. Large
bottles $1.50, small bottles 75 cts.
Sold by all
E. \Vr. RYDER & SON. Proprietors,
druggists.
Send stamp for “Household
Huston, Mass.
Cash Book.
lyrSOeow
cure

fur

(J. s. Marshal’s

Office, ) ni
, t ot lllaln' ss
l,1!,trict
I'ortlainl, .laiumry i>:i, Is:.!, i
is to give Notice: That on the 20th dav of
rpillS
A January, A. 1>, 1873, a Warrant in Bankruptcy
was issued against the Estates, joint and individual,
of Josinli A. Colcord, Cassius C. Roberts, Nicholas
P. Berry and Fred \V. Fowler, of Stockton, in the
County ot Waldo, and State of Maine, who have
been adjudged Bankrupts, individually and as partners of the lirm ol Colcord, Berry & Co., on their
own Petition filed Sept. 23, A. 1). 1872; that the pay
meat of any debts, and delivery ot any property belonging to said Bankrupts, to them, or for their use,
and the transfer ot any property by them, arc forbidden by law; that a meeting of the Creditors of
the said Bankrupts, to prove their debts, and to
choose one or more Assignees of their Estate, will
be held at a Court of Bankruptcy to be holdcn at the
Custom House in Beltast, before (’has. Hamlin,
Exp, Register, on the 20th day of February, A. D.
1873, at 1 o’clock P, M.

2w30

U. S. Marshal

:

as

S. S. MARBLE.
Messenger, District ot Maine.

How Lost How Restored

-fust published, a new edition ol Or.
«.!nlv«rw,nll)» Celebrated EmuHi%y on the radical cure (without raedicine) of Spkkm atorrikka, or Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses. Impotency. Mental and Physical incapacity, impediments to Marriage, etc.; also Consumption, Epilepsy, and Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extravagance.
>8®“Price, in a sealed envelope, only 6 cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
demonstrates, from a thirty years' successful
practice, that the alarmiug consequences of sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain and effectual, by means of which every
sufferer, no matter what his condition may be,
may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
♦grThis Lecture should be in the hands of every
youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, postpaid, on receipt of six ceuts, or two

clearly

postage stamps.
Also DR. CIJLVERWELL’S “Marriage Guide,”
price 50 cents.
Address the

publishers,

HLIWE A CO..
127 Bowery, New York. Post-Oflice Box 4,5»G,
#
( HIM. J. C.

1yr41

N1

OTICJE !

hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast,
that l will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday
afternoons, from 2 until 5 P. M., for the purpose of
receiving taxes.
DANIEL L. PITCHKK,Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 26.-U13

1

!

HAYFORD BLOCK,

!

Wharf and Storehouse to Let.

NICE LINEN HANDKERCHiVES

The extensive wharf in this city known a- Sun;
soil's Wharf, with warehouses,
thereon.
II.
water at the head admits ship* ot the ;.11-1;. -t el
l In- buildings are suitable lor storing ha\ -alt, m.
lasses, lumber, or almost any kind <>i product
merchandise. U h one ot tlib best businr-ts site- n
the city,
lit* Portland steamers make daily landings at this wliarl.
Also, .1 lot ol 1 md between -aid what: and Cart<
.N Co’s shipyard, suitable tor a yard tor buil liny wst Is, lor which it lias been used.
The above premises will he let, ither oye. her nr
separately, on a loug lease, to part ies d. 'siring them
Apply to U H. SIMPSON.
r t! 1
Belfast. Sept. 1ft, 1
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Hemmed, only 12

l-2c.
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Nice 2 Button Kids

f
*1

FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED!

Only 75

No power

is so costly as that of human
muscle,
lifty percent, ol the power required to run a
Sewing-Machine may be saved by using the

MAKES

cents per Pair.

——OF

»

RESTAURANT

A LARGE LOT OF

POUND PRINTS

POTE & QUIMBY.
Belfast, Dec. 13.—tf„*4

Just Received.

M. K. l“>l)(jK informs his old tri*mi- and
customers that h-* has leased and fitted up the st »?
lishiueut next door below T. W. I’itclut
stop 1
where he will be glad to see them.
«

OYSTERS SERVED IN EVERY STYLE!

Soap! Soap! WATERPROOFS
market for

:.uvl

DODG-E’S

STITCH

With the least and most simple
machinery of any
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WKA KS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease of running, great
quietness of operation with a wonderful range of
work. We are also Agents for the improved
Singer
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
fail to call and examine.

PACKER’S

—

W. B. Swan cfc* Co.

8 to 10 Cents.

THE

CRAMPTON BRO’S. LAUNDRY SOAP.

YOUR

Remnant Prints ! C-O-A-L-!

“DOMESTIC.”
IT

<

BUY

“LIGHT RUNNING”

LOCK

BELFAST.
tf-iO

M

ami

K. U. JOHNSON
('O., ju-t opened ;i
assortment of W’orsiod- tinl W >rst**.l I’mt.-rni.
Slippers, Ottoinas and toilet Cushion-, Bracket m
low el Hacks, Iniant \- Knit Shirt-. Sucks, >oek- ami
Mittens, I t.li. s Break!
Shawls,Nubias, Biyioh :t
and Hose, Children- I.eRirins. Sack* and l.’nlm.
t*a llama. Wad:
Hoods, tieni 11 in» u'- .''■mm-. I
and liusel C.mva--. fin:-.
mi I m-.
lYrlorat'
I’uper, Herrmann'- !»• -t Berlin /.ephyr Wor-t !two. lour and eight told. Sh-tlmd \y .r-.-ied-M'rod.iviittiux and Worsted Nt edit--. and Paper Putin m
Partieular attention Riven iu shading ot Worsted-

LUXURY!

PT

DLPOS1
mouth, will

NOVELTIES

anxious to close

preparatory

!

>-S

Penny Earned.”

Saved is a

FANCY GOODS.
ll.indk>ri hiefs, Collars, lit*
and Neck-Handkerchiefs, liloves, Two-Button KidKid Mittens, &c., Ac.
DRESS MAKING. Miss .Jackson has selected a
winter stock ot Dress and Cloak ! rimming*, si..
as Buttons, Fringe-, Gimps, l’asselAt. >j•
attention «ivcn in l>re.-s and C-oak Making in 11.•Latest St> le*.

on

OJ

Penny

E,

out the entire stock

o

A

R. JOHNSON will return wv
with the winter styles which she wi'i t.e
l lt Huts in Drab
show
her customers,
to
pleased
Black, Bronze and other desirable shades. Velvet
Ribbon*. Feathers and Fancy »Viuga. Ji t- and
MRS.

week

GOODS!

We have made

“DOMESTIC!

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

MILLINERY.
Bands,

-r---SSi

Bank.

CO.

WINTER

15 per ct. less than
their former prices.

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

THE “LIGHT

SILKS!

Selling

A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

DOMESTIC

A

GOLD & COUPONS WANTE1

on

efSB

QUIET DOMESTIC

A

e

fr S4

r-

H. H. JOHNSON

til5

©

^

I KK I

Please Cal! and Examine. Jjrj

&W H

Mam Su

Produce Wanted!

Savings

©

x

:

o

and

C?‘To BE SOLI) AT LOW

c*
©

K

Cor.

TRIMMINGS

Groods, Ac.

s-3
=-'R t* 5

A

I will pay the highest market price tor all kinds ol
FA K M PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed Hay, Apples,
Keans, &e., .No., delivered at Lank’s Wiiahk, In
this city.
K. A. (.'ALDERWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. Wl. It 10

Housekeeping

St.

H

0

PLOHENCE SEWING MACHINES

4 41ft

w

2r:

OP

description

17 Main

Machines!

LINE

DRESS GOOD;

Goods,

week from New York ami
in my line, ami

every
ev\ ry
.‘

Sevviiii)

PULL

Fancy

Goods of all Kinds.

Improved

For sail1 on small montln1
cash installments.
.'lucnr e stitcnmg ot all kind.1’, such as iiKMMIM., KKIJNG.rORDING, BRA1D1N(i, TUCKING, FAUl.o TING, KUKFMNU, QUILTING and
KDG K-S 11 ! Ql I N(i, done at short notice on the

Dry and

and Braids.

Veil Braiges.

The Florence and
Original Howe

L

Shirts,

Sooka.&e.

Linen Collars and Cuff's.

Chignons

In-

per Patterns,

JUST RECEIVED.

>,w. .rv ;t*’i«a?in>riiinTMK«wg—mw—n

Up Stairs,

16.

January

New Black

Sehs Senator, Condon, Carver’s Harbor.
Jan 24.
F.ninia Linwood, T S Newcomb, Baltimore;
F'annie & Edith, Bartlett, Boston; Adda M Chadwick, Coan, Baltimore.
27. .J P iMerriam, Clark, Boston. H P Bl.aisdell,
Wood, Charleston.
2d.
Iris, Bullock, Boston: FI A Klliot, Broal, do.

DYE.

This splendd Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of bad dyes and washes. Produces Immediately a superb Black oh Natural Brown, and
leaves the hair clean, soft and rkautjful.
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all

Fire!

i,ak<;k stock

Pulmonary

Sometimes medicines that, will stop a cough will
often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up
the liver, stops the circulation »*t the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of
the very organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes 01
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, and at other times drowsy ;
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
condition ot the stomach or a torpid liver; Persons
so affected, it they take one or two heavy colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs aie a mass oi sores, and ulcerated,
aud death is the inevitable result.
Sohenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is au expectorant which
does not contain ay opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Scheuck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastricjuicc of the stomach, digests easily,
nourishes the system, aud creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When tie- bowels are costive,
skin sallow, and the patient is ol a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. ,1. 11.
SCHKNCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GKO. (J. GOODWIN & CO., K8 Hanover street,
Boston, and JOHN F. HKNRY, s College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally.—lyftsp

HAIR

Have

FANCY GOODE

JUST RECEIVED.

Rich,

Consumption.

|

H.H. JOHNSON &C

WENTWORTH.

HEIjF.4>»T.

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CORcD.
The

Belfast, Jan. 14,

NttWS.

Sells George B
A Elliot, Broal,

Belfast

tacts in regard to English
lie makes the startling statement that he
is manufacturing ship spikes out of Pem-

esting

I KHIAT,

l.lu to 1.15 Mutton per ll>
to
Bye Meal,
90 to 1.00* Lamb per lb.,
11 to
B.ye,
sG to 88 turkey per lb.,
22 to
Corn,
55 to Go! Chicken per lb.
i; to
Barley,
1< to
2. ?5to.i.25 Duck per lb.,
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas, 90 tts !.oo let sc per lb.,
50 to
on Hay pt r ton.
*1
Oats,
Goto
70
Potatoes,
"o to
lu Washed Wool
Dried Apple-,
s to
oS to
50 t <»
75
Cooking, do,
f»0 to
.55 to
.’S' [hilled
Butt**r,
.‘0 11 ides,
.' to
is to
Cheese,
;o to 52'Call Skins,
1? to
Kg#*,
12 to 14 Sheep Skins
7;> to !,
Lard,
7 to 10 \V ootl, hard. S'’.00 to 7,
Beel,
Baldwin, Ap’ls, 75 to soj W ootl, >olt, $.400 too,
Si Dry Pollock,
7 to
to
Veal,
s' Stra\v,
7 to
$* to
Dry Cod,

Tin- lime inspector, E.Orbeton, informs
us that when his
report tor 1872 is made
up, the amount of lime manufactured will
reach nearly two hundred thousand barrels. the two largest quantities being
made by Carleton, Norwood it Co. : <12,•Vio, and Shepherd, Jones it Co. viz: 4o,itimi.
The amount manufactured in 1873
will probably he larger than any previous
year. In 1 Jneolnville, a town which joins
Camden, three lime kilns are to lie built
the coming season.
This morning we had an interview with
l> Knowlton, the car manufacturer, who
has just returned from Portland, where
lie has been examining 1 he Miller platsome

(

Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, \Vednesdii> Jan, gy.lsLL
to
15 Round Uog,
50
£9
7 to
85 to oo (dear S’t Cork, $10 to

lour.
Corn Meal,

town

form. and learned from him

i:

Corrected

en-

—-

SAILED.

%*

spondent of the Kennebec Journal, writing from Camden, gives the following
statistics of the manufactures of that

yaid for.)
In Guiuden, Jan. 21, Airs. Elizabeth Meagher,
aged t>. years ft months. Jan. 2.J Lucius Smith,
sou ot Abner and K. <J. Howe, aged 13 years 6 mos.
In Itocklund, Jan. IT, John K. Burpee, aged 42
years. Jan. 21, Mrs. Ellen l'., wife of (Japt. Arthur
Libby, aged :h> years, 4 months and 24 days. Jan,
Id, Mrs. Rachel, wife of VValtei Rhilbrick, aged oy
years, 9 mos. and 10 days.
In »St. George, Jan. 11, Helen E.. wife ot James
llaley, aged 35 years.
Li Nortli Waldoboro’, Dec. 22. Mr, Wm. Gratfam,
must be

PORT OF

II. Mar-h. K-i'j.. Supt. of Adams FxpresVII owikmn of
Stables, New fork, says:
horses should know the Centaur Liniment. We
find it the best thin* ever used in our stable.-.**

corre-

Date, Name and Aye

the

ARK IV El)

IIKLIMMT

call:**

L. W.
ls?3.—3w28*

A

crutches—then walk away.

Ten bars—piles of oats to holt.
And frisk about like yonder colt.
Yellow wrapper is the thing for brutes.
White wrapper alone the family suits.

I

**-GIVE US A

60 DAYS!

reason are

Fear not dumb horse, tli.v friend now speaks,
Who'l heal your wounds, and make you leap

in

C.XMDKN

on

HOLIDAYS!

FO FL
L. W. WENTWORTH would respectfully inform the citizen* of Belfast, that he has leased the
elegant Barber Shop lately occupied by Prof. Pierce,
where he will be pleased to attend to the wants of
all.
Mr. Wentworth is able assisted, and proposes to
keep up the excellent reputation of his predecessor.
We come well recommended from Searsport,
where we have been in the business.

for nrpie

-ns^zr-r-crx

(Obituary notices, beyond

Limbers stiff-joints in a single day.
Poor cripples in their hobbling way.

An advertisement

BARGAINS

Prof. Pierce’s Old Stand Again Occnnied.

>1 KD

Cures burns utnl scalds, and poisonous '•tings—
Rheumatic- horrors scares away.

Fortune.

Fresh G-oo&s

BARBERSHOP

In \Vinterport, Jan. 15th, Harrison, eldest son ot
11. and M. .). Twining, aged 17.
In Ellsworth, Jan. lhtli, Mrs. Emma J
wife ot
John W. Armstrong, aged 20 years, 2 months.

Hvet our Cuntai: 1: Linimkxt.
It banishes pains and all such things.

n

born

Waterville. and Florence E. Berry of Burnham.
In Rockland, Jan. 2lst, A. S. Wilson of Fauquier
Co., Ya., and Lydia A. Ball of Rockland. Jan. 15,
Mr. Horace E, Choate and Miss Hattie F. Switt,
both ot R.
Jan. liitli, Mr. A. B. Curtis of Winterport, and Mrs. Sarah A. Mills of Rockland.
In Washington, Jan. 14, Everett S. Cunningham
of Somerville, and Abbie Levensaler ot W.
In Vinalhiiven, Jan. 18, Mr. Timothy L. Calderwood and Miss Sabra F. Delano. Jail. 19, Mr. Ruel
Beverage and Mrs. Nancy Thomas, all of V,
In Ellsworth, Jan. 15, Mr. Francis O. Bartlett of
Mt. Desert and M iss Sarah F. Smith of E.
In Bluehill, Jan. 4, Mr. Caleb U. II. Burr of
Brewer, and Miss (jeorgie Thompson ot Bluehill.
lu Eden, Jan. hi, Mr. Daniel E. Kimball and
Miss Martha Kennedy, both ot Mt. Desert.
In Rockport, Jan.27. by .las. H. Martin, Esq., Mr.
John A, Barlow aud Miss Katie N. Robinson, both
of Camden.

59 years.
In Waldoboro’, Jan.

other mission now we’re sent
To bless mankind with an emollient
Of which the world ne’er hath dreamt.
On

morning paper otters $20,000 reward
tor legal evidence from any bank of this
city of iSOd-lSiu that one Isaac Phillips,
in

:

Chased wild mares on the field of Mars,
Lived on the earth, and sli-pt .imoug the -’ai’s.

a

Slave

a

Slew

place of safety, but il was
feared that his legs would have to be amputated. The man Jenkins, who met so
awful a fate, was well known throughout
that part ol the country, and was au agent
of the Ohio Bridge Company.
to

arc

thousand years we roamed the earth—
Eat. perfumed flowers of the century plan;.

and lifeless body of Jenkins,
hands terribly bruised from the endeavors
to keep his blood circulating.
The carrier
was found within the carriage, muffled in
robes and furs, and apparently dead also.
But as he was touched lie awoke from the
almost fatal drowsiness,
lie was con-

veyed

NEW AND

EXTRAORDINARY

First-Class Tailoring Establishment.

New Firm!

FREEDOM.

sixteenth inst. She retired in
on the
evening previous, and
unconscious in the morning, in
she remained till she died at s

A man named Jenkins met a terrible
death in the great storm of two weeks

to Rock

The Danbury News gives an account of
MARRIED.
the vicissitudes of life as experienced by
as good an assortment of WOOLENfGOODS of all
a young man in that place.
He went to
lu Boston, Jan. 21. Henry C. Daniels, of Boston,
grades, usually found in a
see a young lady, just previously having an<i Ada E. Hopkins, ot Belfast
In
Jan. 25, by W. II. Ginn, Esq., Mr.
been to an oyster supper. As he neared Levi Prospect.
M. Hardman of Prospect, and Miss Lucy C.
the house he saw her father standing on Jordan, of Stockton.
Also Trimmings to correspond, which are being
In Lincoluville, Jan 22, by B F Dnnton, Esq. Mr
the steps and hailed him. “Hello, old Merril
manufactured to order by first-claS3 wouitmen at as
E Richards and Miss Evie C Heal, both ot
low prices as the times will afford.
Tatpole; z’at you? Where ish my lovely Lincolnville.
CUTTING attended to in all its branches by rayIn
iHlesboro, Dec. 2‘.*tli, by Ohas. Nash, Esq,, selt. I have also a line assortment of
gazelle? Where ish my love now dreamDelmas Cilkey and Miss Martha J. Pliilbrick.
ing?" The father looked at the young Capt.
Jan. 11th, Benj. F. Ileal and Miss Jennie M.
FURNISHING GOODS
man,
thinking he wanted something, Coombs. Jan. 21st, Capt. Austin Trim and Miss
Addie V. Bunker, all of Islcsboro.
his
his
hand
shoulder,
placed
sadly upon
of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS, 10 cents a box
In Camden, Jan. 20th, Mr. Isaac W. Tilden and
turned him around, and tilled the space Miss Elia E. Paul, ot Rockport.
or 3 boxes tor 25 cents, in all sizes and all the othe
ILL. LORD.
In Union, Jan. 15th. Mr. Daniel J, Bowley of better grades of Collars.
ji41
under his coat-tail with leather. The
ot
Union.
Hope, and Miss Laura Haskell,
young man don’t go there any more ; he
In Lincolnville, Jan. 14lli, Mr. Henry A. Dean and
says small pox is hereditary in the family. Miss Julia Young, both ot L.

Call and See

Death.

on

court. Mr. Foss of Danforth was declared
elected in place of Mr. Johnson of Topsfield, and Mr. Foss took his seat.
In the Senate Saturday, the bill to pro-

the

Ar

Dreadful

Best in

washing purposes.

Black, Green, Blue and Drab

LIGHTNING

SOAP.
Best in the
world lor scourii
and polishing all metals,
cleaning paint, glass and marble as by magic.
KI I’CHEN MFNERAL SOA1’. Superior for cleaning Knives and Forks.
WORKMAN’S FAVORITE. The best Hard Soap
lor Mechanics, Engineers, Boot and Shoe
Makers, Painters and Printers. It removes
all impurities ami renders the skin ch an, suit,
and smooth. A sure cure and preventive tor
chapped hands. Wholesale and retail at

Waterproof selling under
price and CUT FREE of
CHARGE when purchased of

Private Suppers
U»T

I

•*

AT

Short- Not ice !
The best of everything usually furnished in h.line will always be kept on hand.
A large and choice supply ol FRUI 1' may always
be found on hand.
Belfast. Sent. :i 1872.—tft>

CARTERS
10

us.

F. A- FOLLKTT’S.
No. SO Main St. He!last.

Flannels ^Woolens

To the Honorable the Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to he holden at /to,‘l’.
land within and for the County of Kum',
on the second Tuesday of
March, 1. 1)
1N73.
a, WAUDWKLL of Rockland in the
County of Knox, wife of .Janus M. Ward well
of Rockland aforesaid, respectfully libels and
gives

For Gents’ & Boys’ Wear have

experienced the same reduction as other goods and

EMMA

this houorable Court to be informed that her maiden
name was Emma A. Ordway.of Penobscot, Maine;
that she was lawfully married to the said .James M.
Wardwell at said Penobscot, October 22, 18f»5, and
had by him two children who are now living, viz:
Willard L. Wardwell and Franklin Wardwell. That
your libellant since her intermarriage has always
behaved herself as a faithful, chaste and affectionate
wife towards her said husband; but that the said
.James M. Wardwell, wholly regardless of his marraige covenant, and duty, on divers days and times
since the said intermarria-. e at Boston, Massachusetts, September, 18?*^, has committed the crime of
adultery with divers lewd women whose names are
to your libellant unknown.
Wherefore, the said Libellant prays right and justice and that she may be divorced from the bonds of
matrimony, between her and her said husband, as a
measure reasonable and proper, in accordance with
law, conducive to domestic harmony, for the good
ot the parties and consistent with the peace and
morality of society, and that the custody and education of the said children, on account of their tender
years, may be committed and entrusted to her; and
as in duty bound will ever pray.
EMMA A. WARDWELL.

Rockland, January fi, 1873,

>
WALDO, SS.—Sup. Jui>. Court,
January Term, 1873. i
Emma A. Wardwell, Libt. vs. James M. Wardwell.

Upon the foregoing libel, Ordered, That notice
of the pendency thereof be given to the said libeller
by publishing an attested copy of said libel, with
this order thereon three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast,in the County of Waldo, the last publication to

be not less than thirty days at least before the next
term of the
Judicial Court to be holden at
Rockland within and for the County of Knox on
the second Tuesday of March 1873, that said libellec
may then and there appear and show cause if auy he
have why the prayer of said libellant should not be

Supreme

granted.

Attest—W. (J. FRYE, Clerk.
A true copy of libel and order thereon.
28
Attest—W. G, FRYF. Clbhk.

A. R. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all.

call the attention of the trade

we

j
|

to

this

OYSTERS
served in every style and at all times. Also MEALS
AT ALL HOURS. A large stock ol Coutectionery
of every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
^CANNED FRUITS & JELLIES a specialty.

de-

rr>uivE

partment.

Mt: a

cal/, '..gj

You will always tiud everything that is usually ktpt
in a first-class Saloon.
A. K. CARTER.
Belfast, Dec. 24.—Iy25

STRAW MATTINGS.

FEATHERS. &c.,

Constantly

on

hand.
FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

M

Call and

see us

and

wo

will

convince you by action that our
words are founded on facts.

G. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Hayford Block,

>

Church St.,

BELFAST.

P.

ly 1 I

WOOD G O G K

SAMUEL WARD & CO*, I'ropr’s, Boston.

liRKVT FIRKIN BOSTON.
$500,000 Worm oMMiiij Destroyed.
We the undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
are now ready to supply our old hands with wot k.
An unlimited number of good vest makers will 1»
wanted after the first of January. They can be
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or
Monroe. FIFTY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of January.
We have a fine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
atid Shoes which we offer at low prices,
POTE &. QU1MBY
Belfast, Dec. 13—tf24

ioiiowod liiiij a. au just us slit- was about
No
to lay lie" hand on him In; vanished.

thousand reasons to tliat effect.
Mr.
Bondurant knew then; could be no misdoor had opened and yet he was gone. take, and, tu prove his confidence in the
mti»-?; o! miuuv i‘hv.,1-1 m ins, who i>
UVan, n
“Ill'll
Into tin' sehool-rooin she went again, and news, offered one of the members $5000
I'li
! ot t-Prie-l Soldier
: outh
sat down (tightened and perplexed; an
for his share in the club. It was CrawI w dk .ion a tin V i: i• y o SiK in
exclamation from the children made her ford, and he would have taken it, had it
! >'iwu 1 hr .1:
\ oeeles* valley—alone
was
the lace looking not been for friends, he
look tip and then
holding that “a
\ ml I hear noi I it fill of a foot si
ep
d.nvn at her Irom the attic tluough the bird in the hand was worth two in the
A »1111»1 liit—> i'
r,Oil's and my m\ n !
The frightened cliildn n hud- bush,”
ventilator.
And t!i«- hn>h >i m\ heart is a* 1 i•»i
A
dled : round her. some fainted, others
huvei wh
V nirols !» i\ <» llowr,
The evening train came along and
lied, and the rest clung pale and trem- livought a
I "‘lie ago v. as 1
passenger from Louisville. Ilia
sv.airy of voire-.
u ho-e music
bling to her dress. She comforted them word settled it. Ticket No. 6150 had
my heart could not w it,
! iie ,im I Wu- Weai’V of noisfS
as wed as slu could, assuming a calmness
drawn the capital prize for $75,000. A
* hat iVelte.l my -u|il witll Iheir !*!, :
.-he wa tar from feeling, and .succeeded
1 ■>i
gentleman who was an eye witness deago w;.- ! \\ ( iry
)>! if ■>
in quieting them and restoring the room scribes fhe seem
when the truth was
" he.
1 nie! h::t tlir- I niii... ami Sin.
This appearance, of course,
to order.
fully ami definitely known as one of the
! walkcil thru* iij,'w,n l., with the woi
:
a
made
Idly
great excitement in the town, and most exciting he has ever
I craved what tin* world never gave;
experienced.
the little school-room was besieged with
1 ''ini : “In tin world, e:n Ii Ideal.
“Nothing, sir, oyer equalled it ir. this
visitors until it became necessary to tor- town since the surrender of
I h: I siiiiies !iki
^t:ir oil life's wav*-,
(toil. Lee to
i- toned n tin shore- of ihe Krai,
bid persons an entrance.
Grant,” he remarked.
And sleeps like a dream in a grave.M
t he children recovered from their
fright
THE TOWN WAS ON FIRE,
and now t dk e.t the ghost as rather a
And still did I pine f »r llie Perfect,
the people crazy and wild with exciteAnd still found tin* False with the True;
It
has
been
seen
once
or
joke.
good
I -ought dnnl tie* Human for Heaven.
The stores and business places of
twice -iiifts then, and heard much oftener. ment.
Hut caught a ;:iei- glimpse of it- blue:
but the children are so used to the noises the lucky club were thronged with the
And I wept when the clouds of the Mortal
The holders of the
that they do not mind them in the least excited populace.
\ eiled even that
glimpse from my view.
and are seldom distracted from Primer ticket were hugged, kissed and congratu\ o ! 1 loiled on. heart-tired of the
Human
! and First Reader unless on some occasions lated by their friends. They in turn were
\nd 1 moaned 'mid tin* mazes of men ;
a> much (xcited as the
the visitor becomes too noisily obslreper
I d | km 'r
people. Several
:it all ;iiptllong
ot them are described as being nearly
Ami In ard a \ on-,- call m> ; since
mis. when it j< necessary to humor him for
then
i walk down lie \
mad with joy.
a
lew moments by a cessation of lessons.
They could not sit down,
alley of Silence
I hat lies ta
I my ond mortal ken.
The ventilator has been closed and the stand up. or do anything but run around
l >o you as!: wlnt I found in the
window covered, so that his appearance, from one place to another, asking ifjthere
valley
1
m\ trystiug-j lac- with the divine:
unless tit their very midst, is quite im> was any further news.
They were still
\nd I P
at fin* feel ,n the
afraid that they would hear something
Holy,
pi -siide, and as yet he has not ventured
\ nd about me a von
said
*Ih mine l”
inside the school-room. His amusement that would blast their hopes. The house
And then rose from the d<
ptus of ni\ -pint
in which the lucky ticket was locked up
at present seems to consist in turning the
An ••■•ho; **Mv lieart shall lie tliiin
altic into a ghostly carpenter’s shop, and was guarded all night by two of the holdi>o you a-l. how I liv m the \ :dle\ *•
Hundreds of people tried to get a
he saivs, hammers anil planes, whistling ers.
1 we. p. and I dn am. and I
pray ;
in the mean time to himself, but quite sight of the ticket, but Mr. Story would
Hut n:> tears are as sweet as the
dew-drop*
l Imi fall m. the ia.se> n \1 i\
loud, enough to be heard down stairs. not show it to any one, not even to the
;
>"\ prayer. like a
When these demonstrations are at their members of the club themselves, lie told
user,
perfum- from
Ascendetii to (iod. n. ht and day.
height. Miss Perkins will go up stairs, them that it was 6150. and that was all he
In the hush Oi Ml
somethin
alone, sometimes accompanied would do for them. Some of the members
Valiev of Sileuei
i dream all tin* s,,, g_ hal I sing;
one or two pupils, but
by
they lind noth- wanted to look at it again, but Mr. Story
miisie floats P
Vn the dm \ ain-v,
Vll;‘
ing but tlie dusty oh) attic, as quiet and was firm and refused to exhibit it. The
PHI ••:ieli timw :t word t ip
as cdbwebbv a- old, unused attics usually
parties who had been solicited to join the
ne*n,
; he e,o\ e> .if m
hj
club and bad refused were
’he nn ssag ■, ,l !*cae. 111«• mav ;■ .n o
re. nothing 1ml tin* spiders that seem to
have auv life, and surely they cannot
MAD AS llORNFTS.
‘hit htr mi tiideep th av are biduwcause the terrible commotion that is alI’ha: m \ .-r -hall hn
< )ne man swore that fie intended to sell
.»n the beach.
is
as
soon
A. : 1 len, in ard -.mgs r.\ the sj|, m
-tilled
intruders
ways
any
ap- bis farm and invest all of the
proceeds in
: !;:.l iie\ •; Hi :.! *1.
mto speed, ;
pear.
Nothing seems ever .stirred from the next drawing, and he is
going to do
Alyl i have li e! dn runs n th. Valnp
i's place, and the most thorough search
it.
In fact, your correspondent met
<•»*:> t -!• ...milage to rea. h.
owes to reveal nothing.
neither man, woman nor child in Colum*
i have ..V!I tlloilghl- ai the V:dl* V—
\\ hill it i-, nobody cun say, rillhouirh
bus yesterday but proposed to invest in 1
A i. in
li w m> spjj ji wa- stirr**d !
jiIiMtty arc found to sneer at the whole the next drawing. We venture the asser\ W. ar do \ \*-,P on their far*ih: g ami to speak oi it as the result of a
I 'ieir to. its!.
ean -care, v be In ard ;
tion that $10,0(io worth of tickets in the
deceased imagination. This theory, jk r-1 next
>1
i_ri»
\
.i• ',
i
like Vn iris
drawing can be sold in this city alone,
II
for ;lie t<*u«*h oi
1
word.
laps, might hold good were it only the
during lliis week. Through tho courtesy
teacher
who
heart!
and
saw
these
I’.. on a*k me Hie [dace of the Valiev.
things, ot Wm. Heaton, the
gentlemanly agent of
hut .'-hen forty or fifty t hildren see and
that are harrowed by ear- :
J. M. and f. R. R. at Columbus, we were
) d■> airtv
1
alar between mmintabw,
'•ear tin same thing. '• imagination can
1
introduced to most of the persons who
'' ■■! and
Hi- Aii'. ei> are t here ;
scarcely he the case. The teacher, not- had so
suddenly become rich by holding
her
former
is
ivithsiamling
scepticism,
'•n i inn* the bright mountain <»!
the lucky ticket 6450
Prayer.
convinced that it is all produced hy supernatnral .igeiiev. and believes that the apparalion she saw was .a veritable ghost.
A Haunted Schooi-Kojse.
Whet hij she i- a so-calleti mciUum or not,
1
certainly the appearances never come to
orrc-pon.J.Tice ui ih« lm-ion iV-u.
her anywhere except in this school room;
EXTS 1Y.4 !VTE U.-We guarantee emXK\viii:itvi*«uu\ Jan. id.
in other places she is free Irani ad demona day, or
ployment lor all, either sex, al
No far ns has i ,-it heard from. Newstrations ot the kind.
!iroh .iily a .'spirit- h-.eoo or more a year. New works by Mrs. li it.
Mou
and others.
ahem] of the
of ‘hr world ualist would claim tint sin- was
»>"vyj»«»ri
Superb premium- given away.
highly Money made rapidb- and easily at work for us.
in
ghosfiv revlation-.
While in !es“mediumistic,” as tin v term i : very Write and see. Particulars free'. W«»kthini; on,
lVul',,l places til- se
sjeidowy visitants highly indeed, for it i- to !m; very few O' s in i Co.. Hartford, Ct.

bung

.Ti

Ihe Mystic*

ut

SoliowiMir

w-'Tf

penned i»v Vauiet

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company now
lias in full operation, with regular daily trains,
.321 miles of road. A distance of nearly 200
miles

The

is constructed.

more

Section, immediately

on

Minnesota

its completion, entered

upon a satisfactory business, including local
traffic and the large carrying-trade ol the Northwestern British Settlements and the Hudson's

—

Bay Company. The recently completed section
sixty-five miles, on the Pacific Coast, at once
commands a profitable business between Puget
of

Sheriffs Sale.

Sound at the Columbia River, heretofore done
by coastw ise steamers. On the opening of
spring, with more than 500 miles of Road in

THE NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY

Missouri, much of Montana and the Northwest.
The earnings of the Road for 1S73 will be large.
Arrangements for pushing construction a igor-

The Greatest Success of the

Under

j
j
j
|

of completing its |in< of road. We recommend
them as a well secured and unusually profitable
investment. They have the following elements
of strength and safety : They are the obligation
of a strong corporation; they are a First Morton the road, its Rights of way. Telegraph
line, equipments and Franchises, and a first lien
on its Net learnings. In addition to this usually
sutlk it-nt security, there i< pledged for the pay1111 nt of principal and interest, a Land (Jrant of

gage*

■

••

L2,s00 acres per mile of road through the States,
and 25,(500 through the Territories. The rate of
interest (seven and three-tenths per cent, gold)
is equal now to about S 1-4 currency,
tUdd
Hhneks h

the semi-annual interest <>n the
Iteyi,s('■)•<</, Hands ire mailed (<■ lh> H'st
O'flicc address nj the owner.
AM marketable securities are received in ex-

|lcU) ^tmliscments.

change

r

For -‘ale by

favorable terms.
Ranks and Bankers generally.
most

on

VCW

with excitement. What whim
I'lin-ed ;» to ehoosi- this
particular place
lor its ghostly orgies, , > mortal .• an tell,
tunv

uol

\et understanding
-piritual wavs but
doubt ii had a sullicienl reason, il p
woiih, only eomleseend to
impart it. The
111:111 ifcslations commenc'd about a
yea1’
■•go; the first that vv.i- heard was noises
Irom Iha- all,--, a -rramh'o
and tumbhiiu.
md drag.,mg. as
1»: ees .,1 wood.
At
first the o .i.-jM-r supposed it to be rats, and
die -el immon 'alde traps, but
nothing
A as evo
aught, aid .-lib tin* noise eon
<
k course Hutinned
pm.-: e.f the ehooi
‘•''as -ad!v
bsjiirbe.i. »>u there was no
dat in fell as
be le.teller assured
tie- their studies.
ho la rs t ha! i 1 w rs 011 ly ! lie rats, be 1 i«- v illp
j Whether the mystery will ever be
that it was. am! mm-ved that nothing i solved, and what it-' solution will be,
just
< ouid
lie done to rid the
place of them. now il seems noreol a mvstery Ilian ever,
I lie lirst suspicion she had that i‘ was not j and Vow bn
istill
exercised over
report
these mischievous vermin was one da\ : il
daylight ghost.
iasummer, when one o! the blinds flew !
violently open, and, on going to shut if.
Winning a Capital Prize.
another on the opposite side of the room
< 'nlumlius
! ml.
hi
Courier-Journal.
•is
suddenly, while one already open shut 1
simuIt:ou*i»us!\
For
few minute- 1 h«
On lit.- .: ! tin iU November, !s,
three
blinds had i: all their own wav, living
lt iin-a -Iun i -1111111! the stove in the
•
baek and forth with almo-l
piceiisware and groei rv store el Will I*.
rapidity. There was not a lire ah <»| ah- Si 1111 ill 1M- in | In- town ol' ('tiliiiiilius. 11111iriie great Louisville library draw-filling, so it could not have been t!n*
I ll'
wind; all 1h children were in their seats, i 111;- was the 111| 1 iir of conversation.
and it wm utleriv iiu]>o<sil*]«• that lino
n.i tte-s of* I fit
persons eeiiijit wine the jm r| y
havi
eoiild
played -ueh misehievou j were I'. ( Burgess, YV. II. Welih, and
pranks without being delected. Sin* tlieu Win. 1). Sommers. 1 he chances t-I win-lalioued -nne of tin* children outside. ; ning a prize in lie- lottery scheme were
bti
nothing wa< to be seen, ami her sus-4 tlisenssc.tl in nil llieir bearings lor over 1111
j.i'dor that sonic bovs out side were Irving hour. when on ol’ tie parties proposed
to annoy her was allayed, but the matter
mile ant! make up a purse
that ten tin
was
as
much a mystery as ever.
il one bum! atiollars ami s.-nii lor eleven
'Pin*
ston ! i ke's. I’he proposition was accepted, and
building is an oM-lashioned 0114
and a half in In igbt, with a cellar and an She t|iiesli 'a in x t I'-iiiie up wliether they
mifini.-hed attic. A wide entry open-- mb
si 1. hi It i I"' whole, h.ll. or ipiarter tickets.
tin* school-room, and from it lead tin*
l'« o ol the parly were, in favor ot whole
stairs, both up and down ; a window open
tickets, and the remaining meinher waulinp into tin* school-room from the entrv ed a proportion ol each
Burgess, how*rave a full \ iew of the doors, s,. that Iron
ever, swore Ilia! In would have nothing
1 do with
their seats the scholars can see when m\
ipinrte tickets and linal!y car>m
outer door and comes i
ried his point lii it there should lie only
opens \\
'* 11 ’r.
1 iie seats in the school-room eleven tickets, ami they all whole ones.
til
ar
old-fashioned
ingle benehes, that
SHNlUNt; It)!.' I'lll TICKETS.
wen* onepainted green, but the paint
The ne\; inoniihg W. H. Weld), aluma;
most
Inis worn
entirely oif, and onlvom- !ei enutraetor 1 I t'tilumhus, advaneetl
little spot now and then m a seat tells
nt it to Thomas K. Brainlette,
-loo ami
that i: ever h ad any color. The bene lies and
in
Louisville, la -1 legisteretl letter, ilidesk- have been polished by the rubbing
st rneting liim to torward in return, eleven
and nestling of the hundreds of boys who
whole tickets in the Louisville Library
have -ecupied them since the school-house
The tickets came In hand by
w-is limit. :iniI Ilii'ii' wood-colored
|aces i l>rawing.
he 11 turn mail, ami were deposited for
tire marvels ot shiny smoothness.
Over.-ate keeping in tin safe ol Win. 1). Story,
haul i- a mum! aperture lending to tIna
Iruggist ot that city. Before the tickets
ati:-. which -i"Ti’s :i< a ventilator.
The
were deposited, however, Burgess picked
lea -lie!*- desk formerly lateil the pupils
ticket GfoO, and -aid that “lie was sure
ami stiii'il exu'-tly in front ol tin; window I up
that ticket would draw a big prize.”
into
the
hut
since
I
the
do
entry,
opening
He was laughed at by the. persons pr’shave hei-oine so marked
monsti atini’s
1 ut.
hut he -till contended that (i I.>0 was
Miss Perkins has moved the desk su that
The tliree gentlemen who
sure of a prize.
now she can command doth the entry and j
laid ord' red the tickets then went to work
tin* school-room.
to till up the ( lull. They had considerable
A short time after the a flair with the i
trouble. A hundred citizens were imporliliiui- a era'll was heard in the entry, and j
tuned to go in, but they all replied that it
on opening the door the brooms and dust i
was “too thin ; money was too tight, and
brushes were tom, 1 engaging in sort of a
they would as soon throw a slO note in
war danee. and, impelled by some unseen
] the tire as to invest it in a lottery.”
toree. the dust pan came flying into th
Alter two weeks' canvassing in the
room, executing a series of hack soirn rthe club was finally made up anil was
saults that would have driven a gymnast city
of the foil wing gentlemen:
T.
wild with envy, could lie have witnessed composed
0. Burgess, Win. 1). Summers, \V. II.
The children were frightened, hut she
it.
Webb, Albert Jones, Gideon Schultz, C.
minted them and then commenced her
(!. Crawford, Charles MeOalhi. J. Frank
search lor the disturbers of her peace. Up
Pancake, Lloyd Morlodge and Henry A.
stairs and down stairs she went, searching
Hothroek.
every corner, but there was no one to ho
1 ’ANCAKE S TICKF.T.
lound, and she returned to her desk more
A little incident here occurred that let
puzzled than ever, and a little startled too.
Until then nothing had been known out- another mail in as a part sharer in the
When Mr. Webb called upon Mr.
side of the place; the children had not club.
mentioned it, because rats in an old build- Pancake to get his $10 Mr. C. A. Terrell
and Pancake remarked,
ing like that are nothing marvi llous, and was standing by,
the teacher had said nothing, wisely con- “Terrell, don't you want to go in with
eluding that the best thing to do was to me for my share of the ticket.” Terrell
await further developments and not create said, “Yes; here’s a live dollar note that
I won off of a Democrat on the election,
an excitement until there was something
definite to become excited over. Hut by and I'll put it in wi'h you.” throwing
degrees the story leaked out, and was re- down the $5 as he spoke. In the mean
moved bv all who heard it with amused in- time the citizens of Columbus were incredulity. The thought of spiritual mani- vesting considerably in the drawing, and
festations was not entertained even by the when the day had arrived for the drawing
teacher, who has always been very scepti- to take place excitement was at fever heat
The telegraph
cal regarding all manifestations of this in the quiet little city.
kind, and the idea of a ghost would have office was crowded in the morning, and
been laughed at as eminently absurd, ex- every body was on the iju-i rice to hear
from Louisville.
At about lg o'clock on
cept a very substantial ghost in the shape the
day of the drawing K. G. Bondurant.
of boys who were trying to play tricks on
her.
Site never doubted bill this was the assistant superintendent of the.T. M. and
no

■>

Financial Agents Northern Pacific R.R. Co.

the VERY

BEST, sold bv

J. G. THOMPSON
Dealer 1

I'oi:, Main &

Bki.i

High

TXTE5XV

CHUOMOS
Equal to the

Pi-

UNFAILING

F. REAM.
fruit ever

r

The bent

<

Retail Price, $12.

YOSEMITE VALLEY, CAL.
Alter B. CHAM 1*NEY

Size 15x24.

Retail Price, $9.

lightning!

NEW ENGLAND WINTER!

■

j

■

and set herself to work planning
how she should catch the mischief-makers.
One day, a little over two months ago,
the children saw a face looking into the
room through the window from the
entry.
They told Miss Perkins, and she looked
but
around,
there
was no face
quickly
there; she asked the children if it was
one
whom
knew
and they all
they
any
said no, it wns no boy of the town, and

case,

no

one

whom they had

ever seen.

In
the

a moment it
appeared again, all
children saw it, Imt it vanished before the
teacher’s head was turned. Turning now
to lace the window she saw it herself, a
boy’s lace, gazing earnestly through the
window into the room. She sprung quickly to the door and. throw it open, and there
the boy stood, a little fellow about 11
years old, witli a pale face, and tin? saddest, sweetest month. Miss Perkins says,
that ever she saw in her life, looking fearlessly ii)) into her latte out of a pair of
blue eyes; he retreated into a corner, she

1. Railroad, received a telegram front
Louisville stating that No.fUoO had drawn
the capital prize.
Mr. Bondurant knew that the club as
above stated held that number. He made
no secret of the dispatch, and gave it to
the public. The news spread through the
The wildest excitetown like wildfire.
ment prevailed ; small boys turned somersaults in the streets; the members ol the
club were almost insane with doubts,
fears, and excitement. They could not
believe it. It was to good to be true,

thought they.
is IT

POSSIBI.K?

In the meantime dispatches were received from Louisville confirming beyond
the possibility of a doubt that 0450 was
the number of the ticket that had drawn
$75,000. The most incredulous were satisfied ; all but the. members ol flic club,
who were still afraid to believe in their
fortune.
They
mistake after all

good
a

thought

if

might

They advanced

be
a

Retail Price, $9.

Size 15x24.
rout mi-:

A book m P.'s pagt
showing how, win u and where
a b erti-e,
i*■• J eml
ouing a list of nearly : oop
newspapers, witn much other inlorm.ition of inter
e-u to advert iAd-lr- ,-s 4- EO. ■*
Bt<» \\ Bh. 1.1,
A f
BPiil»li!n«>rs. 11 Park Hou
York.
to

Alter (»RI«ICi5,

Si/o 15x24

Retail Price, $9.

tin- Honorable
-.1 Waldo:

I->

Judge of l’robati* lor tin* ('ount y

Ro\V !;, Administrator of the estate of
Abigail ('lark, lilt •»! Frankfort, in said County,
di roast'd, respect
fully represents that the -roods,
chatties and credits ol s.ii«t deceased arc not sufficient
<i
iiisw.
his just debts and charges of Administration, by the sum of Fi\. hundred dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
t;rant him a license to sell and convey so much ol
tie- real estate ol said deceased,
(including the reversion of the willows dower thereon,) as will
satisfy
his debts and incidental charges, and
charges of
Administration.
JOHN 1. ROW K.

the

BY SAME AIM 1ST.

Retail Price, $9.

■

At a Court of Probate held at
Belfast, within and
lor the ( utility >t Waldo, on the second
Tuesday
of January, A. D. 1873.
the

loregoing petition, Ordered,

That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order t her-’
on. to lie published three weeks
successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a l’robate Court, to be held at
t be Probat e
ifliee i n Belfast aforesaid, on t In* second
Tuesday of FeUtiary next, at ten o’clock in tin1 foreand
shew cause, if any they have, whv the
noon,
same should not be granted.
ASA THlt it LOW', Judge.
A true copy, Attest :
B. P, Fiei.i>, Register.
go
—

FOUR

American Landscapes!
After II. CHAMI’N'KY.
)n

t

1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Coulity of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday ol
January, A. D. 1873.
rOSKPII WILLIAMSON,
Administra
Ancillary
f) tor of the estate of Albert Treat, late of Boston,
•Suffolk County, Mass., deceased, having
presented
hC first and final account of administration on said
estate lor allowance.
Ordered, 1 hat the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday
ot February next, at ten ol the clock before
noon,
and shew cause, if any they
have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA rilljRLOUGII, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest— B. I*. Field, Register, 29
At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. 1). 1873.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

A.

CARLTON, widow of Daniel D. CarlSARAH
ton, late of Belfast, in said County of W'aldo,
deceased,

having presented a petition for an allow
from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Surah give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this oi
lier to be published three weeks
successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to bo held at Belfast,
within and tor said County, on the second
'Tuesday
ol February next,at ten of the clock belore noon
.and
shew cause, it any they have, why the
prayer of said
should
not
be
petition
granted.
ASA Till!RLOUGII, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Firld, Register. 29

Size

S

Follett, containing one acre, more or ie-s; mortgaged by sai l I )owning t W> <tou B. Manlen on he
twelfth day of Novunb.-r, \. D. is?", by hi «h M ».|
mortgage of that date, recorded in the Wa'ulo Registry, vol. la?, page all, to which rcleronos is herein
>

HEADS!

Size of
K'.o

each,

3x!0.

following subjects, Iro

vb ro nih

Finkst Work

n oil-paintings, and
in thk Maiiki.t.

(Ynoi—(iuido,

Holy Family—Raphael,

Mater Doloroso—(iuido,
Madonna Madrid- Murillo,
Immaculate Conception- Murillo,
Madonna and Child—Murillo.

Retail Price of each. $1.50.
A liberal discount to the
IMctirk Dkalkks.

trade,

v

At

Dodtrc, Collier & IVrkins,
115

Washington St.,

Boston.

l’Ulit.lSHKKS OK THK AHUM:.

>» M

Chromos,
Frames,

ance

Albums,

Stereoscopes
and Views,
&c„

&c.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
.January, A. D. 1873.
A.

BRYANT, widow of Isaac Bryant, late
of Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that George
Drinkwater may be appointed administrator of said

deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said Julia give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ot this order
to be published three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday
of February next,at ten of the clock before
noon,and
shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said
petition should not be granted.
ASA THUKLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fikld, Register.
2ft

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of Samuel Curtis, late of
Searsport,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore
requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon,to exhibit the same for settlement
toher.
29
ELIZA J. CURTIS.

TIIK

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
rpi-IE
concerned, that lie has been
and

duly appointed

taken upon himself the trust of Executor ot the las!
will ot .Jeremiah Brann. late ot Stockton, in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the
law directs; he therefore requests all
persons who
are indebted to said deceased's estate to make imin. diate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
29
C. S. FLETCHER.

Produce Wanted!
will pay the highest market price tor all
kinds of
M PRODUCE. Potatoes, Pressed
FA KM_
Hay, Annies
«TP
&c
delivered at Lank’s Wiiakk In
this city
K, A. CaI.DKKWOOD.
Belfast, Nov. 1872.—tflU
8
Xro
&c.,
Beans,

Savings

Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

“A Penny

Saved is a

Penny Earned.”

made on or before (he lstol
any
month, will be placed upon interest every
month, (except Mny and November) and Interest
computed upon the same in dune and December
Deposits received daily at the Hanking Koom
from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to4 P. M Saturdavs from
1
9 to 12 A.M.
JOHN H.yUlMBV.Treas. ASA FAUNCK, Prest
Itelfasl, duly 13, 1H70.

DEPOSITS

TVT

A Y E E' S

i

SOl.D

Analytical

»

Special
To

I

All j.i
,'i. sted

S (>t' t 11 I a ms, Feb. vi. Is;!.
Dl:. sr\m
Dear rfir: The medicine 1 got at
your place,.Ian. -M, has done wonder- for me.
It iall \ou recommended it to be.
on may make any use of the above
think
you
Yours truly,
proper.
N 1.11.1 MOliSF..
1 hi' uboVe Case ii.iS bet'll treated lor the past lour
years by ditlVrent physicians for cancer.
For liftv years I have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some lifteen years ago a learlul ulcer broke out on
Three months ago it extended from the
my leg.
ankle joint ucarly to the knee.
I could not move
without great pain. In this condition 1 commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At lirst it drove out a learlul humor all over me.
In a few days the humor began to subside and the
ulcer is now healed and 1 tee) like a new bcin*r E
KLIX A MET 11
11AM15!; li I.A1N,
d« Chestnut St,
Portland, Aug. do.
*°r twenty live years I have su tie red with Scrofula and Salt Klieum, (or Tetter.)
Have paid out
hundreds of dollars, and been treated bv several
first-class physicians without benefit
Some four
weeks ago, I commenced using the
University Medicines.
At the time my forehead and head were
eovered with sores and scaliness of the
skin; also
my tongue was covered with small ulcers. I am today tree Horn all the above troubles,and can
heartily
recommend these medicines to the alllie.vd.
G. MI NSKY, 1*7 Chestnut .Street.
Portland Juu.:M 1870.
1 hau the Catarrh so bad for several years that rnv
head became contused and painful. 1 was obliged to
get up several times in the night to k<-.,, from choking. 1 empoyed some of the best physicians in flucountry without benefit. 1 was perfectly cured with
the University Medicines m three weeks.
A. M. MOKii AN, la-j Cumberland St. Portland.
Contractor on the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad
February,18, 1870.
Since giving Die above certificate, I have been
perfectly free from Catarrh, though 1 have been continually exposed to wet and colds.
Oct. la, 1871.
A. M. MORGAN.
This may certify that I had been
fluttering with
the “Rheumatism" lor live months, and at that time
it seized ray right hip and leg, down to the
foot.
11ns the physicians called “Sciatic." I tried
many
kinds of highly recommended medicines
which 1
took tor the blood.
Still I got no relief for seven
months more, all the time
doing my best, with as
good ad\ isers ns we have in our city. Finally I called at tie- New ^ ork
University
Branch, and the prosaid he could help me.
So I commenced on
Ins medicine, and in lour weeks I
though! I felt re
lief, and in eight weeks I was able to leave
my cane
at borne and have -been well
up to tills time, three
mouths have passed.
DAYI1) lvKAZKK
Portland, Aug, t'd, 1K70.
I have been atllieted lor
twenty years, with Chronic
Rheumatism. I have spent hundreds ol dollars lor
medical treatment without benefit. Ten
days ago
I commenced taking the
University Medicines
I can truly say it lmsbeen more benefit to me than
all other treatment 1 ever received.
My place of
business in W Pearl street.
I shall be pleased to
answer all enquiries.
JOHN

Tl/llNKit

parties.

R.

MOODY,
Afrcnt

tor Ht-llhst
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agent, on applieation, will lurnish you witii
circular, giving lull descript ion of t lie disease

also
number ot testimonials ot cures; and it
would like further prool from tin parties who
iiav e gi'.en the testimonials, write them and
what they say.
\ i:
\\ e have sold many thousand bottles ol t he II
Ii i.ytoi: and the demand is still increasing. W-'
we are doing the public a beiie'if, and
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iu ing
n ot
to impose on t Inn a worthless j.• r•
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SAMCKB NO K

In the District Court of (hr
for the District of M in,.

ION. Sheri If.
.WJh

(■< sen.

s

NK MATTKK of Frederick II. Ilunl BankI n Bankruptcy.
rupt
At Portland. in said district on tin* seventh «l:i% ul
January, A. D. 187:5, before Mon. Kdwari l'o\.
Judge of said District Court, in Bankrupted.
Distkh’t 01 M aim,, s>.—l'poll iht: application
M. Hunt ot Cnit., in the County ot
Waldo and State of Maim*, represi tiling that I.e Inis
compromitted and settle * with all his creditors and
praying the dewee of bankruptcy passed against him
may he supers* ded and all ot sahl mutters and proceedings in Bankruptcy may he dismissed.
Ir, is Ordered,
That notice of this application be
"iv> n by publishing this notice in Bellast
R«*| uhlican Journal and Bangor Daily Whig and Courier
ami that a hearing will be had thereon at Portland
on the fourth day of February,
187.5, at :: P. M.
W itness the Honorable Kdward F'ox, Jmlge ot said
Court, and the seal thereol at Portiaml in .-aid
M
District on the seventh dav of Januury, A. D,
►J
WM. P. PKF.BLF..
ov‘ j.s
Clerk ol District Court, tor said District
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n\ n
nair: amt
nat oral color ,w it
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regard M
inl♦
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>ht
1 rust

have
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SS.-

FOR

COOK of China in said County, respectfully libels and gives this honorable < ourt to
be informed that she was lawfully married to Charles
Cook of China, in the County of Kennebec, the fifth
dav of July, isf»7,und afterwards cohabited -vithhim
and has had bv him two children which are now living; that your libellant since their intermarriagejlias
always behaved herself as a faithlul, chaste ami affectionate wife towards her said husband, yet the -aid
Charles Cook, regardless of his marriage covenant
and duty, has committed adultery with persons to
your libellant unknown, and has neglected to pro
vide suitable support tor his family, and on the first
of April, 1871. deserted your libellant and now resides in parts unknown to your libellant.
Wherefore, your libellant prays that she may he
divorced from the bonds of matrimony between her
and her said husband, that the care ami education
and custody of tier children maybe committi d and
MARY K, COOK.
intrusted to her.
SS.—Sui\ Jri>.

Court,
\
January Term, 187 5. i
Mary K. Cook, Libt. vs. Charles Cook.
On the foregoing libel, Ordered, That the libellant
notice of the pendency of this libel to be given
the said Charles Cook, the libeller, by publishing an
attested copy of this libel, with this order thereon
three weeks successively in the Republican
a newspaper printed at
Belfast, in the County of
Waldo, the last publication to be not less than thirty
before
the
next,
of the Supreme Judicial
term
days
Court next to be holden at Augusta within and for
the Couuty
on
the first Tuesday of
Kennebec,
March, In, i, that said Charles Cook may then and
there appear and show cause it any he have, why the
prayer of said libellant should not be granted.
Attest -W. C. FRY K, Clerk.
A true copy ot libel and order thereon.
Attest W. <;. FRY F, Clerk.
cause
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House for Sale.
Ill*1 best location in th«»
»tv
it lotted on corwr ol < hurvh and
•‘•ft** ^t*.. near .North Church, oppmsiir 1‘hieui*
house, good Well water, •: mM.m al. Ill gnod urilei
further particulars e in pi ire at .lor inhasmi. nt
<>r,
B. KM KI’UKNSon
Belfast, .Ian. jo. i’.nu

at Law!

Attorney
Will Main

(kistllli: Sc||0«>!lr! |nr

Send for
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u
application.*' lor l‘.iinii
snee.s-du | ii:
almost • very ease. Sm ii unmist.ikalde proof t -ri a’
tah nt ami ability on IT- | ;rt lead- .to roeomnn in
•.
im-ntors t o appl
him 1 o procure their pi
-i;-.
Im v uK t i.
!r"t-, a.- : Irnv nia>
im.«t faith
Jul attention bestowed onth.ii <•:. n s, a nd at \.m
r,,:i'Oii:iM'' .•li!iru<
,I1I||\ lACl.'AIM',’
I lost on .1 a n. 1. 1

ol'Frederick

To the Honorable .lustier of tin Suarrhl,
Judicial Court, next to he /midm at .1 //<///.-fa within and for the County of Km infer,
on thr first Tuesday of V</rcli\ A
D.. !M7"..

■

A»anlt'il First IViinum

Tiiis old w II know ;i and tavorife Ho t t.
has !».■.• it 1 asi•. tty t1;. mei reigned, aud been renovated, remode ed and turttished, is now -.jietted 1 a
it
lent it
11 will he amp!\
p« rm.i cent and t ra
jrn! *rt
supplied witli all that i> to
ry lor the
v.
e.
mi
nil
re
t
a
of its pa ron.'.
a nd
Also e.onnee: d with ;lt- Hotel are kia mple
IK <»«»tikN. situated in Union Kloek. chamber- i.v.j
W. V.. Cook’s -tor.-,
tillin'-lion- and central, h»r
Commi-.k. ia i.
An
the accommodation of
s.
I In- under sign,' l’s old ae.jii lintane. s and !n nd' at
the Lynde IIouse, where he has officiated as Clerk’
'inee its opening, will please take not ice of his New
Habitation. He will he happy to meet them.
j&tf'Coaches t.t take passengers to and from the
ears.
A good Livery Stable connected with the
House.
VVM K. KICK FORD,
iiomaston Nov. 1,1871.
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who have not vet diseovered t he virtues ol Alii:
II Ait: \ it."i; lor renewing, l it. fresh and yout hlul
hair w
on old. :• lo ads is often the product ol
hi' art.
If yon are di-dicured. o; math old, a'l'tere
and ugly, by gray hair, restore its youthful color,
and with it your features fo their original <dtm
and agreeable expression.
Asan elegant dressing tor beautifying tie- llair.it
has no superior.
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Caveats.
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I'a it nis, r\, cut.J
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made to determine the v t!i<iil \ an<l
utility ol Patents
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in til matter- touch in
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against l.emnnt Downing,
and will lie sold at jitihlic auction, to the highest
bidder, on Saturday, the twenty-second da ol Feblock in tin tort noon, at
ruary next, at ten ot the
the olliee of .It
ph Williamson, in I'.elfa-d. in -aid
all
the
in
County,
rigid
cquit\ which ue sai.l Downing has or had on the twimy-ixth tiay ol August,
last past, at nil.e o’clock in the torenoon, being the
timt when tin same was attached on the original
writ, of redeeming a certain parcel of inn!, with
the huiliiing- thermit, .Plate in Searsmont in -aid
County, and houmied as follows, vi/.. <>n the north,
by land of VVoodluiry Hook, on tie west, by land
of said Hook; on the south, b\ the Augu-fa and
Belfast stage road, and on the eist, b, land ol
Charles Follctt, containing one acre, more or It.",
mortgaged by said Downing to \\ 'ton It. Martini,
on the twelfth day of November, A. D
b
hr
d.ed ol mortgage ot that date, recorded in tin* Waldo Kcgistry, vol. 157, page a 11, to which reference is

$5.0o t & fuO.tk*
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it,,
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you
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SS—Taken on execution in lav.n- m
YY Albert (.ray, agains t i.emont Dow ning, and
will be sold u! |:iiblie auction t(. lb' ingle -I biddi
on Saturday, the twenty-second day ot
February
next, at ten ot the clock m the forenoon, at the olfu-e
ot Joseph Williamson, in in Hast, in said County
all the right in equity w Inch 1 lm said Downing Ini'
or had on the twenty-sixth d
-b August, hist past,
at one o’clock in the morning, being the time when
the same was attached on the original writ, el redeeming a certain parcel id laud, with tin- buildings
thereon, situate in Si-arsmout, in lid < minty
ml
hound. I as follows, vi/.; on lite no: th, by bind ol
on
Hook:
the
m
Woodbury
west, by land of
Hook: on the south, by the Augusta and Belfast
and
on
the
land
east, by
ot Charles 1-1
stage road,
lett, containing one aero, mori oi les ., mm tgag. <! by
said Downing to Weston B. .Warden, on the twelfth
day of November, A. D.
oy his deid .»l limit
gage of that dat.e, ri corded in the W.ihio R.gi-trv
Vol, la? page .VI!, to which re ten nee i- herein had
sA.Ml'K!, NORTON Mii rill.
:w :•<
Belfast, Jan, If, wt.

ami

Stallies’ Compound Tar Ointment cures
piles and
chilblains in 21 hours. Good tor
any kind of Sores I
I guarantee the above certificates to be
genuine. I
will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them editerwise.
Person having doubts will please address the

it«f

(.•»»n>i^in in
•Shipper- lliat ■. r<

liaim

Notice.

H|ii|»|»4>r» of Fr«*i^ln l>v Nanford

Sheriff's Saie.

iadter,

Du. St At11.1 :s -i >m* bottle of your extract ot Cancer riant cured m>
little hoy o: Scrofula ot
!.’>
months standing. II 1 should write all day 1 could
not give a full idea ol iii> mitering.
We employed
live physicians without relief.
! I i s sore- ;lJ-e all
healed amt tie appears perteetly well.
We think it
is a wonderful cure.
Several ot our friends are taking the medicine with good -access.
MUS. WM. .1. I.KWIS.
< )ld Low II Sepl. ::
I'O'.
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tor Bortlami.
senger Trains will leave Bell:and all plans intermediate on ini- na-i at
A. M
Mixed I rain at :> B. M connect iug at Burnli.im with
Mixed Train tor \\ ater ilie, uni I*;»:—• g
I nn I.
lit.
Bangor a ml a l: Sta» n
'Trains will be due in Bdfa>! from IP stun, Port
lam!. a ml
».
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>:afinn
no di. i.
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|\ M
Mixs d Train t .-••-n i-." 11
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-1 m < 111w it li ti
from Bangui u :
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\*'v I,in- I-*
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i>anvi:b and Cumberlaini
will tin n be Mp- n gi\ mg passengt r- tor Toil land
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w.tl.< m change t-1 car
opponunit \
Nov. V, !,<? •.
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A medicine that curt
h :i real public
blessing
A v kus’ Saks \i-akii.i.a
ln.ikf- posit ivt cur
of
a
-rrics of complaints,
which arc always nltlioting an.l too often fatal.
Il
purifies the blood,
purges out the lurking
humors in the system,
which undermine licalth
an»l settle into troublt
some disorders.
Knn
t ions of the skin are the
crrZt*'
appearance on the surlacot liuiiio'
h it -honid b(M spoiled from tin* blood.
Intern::! derangements are tin* determination ot
these same humors to some internal organ,ororgans,
whose action t hey derange and whose .-ubstimce they
disease and destroy. Aykk's Saksai'akiu.a ex
pels thc.-e humors from the blood. When they are.
gone, tin disorders they produce disappear, such al ie- rat imis >t the Liver, Stomach. Kidneys, I.nilgs,
Kruplioi- and Krnptive Diseases ej the Skin, St.
Antiion ,'- Kin lto-i or Krysipelas, Dimple.--, l’utales. Blotches, 11.>i 1 >•, Tumors, letter and Salt
Kb.eum, Seald 11 ead. Ki ngworm, I’ leers and SoreK iuai mat -n
.Neuralgia, I Vain in the Bones, Side,
and ll« ad, K •male Weakness. sterility, Beucorrlee a
ari-irg it mi: internal ulceration and uterine disease,
Dro| >v, !tcspeiiMa, Kmaeination, and (ean nil
Debility, Wit h their departure health returns
PKKPAKKD BY
3’ractioal and
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WINTER ARRANGEMENT
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Tin undn sigm d gives notice >fiat he
is running tin s<-h 1'. M
BONNES
br-tweeu Belfast ami Carver'- Marino
I h.
carrying freight ami passenger'-.
_schooner,win n m port. may he found u
u
Tt
wharf.
Cipt. Burges- will be at the store of WOOhh.
MATHEWS \ BAkKK, wIdt. rtu»
having an
kind of Cot n n:v 1 *i
< i. Iu ,\ nnd him n
«i\ t.
tak- it at fair prices.
IHuVlAS Bl HUES?Dot.
Bellas!.
til l
f, lv?-\

families.
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New Market fur l’rudure.

In fact, V K.fiKTl NE i-the best remedy yet di*
covered for t he above diseases, and is the only reliable IIMMin PI IK CITE K vet placed betore
the public.
Preparedby II. IK .«T K % E T*.Boston M i-j.
Prici *1
Sold by all Druggists.
.‘trn '. I eon

O

X> _X

to-

II

.strainer

1:

Will make but om trip per w• *. k. i- ving lie!last for
Boston v very i l'KSl>A\ at .* I*. M.
Will h-avt Boston every KltlDAY at
K‘.tui ning
< rK.O. 11. WELLS Agent
4 I*. M.
Belfast. I He. Hi, 1-

bowels.

I

.if-,

Cuiil, V,

for (ala rrh. »j*pep«ia Habitual €'«*.
tivenea*.
Palpitation of ihe Heurt.
Heatlarhe. Pile*, Tervouwne** and fifne»al pros! ration ot the .Wertnu* Mritein, no
m« dieim- has ever given such perfect ,-ai i.-taction athe VKGK l INK. It purities the blood, cleanses all
ot the organs, and possesses
controlling power
over th» Nervous system
The remarkable cures effected by \ KfJKTINK
have induced many physicians and apothecaries
whom \v e Know to prescribe and use it i n their own

PURIFYING

lHr.

Tiie^l i>

ilu r

It A T A

NORTON, Mierilb.

SAMFKL

Belfast, Jan. 14, lh?:{,

j

prietor

Belfast

On an.I

had.

l-'xH II

Retail Price, each mounted, SI 50.

Of the

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS!

Afliimor. Tumor*, ('iinm.
Mcrolulau*
^ah
ranrerom
fliiituor.
Kn'ii|M*la*.
It lie ii in. .4»y|i in title IliMMie*. Canker,
Taiiilnei* .it in* *toiuarli. and all diseases
t’lai arise from impuie blood.
Nciatic. I n#l;imiii a to rv and Chronic
H h «*u an ifi*ni, .leuand
<*oiit
ralgiu,
K’ompljtint* can
only be effectually cured through the blood.
Kor 4 leer* and Eruptive* <li***«i*<*-* ot the
iklii 1*11*111 e*. Pimple*. Klotche*. Hoih.
Tetter. Vcalillieail and Kinifworm, VKtiK11 N K h i- n'-ver tailed to effect a permanent cure.
Kor Pi*in* in the
Hiudey Com
plaiiit*. hrojny, IVuiale
Wenknc**,
LeiKori liuM. msingtroui internal ulceration,
ami sii
ini diseases and Vcn<>rul llehi lit*
\ KiiK llNl
e-i s directly upou the causes ot these
It invigorates and strengthens the
complaints.
whole system,acts upon the secretive organs, allays
inflammation, cures ulceration und regulate- the

j

The above are some of ('hampney’s best sk« lobes,
and are brilliant. in coloring and true to Nature.
Executed iu the best manner.

SIX

.!

1

he suco River, N. II.
Lake Chocorua and Mountain,White 'fountains.
Autumn on the Kennebec, Maine.
Wheat Harvest, Delaware River.

Heat rice

JULIA

origi^

the time when the same was attached on Jim
writ, of redeeming a certain parcel ol land, wit li tin*
buildings thereon, situate in Scursmont in -.ini
County, and bounded as follows, vi/.. on tin north.
b\ land of Woodbury Hook mi the west t-v land ot
said Hook; on the south, by lie- Augusta and Rell.i-t
stage road, and ou ill" east, by land id' rieirh-s

I!

<3

Boston & Lowell!

imb— awa—b—

VI.:

Clyde,

Size 15x24.

<

Upon

on

public .metion to the highest
bidder, on Saturday, the twi n: y <vondd:i> ot February lu-xt ar ten of the cioek in tbe ton-noon, at
the ofliee ot Joseph Williamson, in Bellast, in said
County, all the right in cquiiy whii li tin-said Dow ning has or had on the tun uty-fourth day of August,
last past, at eleven o’clock in the afternoon
l.ei^
tit

e

I.

JOHN

Morning

Y17"ALDo, SS—Taken on execution in favor ol
Albert Sleeper, against Lemont Downing,
YY
sold

The Cheat Blood Purifierl4t

—

I

_

PP.OSATE NOTICES.

Sheriff's Sale.

Fehruan m*\t, at U*n «»! C
clock in I.. 'cn'iin-'ii,
>
at lliiol Joseph
William-on, in I’, ha-:, in
•■’aid County, all tin* right in
(U>’ whiol tin- -aid
z.
-:\'l
v
o|
Downing lias or had n inr t
August, last ]>asr, at eight o'clock in tin Jon noon.
1m-: u ir tin- linn- when tin -ann u.a- 11 ’•
u lie
mi
:
I ,in,
original writ, of red a imu;.*
will) the bu lding- thereon, -iluafe in Sc;.r
said Count v an ! b minted
toll.
!
north, h*. land
W•
-hut
1 have been troubled, more -r less, tor five years,
\ a.
with inflammatory Rln umati'm.
For tin* i;w{ six ! land cl oil Ii ii.k on tIf
Bellas! stage ro. d. and
months I haw suffered beyond description.
My
bull*.- were badly swollen ami inflamed, t was with I Charles I'otlett, containing om a •:
inoi
We
.M
mortgaged by '.mi Downing
great pain and difficulty that I could mow
Mv
on the t well; h da;. o|
e.
Novcmb r, A 1 >. I
inease \w
well known by thousands of citizens iii
deed ol inorte.tire ol that date, recorded mi ;in Wat
1 am to-day a well man, and 1 was
Portland.
uo IP gi-d ry,
cured by the Fniw-rsity medicine, and Ai ipuncluti>
ol, !.»'
.ill.
which
|
e!i
e|.'
pa
is liei by had
( APT. W. S. PENN I LL. Ishn-vSt.
ration.
SA M l I* I, N< K r< >N Slier It!.
Belfast, Jan. 14. Is.'
Nk\v llKfi-'ot'i), Sept. In, 1S71.
D>c. St Ai i.i-.s, Dear Sir.
I am leeling first rate,
I h'lVe not I el t so well for years
I do :i.( rite present
lime.
if y ou recollect when I u <-a' your place 1
was suffering, with a very lame back.
That has all
i< n me am! 1 m v.-; ’.it better in mv iile than at the
VIT\I.DO, SS.— l .iki n on execution m lavor ot
I .lon't believe tbit that medo-im*
present tiiu
Thomas Do a iling, .mtiusi l. niont Dewn
'V
can he beat.
I beh.-ve it is what :( is rccomim mb-d.
and will be sold at public auction, t.. the (ughing.
1 believe t ha! medicine is cm i»h d t o a much praise
j est bidder, on Saturday, tin dm mIv .oud dr.
(
as any medicine that was ever introduced to the
pubFebruary next, aften ot tie -ha!, in tic mm •on,
; lie. 1 will not write any more this tim
at Hi" ollice <»! Joseph \V diiamsou, in Bella.--, in
iiospecifully, Sc,,
•aid County, all the right m 'juil
which the -•ml
II. A, Will 1 TIER.
Downing has or had on tin t w.-nt y-.-ixt ii <i;v f
August, last |»ast. at nine oY.oek m tin loienoon,
Some three months ago i was persuaded by m>
being the time when the emn-wa- attached on the
wile to lake the i 'Diversity Medicines.
M v health ! original writ, ol redeeming a c« rtain parcel ol J.md,
with the buildings tln’reon, sit title in Searsm out,
ami miini was so badly all-v.i .1 that my friends hein said County, ami hounded is follows,
came alurnie 1 lor my safety.
i.-.
1 ;i a week alter comon
the north, by land of Woodbury 11 ook ; on the we.-i,
mencing to take tin Medieim l left great relief. I
am now as well a* anv oilier man.
>ou!li, b\ tin* Augusta
by land ol said Hook; on ti
Mv wile has
ami Bellas! stage road, and on t lie e.:-d, |,\ land ol
been lor a long time atlln ted with disease that has
Charles Follct!, con tai mug one acre, more oriels,
batiled the skill ol our best physicians; some o|
which pronoimceil |!ie case incurable. Under treatmortgaged by said I awning to Weston It Moden.
on the twellih day ot November, \. D. tvn,
ment, of the l'niversi:v Medicine.-, her health ha>
j,i„
I
greatly improved. Any one doubling will phase deed ol mortgage ot that dat. r< corded iii t lie Wa !
do Keg is try. v ol. id?, page .»1!, to wld h r. lei. v
call at Mo. o Lincoln street,oral repair shop,(I rand
I runk depot.
hereby had.
(iKOKU H K I NtiSlil' It V
>AM 1.1,1. NDUTuN. si,ei 11.
I’ortland, Aug. f>. Lv. 1.
Belfast, Jail. 11,

RIVER,STOWE,VT.;

LITTLE

next, d ten ot the clock in the- forenoon, at the olhee
of Joseph Williamson, in Belfast, in said County,
all the right in equity which the said Downing has
or had on the twenty-third day of August, last past,
at four o’clock and thirty minutes in tin- afternoon,
being the time when the same was attached on the
original writ, of redeeming a certain pare- i ot lam!,
with the buildings thereon, situate in Se irsmont, in
said County, tud bounded as follows, viz.: or. the
north, by laud of Woodbury I look ; on t lie west, by
land of saiii Hook; on tin- south, by the \ugust.t
and Bellast stage road, and on the east, by land of
Charles Follett, containing one acre, more <-rie-s
mortgaged by said Downing to Weston B. Manlen,
on the tweliih day of Novemb r, A. D
Dio, f.y his
deed of mortgage of that date, recorded in th Waldo Registry, vol. lb?, page -Aft, to which refer -nee is
hereby had.
.SAMI’KI NORTON Mteriti.
:\v*d’.'
Belfast, Jan. It, 1* d.

will b'-

I

as i.i iKl lNii is made'exclusively Iroru thejuices
(•1
rctuiiy -elected l»ark*. root* and l»«*rb*.
and >'• strongly concentrated that it will effectually
radicate from t he system every taint ot *c rofula.

in favor ol

Downing, and
at public
highe-t bidder,
Saturday, the twenty-second day ol February

and

i

i■

RY SA51K A KTIST

■

i.wrcvr*

execution

on

Line

Independent

our

published.,

Complaints,
by ad l>rugA. HOWES
hold bv
II

on

PoiiTI.A Nl>, !• eb. 17
s 7 J,
I.)It. STA1M.I-.s,— i his may reriily that I had been
troubled with Scrofula a!: n«> Iii**.
Some three
month' since S bec.iun so r« dueed that 1 could not
raise myself in bed.
In this condition mv friend
sent for you.
Willi your direct Medic.dor ainl t ui
versify Medicine I was in -'to minutes enabled to get
In our week 1 left Portland
up and dress mysell.
and travelled night and -lay in tin South without
the least inconvenience.
1 haw since been free
from all ot the above trembles and I cannot use too
strong language in recommending the treatment to
all afflict-d. I am satiHbeu it vived mv lib
W. W. ATWOOD, -H Miner*' St.

hromo of

REMEDY.

i.
take and cures all Lung
Sample be.tiles and circulars free
S.
gi“t-.
cents.
Large 1.o111e —.
&
itelfasf. Wholesale Agents.
Druggists.
;-aui

tlieMarket.

Fine?! in

HOYAIi DESSERT!
At:•

SS—Taken

'This is to.cert ify that 1 ha\ e been afflicted with tin*
intlammatory rheumatism for over twenty years,
! haw employ'd most ot the best physicians iii
Portland, and pab» hundreds ot dollars for medicine
witliout any p* rmanent cure.
1'wo years ago list
March 1 was taken wi ll Rheumatic lev« r for live
weeks I was unable to turn in bed or bed myself;
my left arm and hand was reduced to nearly half
the -dze of my right one, and was unable to lilt two
pound’.' weight until last .July, when I saw the effect ot the 1 niversity Medicine on the daughter ot
Capt Win. Thorndike. I called on Dr. Maples and
He said he could cure it. I began
stated my ease.
taking the medicine witli the aeupuneturation. lb
lore ( had taken lour bottles 1 considered myself
more live from pain than 1 have been for twenty
I have no! had a relapse.
i
year- up to this time.
consider it to be the only sure medicine for flu
above eomplaut.
WILLIAM .J. SMI TH.
late linn of Pearson & Smith.

ast.

Sale.

s

1 thiol Lease, against Lemont
WALDO.
will he sold
auction, to the

l’"KTi,ANl>, .June L’ath, ls?2.

u Room Papers.
Furniture, Crockery Ware
Sts.,

favor of
to

Sheriff

The University Medicines has been tested by so
many, and its merits so well known, that tile hue
and cry oi humbug has lost all its scare.
It has cured over 5000 cases in Maine within
three years, Including all diseases subject to this
climate. It has cured over :toot) cases that could not
be reached with any other medicines.
it has cured many patients alter their physicians
told them there was no cure tor them.
It has proved itself to he superior to any other
known medicine in the world for the cure of all
forms of chronic diseases.
t'AlAAIill •.the mother of consumption,} Scrofula, Sait Iklieuiu, and many otlu r disas's hitherto
considered incurablt, readily yield m tier treatment
ot the University Medicines.
S1*KKM AT" >K ItllO K A t he greatt1 destroyer ot
humanity on the face ot the (ilobe. flow inaiiy bewail the loss ot precious vitality without having the
slightest idea of tin# cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a fate of hopeless decay.
Too strong language cannot he used by parents to
council their children while young to guard against
this horrid malady. By so doing they may save their
sons and daughters from a ruined Health, insanity
and a premature grave.
Abate this evil and there
will be no more appropriations required to enlarge
our Insane Asylums.
I have cured over -'ooo cases ol this life and sou'
destroying malady within three years, in the New
Kugland States and Canada. I have invariably found
that the foundation ot destruction was laid b« tore
the victim was old enough to know of its vils. l>o
not let false in ui< -ty stand in the wav of treatment
before tlie constitution is ruined.
IVrsons alllicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book free,) wherein they will find
their disease explained, uud necensarv remedies.
PKI.h'C S f A 1*1,KS,
Address
'-‘50 Congress St. Cortland, Me.
Thousands of certificates can be presented it necessary, but il the following are not sufficient to satisfy the most so ptfcal, 10,000 additional ones would
be useless.

u

Size 22x27.

AN

I [nil.

Some two years ago my daughter, seven y fairs old,
had a severe attack ol rheumatic and pleurisy fever
which left lut in a very dangerous condition. Her
liver inactive, no appetite to eat, general debility
VVe employed good physicians
and sinking daily.
After having n early despaired o!
without benefit.
her recovery we decided to try the New York l' niversify Medicine. In two months she was able to
go to school, and has not been compelled to lose a
day since on account of ill health.
CAP I'. .) 11. THORNDIK K,
Is St. Lawrence street.
Portland, .June '-'nth, is?..

For Sai.k By Ranks and Baxkkks.

Pilgrim’s Progress.

••

Oontrress

(Vrti fWoate* of <TiroM.

JAY COOKE & CO.,

that actual presences arc seen out of a
Isfenti Witnteil for lliitiyaii'x
trance.
Miss lYrkins is a delicate-looking |
girl, rat Inn pale, will; a striking face, not {
so
pretty as peculiar, the most attractive 1
feature of which i- tin
I hey are
yes
dark brown, with a sort of abstracted, I ll- most baiitiful edition ever
published. Printed
far-away look. as though she wen- seeing on -legant paper, with nearly :V»0 exquisite illu-iraProtits large and sales sure.
oi" from br\ >nd her a
Inal miToumlings. tiona.
Everybody j
wants this noble work.
1- or circular and term-, ad
She is evidently a very imp'vssii.liable dress .JOHN
K. POTTEi: & (JO., Publishers, Philgirl, with an excitable nervous tempera- adelphia,
Sin speaks viay quickly, showing
ment.
p<‘r day
Agents wanted : \ 11
her intense nervous force in her manner tfC In
4)\J lU 4)i-U classes of working people, 01
oi
she
disclaims
anv
tlier
or
sex, young
speech,
old, make more money at work
knowledge
t-r us iu their spare moments, or all the time, than
a
I lie manifestations .uel their causes,
at anything else.
Particulars free.
Address O.
md is utterly powerless to control them. s IlNhON
a: I’u., Portland, Maine.
She e-m neilia-r will he a: to come or go.
so
I hey arc entirely out ot Inn menial
power
They no longi r frighten her, bill
si:
lakes 1 lien: as a mailer of course. Her
coolness i( iinlluencc oyer the children,
and they are nmv
hairless as she
The
u.
school continues
it h I lie number ol pua
r>
I altbough some
pils imdiminislu d
days Ilnur visitor is 1 oisjer and more
troublesome tha.n others, vel the sessions
e
continue, and the pnui a.lvance well in •

about in mid-dav. routining N visits t ;1 -ehool-M, )Usa. where
about lifty little urchins are busied in
•■-Miiug tie- dillieu ties
tin Prinn-r.
an.;
the nun
abstruse complexities ot
n
argent s I n -: lb*ader. And it piays mad
P, !,iks enough to >et tile whole flftv b\
*-he ears, and the noise it makes would l>.
-nib--., nt to turn in' w<*|!-ivgulat, .i school

St,

51 rmiNM ick.

j

With these accomplished results and most
favorable prospects, tin Company is now selling
its First Mortgage 7-30 Bonds for the purpose

■

fearlessly

Congress

!

4^<*nt for ilt«k Nitate of Blaine aiul

than $100,000 per mile of road for the

whole grant.
The Company has already begun the process
<»t redeeming and cancelling its First Mortgage
Cold Bonds, as they are now being received at
1.10 in payment and exchange for the Company's Lands.

■

prances

Age

£M»RTI.,t * K»,

now virtually
constructed,
Two Million acres, of excellent average
quality, arc in market, and their sale and settlement progressing. The average price tlno far
realized is $5.b(> per acre—which is at the rate
more

execution in

twenty -eeoiid day
clock in the loreof
the
in Belfast,
at
office
Williamson,
Joseph
noon,
iu said County, all the right in equity which the
said Downing has or had on the twenty-fourth day
ot August, last past, at two o’clock .nd thirty minute.- in the afternoon, being the time when the same
was attached on the original -.Mat, of redeeming
certain parcel of land, with the buildings thru on,
situate in Sears in on t, in said County, and bounded
as follows, viz.: on tin- north
by laud of Woodbury
Hook; on the west, by land ol said Hook; on the
the
ami
Belfast
south, by
Augusta
stage road, nd
on the east, by land of Charles Follett, containing
one acre, more or less, mortgaged by <aid Downing
to Weston B. .Harden, on tin- twelfth day of Novem
ber, A D. 1870, by his deed ol mortgage of'that date,
recorded in the Waldo Registry, vof. 137, page r>U,
to which reference is hereby had.
8AM IK I NORTON, Sherill.
:wm
Belfast, Jan. 14, 1873.

MEDICINES

Branch Office 250

portion of Road

of

on

highest bidder, on Saturday, tin*
ot February next, at ten of the

some

1

> tin* trad;
‘‘blip
m i: h .nr of
midnight
to make their
earthlj' rovings, this ghost

SS—Taken

LDO,
11. Thump on, against Lemont
WA Erastus
and will be sold at public auction,
the

Downing,

regular operation, the Company will control
the extensive and productive trade of the Upper

ouslv the coming year are progressing satisfactorily.
Of the nearly Ten Million acres of land accruing to the Company in connection with the

■

"•

6S.--'taken on execution and will be
auction on the first day ol March
sold
in the afternoon at the
at two
A. D.
oilier, of Win. If. Fogler, in Belfast, in said ( mint;,,
ail the right in equity which Janu s It. Clement ol
Knox, in said Couuiy ol W'aldo has to redeem t!.<
fobowingdescribed real estate situated in ..tid K n«»x,
on
the
to wit: A certain parcel ol laud boundnorth by land formerly owned by M. it. .ionnson; on
the east by land of Win. L. Leonard ;ou the south
by land ot K. l\ Richardson ami on the west bylaw! belonging to tin-estate ol Samuel A. Webber
containing about fifty acres.
The above described premises being subject to a
mortgage given by said .lames It. Clement to M. i'.
Wentworth to secure the payment ot tour hundred
and thirty-five dollars, dated Dec. !
Im'.o, un-l reVoi.
corded in Waldo County Legistrv of Deed81.
JOS1A1I
NICKERSON.
13d, page
38
January 13, 1873.
Deputy sin-riil.
by public
WALDO,
o’clock
1873,

BONDS!

•*

BANFORD’S

Sheriff's Saie

INVESTMENT

M“‘u.or)IWfast,

tM«

Farm for Sale.
uni | irui situated in
miles from the |\>-t ollhv
u r7"
M
about
containing
highly cultivated
divided into fields, wood and pasturage.
A
line
but
n
:mi
house,
out
dwelling
buildings, two wells
of nevei failing water, and evei \ thing that
goes to
make a tir>t cla." farm,
Vlso titv dwellsng house on
corner of High street and Corbett's Kane with
1 !acies ol tine land and an excellent
orchard.
Koi
further particulars call on Mu subscriber at the last
named place.
.JOHN WKST.
Belfast Dec. 19. 1872.—tf.M
A
!:im

cam

lands!

IvT O "V

TtL

L T

l.M KII SM A 1.1,, M 1)., rtiysician and Surgeon,
'j Belfast. Mi*., Residence corner Miller uml C011Kress Sis. Office ovi'i* Caldwell’s Bookstore, Main
Street.
(Formerly in Mitchell’s Block.) Prompt
attendance Riven to uight calls.
3wl*t!4

N1

OT1CE!
notice to the citizens of Belfast,
the store of Oakes Angier Saturday
1*. M., for the purpoaeof
2 until

hereby give

that l will be

at

ay» moons, from
receiving taxes.

OANIKI, I.

PITCHKR.Coi.i.kctou.

Bellas!, Sept. 20.—tt 13

GrOiildL

Jns.

M
tl

A <4 I R T I C

CLAIRVOYANT
31 Cumborland
®<-l'.x!imines from
FF.F—ON

I

noi.l.AK

A K II

PHYSICIAN!
St., BANGOR.

a distance
KACII.

by

a

lock ol hair.
tf?»

Farm for Sale.
Phe subscriber oilers for sale the
w
well known Cook la rut, so called,
in Jackson.
Said farm contains pjo uen h of excelant Isnd, sisuated at Jackson Centre, and is divided
into highly cultivated fields, pasturing and thick
wood lands.
It is I miles trom Brooks station, ami
10U rods from 1*. u. and the same from a flood
meeting every Sunday, and the same from Town
House. It it abundantly supplied with water from
2 wells and numerous springs, the house is a
story
and half with ell, finished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn I
by VI
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard mostly grafted fruit,
Apply to the subscriber on the place.
KDVVARL) \\ ROBKKTS.
Jackson, Dec. hi, 1872.—tf2»

